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ABSTRACT

Ukrainian immigrants' adaptation in the Canadian society is a multifaceted

and an ongoing process. Four waves of the Ukrainian immigration can be traced

within Canadian-Ukrainian history.

The focus of this exploratory study is to examine the causes and the socio-

economic and socio-cultural dimensions in adaptation of the recent fourth wave

Ukrainian immigration in Winnipeg. The fourth wave of Ukrainian immigration to

Canada occurred after Ukraine became an independent country in 1991 .

A literature review on Ukrainian immigration to Canada assisted in

developing the starting point for understanding the causes for Ukrainian immigration

and provided the overview of the major themes, which were traced in their socio-

economic and socio-cultural adaptation.

The study employed a qualitative research strategy and relied on primary

data, collected through sixteen in-depth face-to-face interviews. Each interview

explored a Ukrainian immigrant's adaptation experience in the areas of housing,

education, employment, language and community connections. The research was

designed to increase understanding about the recent Ukrainian immigrant's

adaptation process in Winnipeg through determining their needs for community and

social work services.

The study's findings strongly indicate that the problems encountered by

Ukrainian immigrants in the process of socio-economic and socio-cultural

integration are both personal and social, necessitating the formulation of policies to



facilitate the adaptation process and create desirable outcomes.

This thesis highlights the importance of developing a vigorous advocacy and

community outreach informational programs to help Ukrainian newcomers in their

adaptation in Winnipeg. These measures may help them cope with the isolation and

occupational discrimination many of them experience during the first few years in

Canada.
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CHAPTER ONE

OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY

lmmigration is viewed as the voluntarily or forced movement of a

population from the country of permanent residence to other states. Economic,

educational, social and cultural aspects are often reasons which initiate this

process. Four waves could be traced in the history of Ukrainian immigration to

Canada; each having specific characteristics under which the Ukrainian Diaspora

of Canada were formed and developed.

This thesis was an exploratory study of the recent fourth wave of

Ukrainian immigrants' adaptation in Winnipeg, Canada with a view to determine

their needs for the Ukrainian community and social work services.

Statement of the Problem

Canada is a nation which is open to immigrants from different countries.

Through out its history, Canada because of various labour intense industries has

relied primarily on an immigrant work force.

In contrast to the United States "melting pot" immigration policy, in Canada

people from diverse cultural backgrounds are able to maintain their cultural

integrity and family traditions. John Porter (1965) named Canadian immigration

strategy a "Cultural Mosaic" to distinguish its uniqueness in preserving

immigrants' cultural heritage. lmplementation and promotion of the

multiculturalism policy in Canada strengthened the immigrant's ability to have a

constant interaction with individuals from different cultural backgrounds and

provided learning opportunities to appreciate cultural differences.



Regardless of the cultural backgrounds, types of societies, and levels of

social standards, adaptation to a new land is often a lengthy and difficult process.

Ukrainian immigrants faced numerous issues that affected most immigrants in

the process of adaptation in Canadian society.

From the time of Canadian Confederation in 1867, Ukrainian immigration

to Canada has been a major reality for many people from Ukraine. The Ukrainian

immigration to Canada has continued to increase even since the time when

Ukraine became an independent state in 1991 .

In order to understand the settlement process in Winnipeg for fourth wave

Ukrainian immigrants, it was essential to understand the problems and

perspectives they experienced during their initial adaptation. In this study the

researcher identified major socio-economic and socio-cultural issues faced by

the representatives from the fourth wave of Ukrainian immigration during their

settlement process in Winnipeg, Canada. A literature review on Ukrainian

immigration to Canada developed the starting point in understanding the causes

for the first three waves of immigration and provided the overview of major

themes related to their socio-economic and socio-cultural adaptation.

The Purpose of the Study

There were several reasons for conducting this exploratory research.

There had been little recent adaptation research on Ukraínian immigrants

conducted in Canada. The existing research was primarily focused on the first

wave of Ukrainian immigration to Canada. The identification of problems in

adaptation by the Ukrainian community has changed since the arrival of the first



wave of Ukrainian immigrants and it was important to identity new trends and

issues in recent Ukrainian immigration to Canada to understand their settlement

process. The existing research on adaptation and Ukrainian Diaspora issues was

predominantly quantitative and was based on the census information and not on

qualitative in-depth data and observations, which is used to describe the breadth

and depth of issues in analyzing Ukrainian immigration and settlement

experience.

The purpose of this exploratory research was to describe and analyze the

process of adaptation and settlement of the fourth wave of Ukrainian immigrants

in Winnipeg, Canada. This study, by exploring the recent Ukrainian immigrant

experiences, sought answers to the following three questions:

(1) What were the immigrants' reason(s) for migration and settlement in

Winnipeg, Canada?

(2) What was the process of adaptation and the factors that have

influenced the process and outcomes in areas such as housing, employment,

education, culture and language, ethnic community and family connectíons?

(3) What were the Ukrainian immigrant perceptions of their migration and

problems or opportunities in the settlement experience?

This study was guided by the following two research objectives:

a). To understand the problems of adaptation experienced by Ukrainian

immigrants in Canada in socio-economic and socio-cultural perspective and the

factors that contributed to their adaptation.

the
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b). To explore Ukrainian immigrants perceptions of their needs, and



kinds of assistance they required in order to help them with their adaptation.

The study employed a qualitative research methodology with an emphasis

on exploratory framework and relied on primary data, collected through 16 in-

depth face-to-face interviews. Each in-depth qualitative interview explored a

Ukrainian immigrant's adaptation experience in the areas of housing, education,

employment, language and ethnic community connections.

The exploratory framework was chosen because the study did not intend

to generalize findings but aimed to provide in-depth information for social work

practitioners about the current issues which immigrants from Ukraine were facing

after their immigration and settlement in Winnipeg. Qualitative research

methodology utilizing ground theory and phenomenology approaches for the

purpose of data collection and analyses made recent Ukrainian immigrants

personal experiences meaningful and created a possibility for future research in

the area of Ukrainian immigration to Canada.

This research attempted to make a two-fold contribution to the migration

literature. Empirically, this study situated the experience of recent Ukrainian

immigrants within the existing literature on the first three waves of Ukrainian

immigrants' adaptation process, and complemented the existing studies in the

area of Ukrainian immigration in Canada, which were mostly quantitative, by

adding in-depth explorative qualitative reflection on recent Ukrainian immigrants'

socio-economic and socio-cultural adaptation experience.

The focus of this present exploratory study was an attempt to extract the

main problems and perspectives of Ukrainian immigrants' adaptation experience



and to develop an understanding of their initial settlement process and formation

of a new Diaspora community of immigrants who have moved to Winnipeg,

Canada from Ukraine after 1991 .

Significance

This research seeks to make a contribution to helpíng professions

knowledge about the situation of recent Ukrainian immigrants to Canada. lt is

intended to provide the recent data to the agencies serving Ukrainian immigrants

and policy makers. The results may be beneficial for both Canada and Ukraine.

For Canada this study provides updated information about the newcomers and

their social characteristics, what needs they have, and what supports they might

require during their settlement process. For Ukraine, this research provides an

awareness of the Ukrainian immigrants experience in Winnipeg, Canada and

creates an opportunity for future potential Ukrainian immigrants to make their

decision based on the present Ukrainian-Canadian immigration realities.

This study also seeks to make a contribution to socialwork practice in areas of

cultural diversity and immigration. Among other functions, social work is designed to

help immigrants to dealwith their initial settlement problems. Socialworkers and other

helping professionals who seek to help Ukrainian immigrants need to be

knowledgeable of their two worlds, Ukraine and Canada. Social workers, who

provide professional settlement services for Ukrainian immigrants need to know

these people's socio-economic and socio-cultural experiences prior to, during and

following their immigration process to facilitate their adaptation in Canada.

Moreover, they must gain an understanding of their needs as immigrants.



The study is also intended to contribute to the knowledge base

concerning Ukrainian immigration. Although social work literature on general

clinical practice, policy and research with immigrants is plentiful, it is limited in

its review of study and application to Ukrainian immigrants in comparison to

other Eastern European countries. To this extent, this study identified the

experiences of a small sample of Ukrainians' migration and adaptation

processes, and the relevant ethnic community social work practices to meet

emerging needs.

The problems of adaptation that the Ukrainians revealed in this study

should help professional social workers, policy makers and other human service

practitioners to determine what services, in addition to the usual resettlement

services, should be provided to help them adapt to the challenges presented by

the Canadian environment. The findings related to recent Ukrainian immigrants

early adaptation, in particular should determine what culturally appropríate

interventions in addition to outreach are needed. Hopefully, the results of this

study wíll be utilized by professionals and paraprofessional aides to further

develop policies and practices that will assist Ukrainians with physical, social,

economic and cultural adaptation in their host country.

Winnipeg was chosen as the focal point of this study because it has

historically been one of the centres of Ukrainian Canadian immigration, socio-

cultural, socio-economic life in Canada. lt also served as the "gateway" to the

West, as an immigration depot for the first two waves of immigration. Many

Ukrainian immigrants during the whole process of Ukrainian immigration in



Canada settled in Winnipeg instead of going further west. Thus, it became the

first major urban Ukrainian centre in Canada. In first half of the 20th century

Winnipeg was the first and largest urban Ukrainian settlement in Canada, where

centres of organizations were established and developed.

Definitions

Ukraine is a country of over 46.5 million people with ethnic and religious

diversity. In this research the Fourth Wave of Ukrainian lmmigration was

defined as immigration originating in Ukraine after Independence Day which

occurred on August24, 1991. This research was confined to the first generation

of Ukrainian immigrants, as defined above, 18 years of age or older, residing in

Winnipeg, who were either permanent residents or Canadian citizens.

According to the Webster dictionary the term Diaspora was used to refer

to people or ethnic population forced or induced to leave their traditional ethnic

homelands; being dispersed throughout other parts of the world, and the ensuing

developments in their dispersal and culture. In this thesis the new Ukrainian

Diaspora in Canada referred to the community of Ukrainian people who had

immigrated to Canada since 1991 .

For the purpose of this research Adaptation was defined as a process of

change and adjustment to new environmental conditions; Socio-economic

dimension of adaptation included issues related to housing, employment and

education; Socio-cultural dimension of adaptation included issues related to

language, culture, family and ethnic community connections.



Thesis Structure

This thesis is comprised of six chapters. Chapter two focuses on the

existing literature in Ukrainian lmmigration. lt includes an analyses of the first

three waves of Ukrainian immigration and the Ukrainian Diaspora formation in

Canada and explored problems in adaptation which were experienced by

Ukrainians who immigrated to Canada before 1991 .

Chapter three describes the research methodology, including an overview

of the research strategy, sample selection, data collection and data analyses

techniques. In addition the research validity, reliability and critical analyses of the

merits and limitations of this research were presented.

Chapter four and five present the findings and discussion based on the

research questions and analyses of the Ukrainian immigrants' socio-economic

and socio-cultural adaptation.

The final chapter identifies conclusions and recommendations from the

study. lt also offers suggestions for the future research in the Ukrainian

immigration field.



CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

The literature review provided an opportunity to analyze the process of

Ukrainian immigration from the early period of the Ukrainian settlement in

Canada and to present day. Numerous publications from political, sociological

and historical perspectives were devoted to the problems of socio-economic and

socio-cultural adaptation of Ukrainian immigrants to the multicultural Canadian

society. These problems continue to be studied in the Ukrainian and Canadian

social sciences, and also, to a lesser extent, in scientific literature of other

countries, for example in the Russian Federation

The history of Ukrainian immigration began at the end of the 19th century.

During this period of time, the beginning of the existence, formation and

subsequent development of Ukrainian Diaspora began in Canada. lmmigration

from Ukraine to Canada has occurred in four waves. Each wave characterized a

period of Ukrainian-Canadian growth and provided a framework for adaptation

processes. The first settlers laid the foundations of Ukrainian community life,

formed the initial group outlook, and determined a public image. Succeeding

waves introduced their own institutions and attitudes and adaptation styles,

modifying existing arrangements which resulted in new challenges in the

established Ukrainian community.

Most of the research for this study was conducted in Winnipeg, Canada,

and in Lviv and Kyiv, Ukraine. The libraries at the University of Manitoba

(primarily Elizabeth Dafoe and St. Paul's College) and the Ukrainian Cultural and



Educational Centre provided the primary document sources. The document

delivery department at the University of Manitoba provided access to the books

available from the University of Victoria and University of Toronto. Outside

Winnipeg, the National Library by Stefanyk in Lviv and Theses depositary and

Vygovskij Library in Kyiv were the most helpful, since they contained an

abundance of primary source materials in the Ukrainian language, which could

not be located elsewhere. During the literature review, the researcher found two

similar extensive literature reviews on Ukrainians in Canada, which provided

plenty of material and opportunity to locate all of the primary sources for writing

this study. They were: Alexandra Pawlowska's (1997) thesis entitled "Ukrainian

Canadian Literature in Winnipeg: A Socio-Historical Perspective, 1908-1991" in

English and Vitaliy Makar's (2006) work entitled "Socio-political integration of

Ukrainians in polytechnic society in Canada" in the Ukrainian language.

The major purpose for the literature review was to acquire the general

understanding of the problems and opportunities facing Ukrainians during their

immigration to Canada. This provided the basis for future analyses and

preparation of the data collection tool for further exploration of those issues with

a sample of respondents from the fourth wave of Ukrainian immigration.

First Wave of Ukrainian lmmigration to Ganada

Reasons for lmmigration and Canadian Realities

The first wave of Ukrainian immigration to Canada covered a period from

the end of the 19th century to the beginning of the First World War. The primary

reason for mass migration of Ukrainians to Canada at this time was to improve
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their socio-economic conditions. This influenced researchers such as Marunchak

(1991a) and Martynovych (1991) to name this migrant wave as the "labour" wave

of Ukrainian immigration.

The lack of material possession was not the only reason for migration.

Although Stechishin (1992) named poverty as the number one reason for leaving

the country, the author also discussed social, national, political, religious, and

even psychological factors, which caused immigration. He noted that "many

motives, either separately or in combination, played signíficant role for Ukrainian

people in making their decision towards immigration" (Stechishin, 1992, p.82).

From the Canadian side at the end of the 19th century, the historical

conditions of country's development were instrumental in making Canada an

active recipient of immigrants. A whole number of factors were involved in the

growth of European immigration to Canada, particularly to the Canadian West.

Two factors which were outlined by numerous researchers as the key motivators

for immigration were the existence of "free lands" (homesteads) and the building

of railways. The improvement of agricultural techniques also vastly enlarged the

potential of the prairie lands.

The formation of confederation in 1867 and the industrial revolution

opened wide possibilities for economic development in Canada. The high rates of

industrial development required the permanent wave of new workers, which

Canada was lacking due to a very small population at that time.

In view of the powerful proprietors of the Pacific Railway, pressure was

placed on the Canadian government and parliament. Due to their actions, a final

ll



decision about lifting restrictions on Eastern European immigration was accepted

in 1885. Up to that time immigrants from Eastern Europe were considered to be

the immigrants of the "second sort", and a Conservative Press named them as

"ignorant, dirty, priest-ridden moral degenerates, unfit to become citizens of a

democratic state" (Lehr, 1987, p.3).

The special actions in the direction of attracting new immigrants to

Canada were initiated by the Minister of Labour Clifford Sifton. lt was his idea to

bring Ukrainian immigrants to the Western part of Canada. The actions of the

Minister directed the encouragement of Eastern European immigration, and were

based on the Minister's belief that immigrants from Eastern Europe could easily

adjust to the Canadian reality than those who were coming from Western

Europe. He asserted that: "East-European element, including Ukrainians which

named itself "Galychany" are more adjusted for settling in the West of Canada,

than people from Western Europe" (Marunchak, 1991a, p.69).

However Sifton's tolerance toward Eastern European immigration were

not based on the concept of equal treatment among the immigrants in Canada.

He only believed that Eastern Europeans were more hard-working people than

other immigrants. Sifton expressed his view on Ukrainian immigrants in such a

way: "l think a stalwart peasant in a sheepskin coat, born on the soil, whose

forefathers have been farmers for ten generations, with a stout wife and half-a-

dozen children, is good quality" (Marunchak, 1991a, p.69).

Clifton's statement established a peasant-oriented attitude toward

Ukrainian immigrants from the Canadian Anglo-Saxon population. This type of
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attitude was maintained and reinforced by Canadian government officials and

researchers during the time when first and second waves of Ukrainian

immigrants were settled in Canada. lt made the process of the first and second

wave of Ukrainian immigrants adaptation very complicated, by placing

immigrants in the framework of the working rural population, such as farmers and

did not allow them to fully realize themselves in other areas of the Canadian

economy.

At the same time some Ukrainians from the first wave of immigration to

Canada chose to settle in urban areas such as Winnipeg, which also served as

the central immigration depot for most incoming immigrants. Within a relatively

short period of time the Ukrainians established a sizable ethnic community in the

"North End" of the city and maintained their roots throughout the whole period of

immigration.

The earliest statistical data regarding the Ukrainian population in Winnipeg

dates back to the census year of 1911. The major source on Winnipeg Ukrainian

census data as well as the general Ukrainian immigration to Canada was

Darcovich and Yuzyk's (1980) "Statistical Compendium on Ukrainians in Canada

1896-1976". This compendium assisted in providing comprehensive statistical

data on Ukrainians in Canada. lt covered twenty subject matter fields begínning

from age, gender, and provincial distribution of the population to various cultural

and economic characteristics, including language knowledge and use, education

and training based on information from Statistics Canada. The researcher used

information from this Compendium to illustrate various issues in the development

13



of the Ukrainian Diaspora community in Winnipeg. According to the Compendium

in 1911 there were 3,599 Ukrainians residing in Winnipeg making up 2.6 percent

of the city's population of 136,035 (Darcovich & Yuzyk, 1980, p.66). This showed

how extensive the first wave of Ukrainian immigration was to Winnipeg.

Socio-eco nomic and Socio - cultural adaptation

It is generally believed that immigration in large numbers from Ukraine to

Canada began with the arrival of lvan Pylypiw and Wasyl Eleniak in 1891.

However this did not mean that no Ukrainians could have come to Canada prior

to this date (Stechishin, 1992, p.50).

The historical works of Oleskiv (1985) "About immigration" and "About free

lands" provided a helpful description of the initial Ukrainian immigration in

Canada. During his three month journey to Canada in 1895; Oleskiv established

contact with the Canadian government authorities with the purpose of advocating

for better treatment of immigrants from Western Ukraine. At that point in time,

the immigration department was located within the Ministry of Internal Affairs.

The material Oleskiv collected on Canada and published in his works

incorporated data on the latest Canadian census, free homesteads, and

employment opportunities, location of homestead and railway lands, climate, and

precipitation, vegetation, and livestock prices (Kaye, 1964, p. 12).

Oleskiv's works were devoted to giving advice to Ukrainians who were

mostly peasants from Galychyna and Bukovyna, about the ideas of where to

immigrate, and what benefits people would receive after their immigration in

a
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migratory process, which at that time was spontaneous, and to protect migrants

from abuses from the immigrant agents, provide them with the satisfactory

conditions while settling in "The New Lands", as Canada was named at that time,

unlike "The Old Lands", from where they moved (Marunchak, 1991a, pp. 31-a0).

Oleskiv was conscientious in his attention to immigrant problems and after

publishing his works continued to press the Canadian government for changes in

dealing with issues, which lmmigrants from Ukraine were faced with during their

settlement in Canada. However, the Canadian government continued to be

dilatory.

Though most of Oleksiv's recommendations included useful economic

measures to aid settlers, he also focused on Ukrainian immigrants spiritual

needs. In one letter Oleskiv asked the Canadian government to subsidize the

support of a priest but received another refusal (Stechishin, 1992, p.98). But

even Oleskiv, who was called "the father of the Ukrainian mass immigration

movement to Canada", a| that time, did not leave any record of the time of arrival

of the first immigrants or of the area where they had settled (Stechishin, 1992,

p.72).

However, Kaye (1964) created a valuable reference work entitled "Early

Settlements of Ukrainians in Canada, 1895-1900'. The author provided

comprehensive analyses of Oleskiv's works, including numerous letters, which

were sent to the Canadian government in order to support Ukrainian immigration

to Canada (Kaye, 1964 p. 12). Based on his activities, Oleskiv was recognized to

be the first Ukrainian immigration consultant and a high promoter of Ukrainian

15



immigration to Canada. His first work "About Free lands" which was published in

Lviv contained 38 pages and was divided into three chapters with the headings:

"fs your native soil unable to suppoft you?", "Only not to Brazil" and "Where

should one turn?" was a great example of promotional material which stimulated

the immigration to Canada. All his future works were examples of the information

on the resettlement services for Ukrainians newcomers.

Other Ukrainian originated books on this topic included a few small

editions prepared by Metropolitan Andrey Sheptitskiy. The best known one was

the brochure under the title "To Canadian Rusyny" (Sheptitskiy, 1911), (in

translation Rusyny was the name of Ukrainians in the old times), which was

written by Sheptutskiy right after his journey to Canada in 1910. The book was

printed in Zhovkva, Ukraine. In "To Canadian Rusyny", the author discussed the

basic needs of Ukrainian immigrants in Canada, mainly focusing on the needs in

their spiritual life. Sheptitskiy (1911) also touched on other important sides of life

of the Ukrainian settlers, including education, social and political life.

During the first wave of Ukrainian immigration, the Ukrainian immigrants'

adaptation topic became one of the discussed themes in the works of authors

who were from non-Ukrainian origin. In particular, John Woodsworth published a

book in 1909 "Strangers within Our Gates or Coming Canadians". Another

publication where he touched on Ukrainians was - "My Neighbour". lt was first

published in 1911. The researcher located reprints made by the University of

Toronto Press in 1972. Both original works were published before the First World

War. They were devoted not only to Ukrainians but also to all new immigrants to
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Canada.

In "My neighbour" there was a section under the eloquent name "The

seamy side or social pathology" (Woodsworth, 1972a, pp. 130-153), in which the

author described the incidents of criminality among different immigrants groups in

Canada based on the materials he collected from police and newspaper reports.

The section contained tables of criminality incidence after 1910 among

representatives from 36 nationalities. The author discovered on the whole 6,024

various crimes. From Woodsworth's data Eastern European immigrants

committed 403 (6%) of all crimes (Woodsworth, 1972a, p.p. 133-134).

During the first wave of immigration Ukrainians were found registered as

Galychany, Bukovynians, Austrians, Romanians, Hungarians, and Russians;

some were registered as Poles and Russniaks. Many of these people were

classified as Russians because of the interpretation attached to the word "Rusyn"

and "Ruskyj." The term "Ukrainian" did not come into general use until after

World War l. ln the period between the World War I and World War ll, Ukrainian

immigrants were classified as "non-preferred," because of the Canadian

government policy of encouraging immigration from the British lsles and from

northern Europe (Yuzyk, 1953, p.36).

ln "Strangers within Our Gates" Woodsworth (1972b) described

Ukrainians as "people with a very small percentage who can read or write"; "the

unskilled labour for which contractors and railway builders have been loudly

calling" (p.111). Woodsworth (1 g72b) also admitted that as farmers they made

progress in their adaptation. "They were settled in the poorest districts, where
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they have succeeded in making their way, despite their disadvantages. They are

purchasing modern machinery, and are gradually adopting Western machinery,

and are gradually adopting Western methods" (pp. 111-112).

Swyripa (1978) summarized in the introduction to his book entitled

"Ukrainian Canadians: A Survey of their Portrayal in English-language Works"

that the English-speaking writers in their works described the first wave of

Ukrainian immigratioJ'ì "as a movement of peasant agriculturists, who were

conservative in outlook, mostly illiterate, attached to the soil, and who were

alienated culturally, Iinguistically, and religiously from the rest of Canadian

society" (p.xii). They also characterized the Ukrainian settlers as "the most

conspicuous and foreign of the "new Canadians" for their adaptability to British

Canadian norms and standards". (p.xii). Motivated by a concern for Canadian

national progress, these writers did not see Ukrainians as a legitimate collectively

in themselves, and revealed little of value to an understanding of the historical

development of Ukrainian community life in Canada.

As already mentioned, the specific characteristic for the first wave of

Ukrainian immigration was its labour feature. Many Ukrainians, who arrived in

Canada, settled on homesteads in the Prairie Provinces. The newly arrived

immigrant had a right to own the homestead with a preliminarily payment of 10

dollars. An immigrant was also required to reside on the homestead for at least

three years, build a house, utility buildings and develop of 30 acres of land before

it was considered his/her own property (Kaye & Swyripa, 1982, pp.43-47).

The move from homesteads stimulated the process of urbanization and
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assimilation among Ukrainian immigrants. During the first wave of Ukrainian

immigration these tendencies were still insignificant. Ukrainian immigrants were

primarily trying "to eke out an existence on land hitheÉo untouched by the

plough, and coping with unfamiliar socio-cultural and socio-economic factors"

(Kaye & Swyripa, 1982, p.47).

Stechishin (1992) also characterized the first wave of Ukrainian

immigrants to Canada as being predominantly village peasant-farmers. He noted

that they were driven by the misery of their conditions and left their native villages

to seek a better destiny in foreign lands:

After they had reached Canada and filed on their homesteads, they
began farming with almost no resources: the majority did not even
have sufficient capital to provide food for themselves and their
families for the first year in the new land. After building a shelter,
the man usually left their families for a shoft while to seek work in
the cities, on the railways, in the mines, or on the farms of more
prosperous neighbours of other nationalities. (Stechishin, 1992,
p.1 84)

According to Woodsworth (1 972b), young Ukrainian immigrant populations

were adapting well to Canadian culture and customs intermingling with the

people of other nationalities. Gender differences were also noted in the Ukrainian

life of living in Canada in a way that "young men often find their way into the

major towns, while the girls as a rule, make good domestics" (p.112).

By 1905, the model of Ukrainian settlement on the Canadian Prairies was

definitely established; thereafter, settlement started to expand. Ukrainian colonies

extended in a belt "north from south-eastern Manitoba to east of Winnipeg, and

from there to Edmonton along the line of the Canadian National Railway" (Young,
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1931 , p.58).

The Ukrainians were the most rural-minded immigrants in Canada and that

was not a surprise that the great majority of them were settled and continuously

were moving in the rural areas of the country, mainly known as Prairie Provinces. In

rural areas of the Canadian prairies the Ukrainian immigrants were known to

favour "block" type settlement model, which facilitated adaptation to the new

setting by providing the security of membership in one's own ethnic group and

familiar instítutions (Kaye & Swyripa, 1982, p.48).

The same type of settlement pattern repeated itself in Winnipeg for the

same reasons. After settling in Winnipeg, Ukrainian immigrants began to look for

work. Not knowing the language, and having no resources, they took whatever

jobs were available, even though they often didn't pay very well.

The majority of Ukrainian immigrants in Canada started their economic life

at the lowest occupational level. Families arrived in Canada, mainly as rural

settlers with little or no cash reserve. Thus it was a common occurrence that the

new homestead would be left in care of the wife and children, while the husband,

was looking for a job to sustain his family (Woycenko, 1968, p.49).

The first wave of Ukrainian immigration had limited job prospects for a

number of reasons: their skills were primarily in the agricultural field, they have

limited ability to speak English and they were unfamiliar with Canadian customs.

These limitations held them back from obtaining higher paid jobs. Ukrainian

pioneer settlers were usually hired to work at the roughest jobs on railroads or

construction. They were forced to move on from job to job, especially those who
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had no homestead to return to (Woycenko, 1968, pp.49-50).

From a review of these sources it was easy to get the impression that life

in Canada was filled with many hardships for the Ukrainian immigrants. This was

true regardless of whether Ukrainian immigrants settled in cities or on farms. In

rural areas the work involved clearing the fand and planting the first crops. Those

who chose not to farm usually had to perform physical construction labour in

order to earn a living. The harshest conditions were encountered by those who

worked in mines, lumber camps and on the railroad. They had minimal to no

social protection and could only rely on their own.

Even though this was the pioneering generation of Ukrainian immigrants

to Canada, there was already a tendency toward native language loss among the

Ukrainian Canadians. Even Woodswofth (1972b) noted that the assimilation of

the Galicians into the Canadian mainstream was already beginning through

interconnection with other community groups. There were, therefore, the

beginnings of a very real fear that the Ukrainian Canadian community would not

be able to sustain its separate ethnic identity in Canada.

Anderson (1981) defined the principal components of ethnic identity where

ideally the traditionally bound ethnic group member will "value his/her ethnic

origin, be fluent and primarily speak his/her traditional mother tongue, attend

ethnic oriented church and follow various customs and traditions of hisiher

group"(p.37). Since the retention of the mother tongue was generally considered

to be the most important of these components, the fear of loss of ethnic identity

appears to have been justified.
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The second largest issue related to the language was illiteracy rate among

Ukrainians immigrants. Himka (1982) stated that "the great majority of Ukrainian

peasants remained illiterate into the twentieth century" þ.22).

The loss of Ukrainian language and high illiteracy rates forced some

immigrants, who identified themselves as Ukrainian community leaders, to

develop specific programs to keep the Ukrainian community together and

improve the quality of life and open new possibilities for Ukrainian immigrants

that had been previously closed to them due to their inability to effectively

communicate and maintain their culture.

The center of Ukrainian organizational and community life became

Winnipeg as it had the largest Ukrainian urban population in Canada. Ukrainian

immigrants wanted to keep organizations, which they formerly had in Ukraine

and build new organizations to satisfy their needs. Ukrainian pioneers re-

established Chytal'ni Prosvita (Ukrainian Reading "Enlightenment" Associations)

which were common in Ukraine at that time and in 1905 build a Cultural and

Educational organization to serye their educational needs (Martynovych, 1991a,

p.176).

Education, like socio-political concerns, was of paramount importance to

the Ukrainians. The school system in Manitoba was highly centralized with the

provincial Department of Education in charge of such things as curriculum

development, textbooks and teacher education. lt created barriers for maintaining

and promoting Ukrainian culture and language. Lupul (1982) noted "the problems

regarding Ukrainian immigrants' education were much deeper, as their
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examination in the most provincial jurisdictions shows" (p.216).

In order to promote Ukrainian culture, fÍrst wave Ukrainian immigrants put

their efforts in the development of different libraries and reading associations,

albeit with modest holdings, to attest to a definite interest in education among

them. Ukrainian leaders in many communities also began to organize public

schools on their own, since none existed in the early settlements. Realizíng some

of the difficulties which would have to be faced by organizing new educational

system, other Ukrainian community leaders sought to convince the government

that public schools needed teachers who could understand the newcomers and

who were also willing to teach in the pioneer communities (Stechishin, 1992,

p.188).

Manitoba's language act of 1897 allowed for the establishment of bilingual

schools "when ten of the pupils in the school speak the French language or any

language other than English as their native language" (Lupul, 1982, p.216).

Ukrainians Canadians thus had an opportunity, when numbers warranted it, to

educate their children in Ukrainian. As a result in 1905 the Canadian government

opened the Ruthenian Training School in Winnipeg. lt officially existed less than

ten years when Canadian government decided to discontinue a bilingual system.

As Lupul (1982) noted "Bilingualism was clearly not the weak link in Manitoba's

school system, but so sensitive was the issue that no legal provision for any

second language existed for almost forty years" (p.221). Although bilingual

schooling was officially abolished, in some schools Ukrainian teachers continued

to teach the Ukrainian language after regular school hours.
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From the above analysis it was clear that the first wave of Ukrainian

immigration were coming to the land where no one lived before and immigrants

were forced to develop their own housing, school, ethnic community and other

support systems. Through numerous pitfalls, some of the achievements made by

the first immigrants from Ukraine needed to be acknowledged such as

development of an initial education system, ethnic community life and

maintaining Ukrainian national identity. The first wave of Ukrainian immigration

created the initial base for the future waves of Ukrainian immigration to Canada.

Second Wave of Ukrainian lmmigration to Canada

Reasons for lmmigration and Canadian Realities

The second wave of Ukrainian immigration covered a period between two

world wars. World War I activated the process of migration of considerable

masses of population from the European continent, which was overcome in

military operations. Ukrainians, who lived on territories under the Austro-

Hungarian Empire, had the additional view of war related problems which was

complicated through mobilization in an army, deportation from the occupied

lands, arrests and pursuits for political reasons.

After the disintegration of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, Ukrainians who

lived on its territory came under the jurisdiction of the foreign states: Galychyna

was reunited with Poland, North Bukovyna became part of Romania, and

Zakarpattya became a part of Czechoslovakia.

World War l, and the political turbulence that followed, broke the flow of

Ukrainian immigration for four years, and when immigration finally resumed it
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was at a dramatically reduced pace. Between 1918 and the fall of 1925 only

3,700 Ukrainians entered Canada-mostly the wives and children of men who

had come before the war, intending to send for their families as soon as they had

earned the fare (Balan, 1984, p.8).

In 1925 mass migration in Canada was again allowed from the "non-

preferred" countries of Southern and Eastern Europe. The Ukrainian Canadian

community favoured the resumption of immigration. Aid societies were set up in

major Ukrainian centres to facilitate the process of immigrants' integration.

Unfortunately most proved limited in their effectiveness. Between 1925 and 1930,

55,000 Ukrainians managed to settle in Canada before restrictions were

tightened in response to the Depression (Balan, 1984, p.8).

The economic crisis, followed by a large depression in the 1930's,

substantially influenced the general rate of immigration in the world. Canada was

no exception. The Government of Canada adopted a number of laws whích

limited the arrival of new immigrants, including those of Ukrainian origin. An

economic crisis situation in the Canada negatively reflected on the attitudes

toward new immigrants from Ukraine.

The concept of the Canadían Mosaic was firstly introduced by Gibbon in

his work in 1938. The author made an attempt to describe the position of various

groups of immigrants, and also analyzed the sources of immigration. The term

"Canadian mosaic" in that time mostly represented the Diaspora composition of

Canadian population and in future it was transferred into the Canadian concept of

multiculturalism.
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In the 1930's the first attempts were made by Canadian authors to

estimate the contribution of migrants to the socio-economic development of

Canada. For example a work by Young (1931) entitled "The Ukrainian

Canadians: A Study in Assimilation" and the new work of England (1936) entitled

"Colonization of Western Canada" appeared and included research on the

modern landed settlement occurred from 1896 to 1934. Young (1931) objectively

showed the hard life of farmers and those difficulties of prairie life, with which

settlers were faced. The author acknowledged economic progress that the

Ukrainian immigrants attained in Western Canada. Young was one of the first

Canadian researchers who described the problem of the Ukrainian participation

in the development of Canadian industry. In his work, there was the special

section under the name the "City areas and industrial development", devoted to

the immigrants settled in towns. According to his information, over 20% of the

Ukrainian population of the Prairie Provinces in Canada in 1926 lived in towns

(Young, 1931, p.105).

ln summary, the make-up of the second wave of Ukrainian immigrants to

Canada, which spanned the years 1918-46, was somewhat different from that of

the first wave. The immigrants once again came from Ukraine's western regions,

primarily Galicia, Bukovyna, Volhynia and Carpatho-Ukraine. The first post-World

War I group numbering 1,503, arrived between 1920-1924 (Kaye & Swyripa,

1982, p.23). The group consisted mainly of war refugees, political refugees who

had fought for the short-lived independent Ukraine, and relatives of Ukrainians

who were already Canadian citizens. During 1925-1934, 59,891 Ukrainians
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immigrated to Canada (Kaye & Swyripa, 1982, p.33). This was the largest

number during the inten¡var period. The numbers of Ukrainian immigrants

dropped significantly in the 1930s primarily due to the economic crisis caused by

the Depression, which effectively curtailed immigration. Over the entire period

some 67,578 Ukrainians immigrated to Canada. (Kaye & Swyripa , 1982, p.33)

Manitoba's Ukrainian population grew from 44,129 in 1921, to 73,606 in

1931 and 89,762 in 1941(Darcovich & Yuzyk, p.35). Winnipeg's Ukrainian

population increased substantially as well. In 1921 it was estimated at 7,001; by

1931 it tripled To 21,459, and by 1941 it increased by almost one-third to 28,162

(Darcovich & Yuzyk, p.66). Thus the city's most significant population growth

occurred in the 1920s. Some of this population growth is attributed to

reproduction, while other coincided with the time, specifically the years 1925-9, of

the greatest influx of Ukrainian immigrants into Canada during the inten¡uar

period. Winnipeg continued to be the Canadian urban centre with the largest

Ukrainian population, largely due to both immigration and migration settlement

patterns.

Socio-eco nomic and Socio - cultural Adaptation

The second wave had quite different settlement pattern than the first wave of

Ukrainian immigration. Kaye and Swyripa (1982) noted that whole families were

encouraged to emigrate in the 1920's, but again many men came first. During the

Great Depression some interwar immigrants, particularly those arriving around

1930, lost their jobs and faced deportation. In 1930, the Government of Canada

decided to stop promoting immigration and farm workers and relatives of Canadian
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residents were deleted from the classes of immigrants admitted to Canada. The

inten¡rar immigrants encountered a well-organized ethnic community life with

churches, reading halls and other socio-cultural organizations to serue their needs.

The younger generation from the second wave of immigration, particularly

those with secondary or university education, entered professional schools or

universities. On completion of their studies they joined the ranks of Canadian

professionals or were absorbed by the industrial sector. The older immigrants,

less adaptable and with poor knowledge of English, became teachers of

Ukrainian parish schools, choir masters, or small businessmen (Kaye & Swyripa,

1982, pp. 51-52).

The majority of the Ukrainian population from the first and second waves

were busy in agriculture and lived on farms. Between 1925 and 1930 the majority

of newcomers were still single men who were supposed to keep to agricultural

pursuits and jobs requiring unskilled labour-and to avoid congregating in urban

centres, where they might compete for better-paying works in the factories.

Ukrainian women on the other hand were much in demand in the cities as

domestics for middle-and upper class homes. While some households treated

their servants with respect, coming to regard them almost as members of the

family, there were also employers who took advantage of them in more ways

than one (Balan, 1984, p.8). Thus a lot of Ukrainian immigrants in Canada,

during the second wave of Ukrainian immigration were treated as the most

exploited workers in Canadian society. This confirms that the attitude towards the

Ukrainian immigration remained unchanged from the pioneer era
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From the 1930's many of the Ukrainian immigrants passed from the

agricultural orientation and were largely represented in commercial business and

industry. ln the 1940s, the depression and the World War ll was instrumental in

moving habitants from "sectional (block) settlements" in other districts of the

country, which often resulted in the complete disintegration of the local Ukrainian

community in Western Canada.

According to Woycenko (1982), during the interwar period organizational

life continued to grow and diversify. Of the almost 70,000 Ukrainians who

immigrated to Canada during this time, significantly more people were politically

active than those from the pre-World War I immigration. This was largely due to

the fact that many of the more recent group had participated in Ukraine's

independence struggle. Thus, when they arrived in Canada, they soon became

dissatisfied with the type of organizational life which they found because it did not

focus on political issues. lnstead, in the opinion of the new immigrants, it centred

on what they considered to be concerns of lesser importance, such as language

and culture, and involved itself in religious squabbles (pp.178-179).

The organizations that the new immigrants from Ukraine established in

Canada were politically oriented and primarily were based on monarchist or

Ukrainian nationalist ideas. These organizations better suited the interests of the

new immigrants from Ukraine, and because of this factor a number of the

organizations expanded its functioning to the national level.

This did not mean that pioneer organizations ceased to exist. Many,

as the Ukrainian National Home Association, Chytalnya Prosvita

such

(the
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enlightenment reading association), and the Canadian Ukrainian Institute

Prosvita (enlightenment), continued to exist and flourish. In fact their numbers

grew because intenrvar immigrants joined them.

Organizations, which were formed by the second wave of Ukrainian

immigration, had another advantage: they were not plunged into the unknown to

build from nothing. The newcomers joined the first immigrant settlers and a new

generation of Canadian-born Ukrainians was formed. Moreover, churches,

schools, secular organizations, and the Ukrainian press, though differentiated,

were established (Woycenko, 1968, p.13).

Successes, attained by Ukrainian Canadians in a political sphere, were a

predefined creation of a unique leading centre which co-ordinated the activity of

public organizations. In 1932, the Ukrainian National Federation was created in

Canada, and in 1940 on the initiative of the government, the Committee of

Ukrainian Canadians was created which united practically all socially-public not

communist oriented organizations of Ukrainian Diaspora (Woycenko, 1982,

p.186).

A considerable role in the consolidation of the Ukrainian Diaspora

community in the first years of its existence was played by the Ukrainian-

language press. According to Borovyk (1977), in many cases due to the

Ukrainian editions, Ukrainian Canadians succeeded in promoting Ukrainian

culture within Canadian society. In a period from the beginning of settlement to

the World War ll wide distribution was made by a nationally-public press which

had the leadership role in describing the life in Ukrainian Diaspora.
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The "Canadian Farmer" started publishing in 1903 due to the sponsorship

of the Liberal pafty of Canada. ln Manitoba the Federal Conservatives subsidized

Slovo (The word) in 1904-1905 in an effort to neutralize the influence from

"Canadian Farmer". In 1910 the Ukrainian Publishing Co. Ltd. (today Trident

Press Ltd.) established Ukrainsk'rj Holos (Ukrainian Voice) the most famous

newspaper among Ukrainian community at that time (Daschko, 1982 p.266).

Thus, the first and consequently second wave of Ukrainian immigration,

established durable grounds for subsequent development of Ukrainian Diaspora

in Canada and created conditions for ethnic community development and growth.

Having much in common, the experience of those who came during the second

wave of Ukrainian immigration to Canada differs from the first wave through

changes in the political structure of Ukraine. The second wave introduced a new

political dimension in the history of Ukrainian Diaspora of Canada, which

substantially changed the priorities in the development of the Ukrainian-

Canadian community.

Although the reasons for Ukrainian immigration during the second wave

were similar to those of the first settlers, Ukrainian immigrants during the second

wave had the advantage of some form of schooling, and many had high school

or more advanced education obtained before their immigration. The war and

technological progress had equipped second wave Ukrainian immigrants with

more knowledge and skills. The rise and fall of the independent Ukrainian State

(1917-1921) had developed in them a deep national consciousness; they were

well versed in the historical past of their country (Woycenko, 1968, p.10).
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The general character of the second wave of Ukrainian immigration to

Canada showed that a transformation had taken place among the Ukrainians in

Europe. The second wave of Ukrainian immigrants in Canada had witnessed the

rise and overthrow of the Ukrainian state and as a result were intensely

nationalistic. A large number of these new immigrants had fought in the Ukrainian

armies, and could not reconcile themselves to foreign domination of Ukraine.

They were therefore preponderantly political refugees. As Yuzyk (1953) noted

"unlike their kinsmen who came to Canada before them, the newcomers

resented being designated by any other national name except Ukrainian (p.37).

In contrast with the high percentage of illiteracy and low education rates

among the pioneer Ukrainians, second wave Ukrainian immigrants had very high

percentage of literacy and educational achievements. The ethnic community

education flourished during this period at the same time increasing the

"Canalization" of Ukrainians in Canada.

The period of Ukrainian settlement between 1918 and 1946 in Winnipeg

saw the arrival of more immigrants from Ukraine and the establishment of even

more organizations, both religious and secular, ensuring that Winnipeg retained it

prominence as the centre of Ukrainian social, cultural and political life in Canada.

Third Wave of Ukrainian lmmigration

Reasons for lmmigration and Canadian Realities

The beginning of the third wave in the hístory of Ukrainian immigration to

Canada coincided with the end of the World War ll. Political direction for this

wave was predetermined by events, which took place on the territory of Western
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Ukraine on the eve of the World War ll, with the signing by the Soviet and

German sides of a peaceful agreement on Septembe r 23'd, 1939 uniting Western

Ukrainian territories with the other Ukrainian lands. Establishment of the Soviet

regime brought all negative aspects of the Stalin dictatorship into Western

Ukrainian lands, which resulted in sharp opposition by the local population and

mass migration to other states.

The composition of the third and the smallest wave of Ukrainian

immigration differed from previous waves in a number of respects. Ukrainians

who settled in Canada after the World War ll were part of the Displaced Persons

population and were much better educated and tended to come from urban

backgrounds than the previous waves; furthermore, an unprecedented

proportion-approximately 40%--came from Russian-dominated Greater Ukraine

(Balan, 1984, p.12).

Since the arrival of these Displaced Persons a small number of other

Ukrainians have found their way into Canada during the third wave of Ukrainian

immigration. Some of them came individually or in families, but they cannot be

said to constitute a significant influx. Many were Soviet pensioners or people with

close relations in Canada, formally permitted to enter as part of an agreement

allowing reunification of divided families (Balan, 1984). Exactly how many

Ukrainians have entered Canada from 1950s to 1980s is difficult to determine.

but the total probably does not exceed 4,000 (Balan, 1984, p.16).

The characteristics of Ukrainians who immigrated after the World War ll

were analyzed by Harold Troper (1992) in the afticle "The Canadian Government
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and Displaced Persons, 1945-1948". Ukrainians were described by the member

of the Canadian Military Mission in Germany during the assessment of Displaced

Persons in Europe, as "unimaginative, industrious, conscientious peasants, very

religious and without initiative". According to this description "if Canada wanted

hard workers with strong backs and weak minds, then Ukrainians fit the bill"

(Troper, 1992 p.409). In 1948 Canada finally enacted a new lmmigration Act

officially revoking twenty-five years of discriminatory barriers affecting the

immigration of Eastern Europeans. While statistics by ethnic background are

notoriously bad, government figures indicate that in 1945-1950 approximately

26,000 or 17 percent of those admitted under the category of Displaced Persons

were Ukrainians (Troper, 1992, p.a10).

According to census data Winnipeg's Ukrainian population grew from

41,997 in 1951, to 53,918 in 1961 and 64,305 in 1971 (Darcovich & Yuzyk, 1980,

p.66).According to 1981 census data, which tabulated ethnic origin differently

from earlier censuses and now provided for mixed parentage as well as single

ethnic origin, 58,970 residents indicated being of Ukrainian origin and 20,380 of

mixed, Ukrainian and other ethnic group or groups, origin (Kordan, 1985).

During the post-war period Winnipeg waned somewhat in status as the

centre of Ukrainian socio-cultural life in Canada. Thus by 1981, the Ukrainian

population in Edmonton was larger than that of Winnipeg and Toronto's Ukrainian

population was not far behind Winnipeg's (Kordan, 1985). Also, the

demographics were changing within Winnipeg itself. Ukrainians living there

longer felt the need to live in a block type settlement in the city's North End.

no
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this time they were living in all areas of the city, although admittedly their

institutions tended to remain in the North End.

Socio-economic and Socio - cultural adaptation

The third wave of Ukrainian immigration proved to be substantially

different from the first two waves, foremost that the migrants of this wave found

the agricultural direction to be absent. lt resulted in Ukrainians settling throughout

different regions in Canada, giving advantage to the province of Ontario,

although traditional settling in the Prairie Provinces was preserved. The

Ukrainian population in Manitoba increased moderately when compared with

other Canadian Provinces. lt resulted with the Province of Manitoba, having the

greatest level of the Ukrainian population during the first two waves of

immigration, giving its leadership to the province of Ontario, and Alberta, which

became the province with the largest number of Ukrainians.

The Ukrainian immigrants of this wave, unlike the representatives of the

first two waves, practically eliminated the possibility of returning to the country of

origin, because of the Soviet expansion over Ukrainian lands, and consequently,

counted on more rapid integration to the Canadian society.

ln terms of organizational life some of the post-1945 Ukrainian immigrants

joined existing Ukrainian institutions. Others, like the interwar immigrants,

established their own organizations and followed trends and events in Ukrainian life

from the homeland and from neighbouring European states. The new immigrants

were highly politicized and, in general, strongly anti-Soviet and self-proclaimed

missionaries on behalf of Ukrainian liberation (Kaye & Swyripa, 1982).
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Successes, attained by Ukrainian Canadians in a socio-economic sphere,

were instrumental to the main changes in the structure of social and political

organizations within Ukrainian community and influenced the character and

degree of participation of Diaspora in the political life of country.

A noticeable contribution to the socio-political research of Canadian

Ukrainians was brought back by well-known state and public-political figure in

Canada, Paul Yuzyk, who was born in 1913 in Canada. He represented the

interests of the Ukrainian minority in the upper chamber (the Senate) of the

Canadian parliament. Yuzyk produced numerous research works related to the

Ukrainian settlement in Canada. One of them - "The Ukrainians in Manitoba: A

Social History" - was devoted to the Ukrainian people in Yuzyk's native province

(Yuzyk, 1953).

The third wave of Ukrainian immigration coincided with the publication of a

number of new scientific works. Prepared on a professional level, they were

important in highlighting Ukrainian-Canadian issues within the social sciences.

The Canadian lnstitute of the Ukrainian Studies published a voluminous work by

Orest Martynowych "Ukrainians in Canada: Formative Period, 1891-1924"

(Martynowych, 1991), in which the author presented a detailed analysis of

migratory processes from Ukraine to Canada at the end of 19th and the beginning

of 2}tt' centuries. Martynovych (1991) discussed adaptations of Ukrainian

immigrants to the new Canadian environment and their labour in the agricultural

and industrial sectors of economy, formation of political and religious groups in

the Ukrainian-Canadian community. His work utilizes the data collected from a
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number of Ukrainian newspapers which were printed in Canada at the beginning

of the 20th century. lt is considered to be one of the most significant contributions

to the research on the first wave of Ukrainian immigrants in Canada as a whole

and immigrants early socio-political integration in Canadian society in particular.

New methodological approaches to the study of the Ukrainian-Canadian

issues were used in a work of Frances Swyripa - "Wedded to the Cause:

Ukrainian-Canadian Women and Diaspora ldentity 1891-1991', that was

published at the University of Toronto in 1993 (Swyripa, 1993). Focusing on the

question of transformation of Canadian-Ukrainian identity over time, the author

used the gender analyses perspective and discussed changes in terms of the

Canadian and Ukrainian aspects of the Ukrainian immigrants' women identity

during their adaptation in Canadian society.

In comparing the three waves of immigration Pawlowska (1997) in her

research found that the social make-up of the third wave was different from that

of the previous two waves. The third wave was composed mainly of war

refugees, who considered themselves "political émigrés"; there was a

significantly smaller number of peasant farmers and a much more significant

number of skilled labourers and professionals. This group almost exclusively

favoured urban over rural settlement.

This overview of organizational life, which was united under umbrella of

the Ukrainian Canadian Committee, would be incomplete without mentioning the

relief and fraternal organizations. Even before these societies came into being,

the settlers would band together in an emergency and mutually tackle their
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problems (there were no government welfare or unemployment assistance

agencies to turn to for help). The Ukrainian Mutual Benefit Association of St.

Nicholas of Canada was the first organization established by Ukrainians in

Canada to promote welfare between its members. lt was founded in Winnipeg in

1905 by a Ukrainian Basilian bishop Father Hura. Through the years, it gained in

membership and expanded its services in Canada. The head office was located

in its own building at 804 Selkirk Avenue, Winnipeg, and it had 50 branches

across Canada. After their incorporation under the Insurance Companies Act, it

began to offer various insurance plans to its members as well as other benefits.

In 1966 its members carried insurance amounting to $4,500,000 (Woycenko,

1968, p.71).Another organization, which was national in scope and provided

social benefits to the Ukrainian community in Canada, was the Ukrainian

Fraternal Society of Canada. lts headquarters were located in the Ukrainian

National Home Building, 582 Burrows Avenue, Winnipeg, where it was founded

in 1921. ln 1943 the organization was incorporated under the Canadian and

British Insurance Companies Act, and served the Ukrainian Canadians with 17

different insurance plans. lt operated through its 60 branches across Canada,

and in 1966 had more than $5,000,000 dollars worth of insurance in force

(Woycenko, 1 968, p.70-72).

Another agency Ukrainian Canadian Social Services had its roots in the

Ukrainian Canadian Relief Fund, which was established in 1945 by the Ukrainian

Canadian Committee (currently the Ukrainian Canadian Congress). The

Ukrainian Canadian Relief Fund assisted Ukrainian refugees arriving in Canada
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after the Second World War, as well as those still waiting in Europe. By the

1950's, as Ukrainian refugees arrived and settled in Canada, it became apparent

that there was a need for general social services to better serve this group and

over time, the Ukrainian Canadian Relief Fund was re-organized and became

known as Ukrainian Canadian Social Services. The Head Office was in Winnipeg

with branches in Thunder Bay and Toronto. The first president was Ostap

Zurawsky. ln 1970, the Head Office was re-located to Toronto. Ukrainian

Canadian Social Services were incorporated by Letters Patent under the Canada

Corporations Act in 1979. ln addition, several branches (Montreal, Toronto and

Edmonton) were incorporated under provincial legislation (Ukrainian Canadian

Social Services, 2007).

The establishment of the Ukrainian Cultural and Educational Centre in

Winnipeg in 1944 was a significant milestone for the Ukrainian community. lt

houses a museum, library, art gallery and archives devoted to the preservation of

the Ukrainian heritage and since its inception has continued to expand its

holdings.

The Ukrainian Free Academy of Sciences (now the Ukrainian Academy of

Arls and Sciences in Canada) was established in Winnipeg in 1949.lts aim is to

continue the educational, research and publishing activities of the original

Ukrainian Academy of Sciences established in Ukraine in 1918.

As to education. advances were made in the field of Ukrainian studies. In

1962 Manitoba's public schools started to offer the Ukrainian language as a

course of instruction in grades nine through twelve (Lupul, 1982, p.221).
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Since 1979 the English-Ukrainian Bilingual Program of study, where

subjects are taught in the Ukrainian language for up to fifty percent of the school

day, for grades kindergarten through twelve has been ín place. In 1949 the

University of Manitoba, under pressure from the Ukrainian Canadian community,

established the Department of Slavic Studies. Courses taught included language,

literature, civilization and culture. The Department's long-time head was the

noted scholar Dr. J.B. Rudnyckyj (Marunchak, 1991b, p.323).

At the same time Driedger (1980) analyzed urbanization of Ukrainians and

its influence on Ukrainian language usage. The strong movement of Ukrainians

to the city, especially after the World War ll, has had consequences for

maintaining Ukrainian language. Before the World War ll the knowledge of

Ukrainian language was high. After the war it declined (Driedger, 1980, p.131).

In the post-war period Ukrainian Canadian life continued to flourish and

expand. The newcomers once again, as during the previous period, were not

necessarily satisfied with the organizational life that they found upon their arrival

in Canada. Therefore, they established new organizations to suit their needs.

Furthermore, as Ukrainian community life evolved and needs changed, other

new organizations were established as well. Many of the new organizations were

national in scope and their headquaders were not always in Winnipeg, although

branches of these organizations were also established in Winnipeg.

Besides the youth organizations which came into existence in the interwar

period, namely, the Canadian Ukrainian Youth Association of Canada, the

Ukrainian Catholic Youth and the Ukrainian National Youth Federation. the
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members of the third wave established several other youth organizations: the

Ukrainian Youth Association - PLAST, the previously mentioned Ukrainian Youth

Association of Canada, and the Ukrainian Democratic Youth Association

(Woycenko, I 982, p. 1 89).

These new organizations were generally highly nationalistic and among

their activities were working to preserve the Ukrainian culture and traditions. All

of these organizations combined their efforts in the establishment of the

Ukrainian Canadian Youth Council in 1953. The aims of this umbrella group were

to ensure that Ukrainian Canadian youth participated to the fullest extent in

Canadian society and to foster the cohesiveness of Ukrainian Canadian

community life.

As more Ukrainian Canadians began to attend university there developed

a need for Ukrainian students' organizations. The Ukrainian Canadian Students'

Union, established in 1953, was the umbrella group of post-secondary students'

organizations. lt encompassed such member groups as Alpha Omega, Gamma

Rho Kappa - Obnova, the llarion Society, the Ukrainian Students'Association of

Mikhnovs'kyy and the Ukrainian Academic Association "Zarevo." The Ukrainian

Canadian Students' Union also closely co-operated with the Ukrainian Canadian

Youth Council (Ukrainian Canadian Students' Union, 2006).

Ukrainians were not only making inroads in politics and academia, they

were active in all facets of professional life. Many became doctors, dentists,

lawyers and even judges and accountants. Woycenko (1968) summarized

different ways in which Ukrainians in Canada upheld their ethnic traditions. The
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following dimensions in maintaining Ukrainian identity were mentioned: (a)

Family life: Ukrainians maintained their mother tongue within the family circle;

retained age-old customs and rituals in observing feast and Holy Days;

developed all forms of craft indigenous to the Old Country; and practiced their

own culinary traditions (b) Religious life: traditional Ukrainian churches, Catholic

and Orthodox, were established. (c) Education: they displayed a keen interest in

education, not only in the Canadian public school system, but in the teaching of

Ukrainian subjects; this was apparent in their exhaustive efforts to retain the

bilingual school system, especially in Manitoba; (d) Ethnic community centres:

narodni domy - officially known as Ukrainian National Homes -, prosvitas -
centres for adult education, social and recreational activities - were established.

All these'national homes' played an important role in perpetuating Ukrainian folk

culture: choirs, dramatic groups, and dancing ensembles. Most of them made an

effort to assemble a library of books, periodicals, and newspapers, in the

Ukrainian language, published in Canada and abroad (Woycenko, 1968, p.23).

The impact of the third wave immigrants on Ukrainian life in Canada was

immediate. An intense Ukrainian spirit was instilled into the activities of

organizations. The majority of Ukrainian Canadians came to feel it their duty to

support-the-cause of Ukrainian independence in Europe and to combat the

spread of communism. In the 1970's through the development of multicultural

policy in Canada a wide-scale national revival took place in Ukrainian literature,

drama, music, folk-dancing, and in organizational and religious as well as

economic activities among the Ukrainians in Canada.
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In summary the third movement of Ukrainians from Europe to Canada

commenced after the World War ll. lt can be ascribed in a large measure to the

humanitarian efforts of the Ukrainian organizations united in the Ukrainian

Canadian Committee and the Ukrainian Relief Fund with headquarters in

Winnipeg. The newcomers were reaching Canada from the displaced persons'

camps in Europe. The government regulations concerning these people were

stringent; humanitarian motives have not been sufficiently taken into

consideration.

One of the well-known Canadian researchers in the 1950-1960's, Lower in

the work "Canadians in the Making: A Social History of Canada" emphasized that

Canadian government authorities were not in much of a hurry to provide

immigrants with the needed help in order to settle successfully. He wrote: "Our

Canadian misfortune has been the thoughtlessness, the superficiality, the

arrogance, the instinct for exploitation, the greed, which we have manifested

towards the immigrants" (Lower, 1958, p.374).

The third wave immigrants, having lived through the horrors of a modern

war, in which they saw their native land ravaged-and their national ideals crushed

by the huge military forces of totalitarian Nazi Germany and totalitarian Soviet

Russia, were fervently nationalistic and irreconcilably anti-communist. Most of

them came from Galicia, but considerable percentages were from Soviet

Ukraine. Among them were found a comparatively large number of highly

educated persons.
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The Fourth Wave of Ukrainian lmmigration

The most recent of Ukrainian immigration started from the time when

Ukraine received its independence, August 24, 1991 and continues to this day.

There is not yet enough literature to analyze the current situation of Ukrainian

immigration to Canada. The reÇent census indicates that in 2001, 1.1 million

people identified themselves as Ukrainians and Ukrainians are now on the ninth

place among all ethnic origins who reside in Canada. About 16% of Winnipeg's

population reported some Ukrainian ethnicity. A vast majority (96%) of those

reporting Ukrainian origin were Canadian-born. Among major urban areas,

Winnipeg was third behind Toronto and Edmonton in the number of total

Ukrainian heritage.

The fourth wave of immigrants from Ukraine was a result of the break-up

of the former Soviet Union. The majority of research on the fourth wave of

Ukrainian immigrants has been done by lsajiw (2002) and it has focused on

Ukrainian immigrant settlement in Toronto. lsajiw (2002) provided a basic profile

of the Ukrainian immigrants in his presentation in 2002 at the University of

Toronto. Unfortunately no publication was produced after lsajiw's presentation

and the researcher primarily relied on the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies

press release done by Makuch (2002), where the author revealed some of the

lsajiw's findings from the 301 interviews on his study on the fourth wave of

Ukrainian immigration to Canada. From lsajiw's study, recent Ukrainian

immigrants were divided almost equally between males and females. Most (78.6

%) were married, while 11o/o were single and g% divorced or separated. Their
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average age upon arrival was 35.4, while their average age at the time of being

interviewed was 39, indicating that they had been in Canada, on average, for just

over 3.5 years. lsajiw (2002) noted that while Ukrainian immigrants were fairly

well integrated into the Canadian economy, they generally tended to be

overqualified for the work they were doing.

As noted above international immigration has played an important role in

Manitoba's growth to date. lmmigration has also contributed to the diversity of the

province, broadening opportunities and bringing a unique international outlook to

Manitoba communities. In 2005, Manitoba received 8,097 newcomers which

constitutes 3.09% of all of Canadian immigration in 2005 (Canadian lmmigration

and Citizenship, 2006). The top provincial destination for newcomers was

Winnipeg, receiving 76% (6,134) of Manitoba's arrivals. The top source country

was the Philippines with 23o/o or 1,837 people. Ukrainians ranked in the top ten

countries (being 9th) according to the Manitoba lrnmigration Facts in 2004, when

215 people emigrated from Ukraine to Manitoba (Manitoba Labour and

lmmigration, 2006).

In the 2001 census, 25,530 immigrants came from Ukraine and 3% settled

in Winnipeg. Based on the immigration reports, from 100 to 200 people emigrate

each year from Ukraine to Winnipeg. They come under different circumstances.

Romaniv (2004) identified four major reasons in the recent Ukrainian

immigration. They are:

o low wages and the economic crisis in Ukraine;
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o a search for professional work among Ukrainian youth and

educators:

o pfoblems in self-realization in business sector through government

corruption and criminal influences; and

o low level of national identity.

According to Romaniv, these are the major reasons why recent Ukrainians

leave their homeland. Rozumnyj (2000) in his paper entitled "Root problems of

Ukrainian the Diaspora in Canada" characterizes the newest, fourth wave of

immigration from Ukraine after proclamation of its independence as "the least

interesting and least useful to Ukrainian Diaspora immigrant wave" (Rozumnyj,

2000, p. 67).

Summary

The history of Ukrainian immigration to Canada indicates that reasons for

immigration were different and followed the historical developments in Canada

and Ukraine. People were looking for better living conditions, escaping the

political pressure and governmental corruption, but whenever Ukrainian

immigrants came to Canada, they worked very hard building their own Ukrainian

community and preserving its culture.

From the literature review it was possible to trace major issues which were

prominent in describing the life and adaptation patterns of the Ukrainian

community in Winnipeg.

The question about settlement in Canada was a dominant issue in

discussing Ukrainian immigrants' initial adaptation patterns. Because of the
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different circumstances in Ukraine and changed circumstances in Canada, each

of the first three waves of Ukrainian immigration produced a different type of

settler. The first and the largest group, which arrived before the World War l,

was primarily peasant-farmer in orientation. These pioneer settlers acquired

homesteads and established new Ukrainian communities throughout the Prairie

Provinces in Canada. Although being primarily agriculture-oriented, after their

initial settlement some of the immigrants from Ukraine moved to the urban

centers throughout Canada and started forming Ukrainian immigrants' urban

communities.

The majority of the members of the second wave of Ukrainian immigration

or so called "inter-war group" participated in the Ukrainian struggle for freedom at

the end of the World War I and therefore were politically oriented and had higher

levels of education than their predecessors. Some of them went into farming but

most settled down in the urban centres in Canada. They formed various ethnic

community organizations to satisfy their political and other needs.

The third wave, commencing in 1947 and tapering off in the late 80's,

brought to Canada Ukrainian immigrants mostly from the Displaced Persons

Camps in Western Europe. Composed of skilled professionals and scholars from

the urban areas of Ukraine, they made their homes primarily in the industrial

centres in Canada.

Common to all three categories of Ukrainian settlers and to the Canadian-

born Ukrainians in general were consciousness of Ukraine's lost freedom, strong

anti-communist tendencies, a profound appreciation of Canadian freedom and
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democracy and a fervent desire to retain their identity as a distinctive component

of their religion, language and culture. These characteristics created a unifying

basis for the Ukrainian ethnic group in Canada.

Based on the literature review of socio-economic and socio-cultural

perspective of Ukrainian settlement in Canada, one can conclude that the nature

of employment was highly interconnected to the level of education among

Ukrainian immigrants during the first three waves. ln the first wave settlers had a

low level of education and were working primarily on rural lands. lmmigrants who

received some level of education generally moved to the urban areas to find

better paid jobs and to achieve other benefits which they couldn't obtain living on

the farm. The understanding of the relationship between immigrant's employment

and education provided the researcher with the opportunity to explore the

experience and interconnection between the level of education and employment

opportunities among the recent Ukrainian settlers in Canada and to discover its

influence on their adaptation process.

The education issue was by itself very crucial in Ukrainian adaptation.

Through the first four waves, the literature showed that education was valued

and recognized as one of the major factors for the successful adaptation in

Canadian society. Ukrainians flourished their cultural roots, promoted the

bilingual education system and maintained their own culture by participating in

different Ukrainian community activities. From the literature review it was evident

that education which immigrants receive in Canada and Ukraine played a major

role in adapting to the Canadian realities. Ukrainian immigrant's knowledge of the
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English language was also discussed in the literature. The level of English skills

appeared to be crucial in enhancing positive outcomes from the settlement

experience in Canada.

The history of the Ukrainians in Canada offered continuous evidence of a

strong and spontaneous will to preserve their identity. This was evident in the

Ukrainian community endeavours to retain its religious traditions, language, and

folk customs through such media as the family, church, schools, secular

organizations, the press and publications. Woycenko (1968) summarized

Ukrainian immigrant's adaptation experience in their determination to succeed in

Canada through their labour on the homesteads, the railroads, construction

projects, and any other available jobs. ln order to achieve their goals, Ukrainian

immigrants also became involved in schools, Universities and other matters

affecting their well-being and advancement. She stated that "Little by little they

integrated into the general stream of the community at various social and

economic levels. Yet they were extremely cautious and conservative in matters

concerning their identity as a group" (Woycenko, 1968, p.19).

Literature on Ukrainian organizational life in Canada presented an

overview of the services available for the Ukrainian immigrants and discussed its

variety as well as the desire of Ukrainian immigrants to keep and promote its own

culture in Canada. The persistence and desire of Ukrainian immigrants to

maintain their organizations was a response to peoples' fundamental needs for

group identity and the ability to locate in a structured niche of Canadian society

while meeting the criteria of intergenerational organizations. The Ukrainian
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community in Canada has survived to the present day in part because Ukrainian

community organizations were meeting ongoing, basic human needs.

Another issue, which was investigated in literature, was the amount of

research that had been written describing the initial settlement and development

of Ukrainian immigration up to 1990. After such a plethora of publications, it was

surprising to discover a huge gap in research or publications devoted to the

period from 1991 until the present.

The literature review provided a framework for this research. lt created

initial understanding of Ukrainian immigrants experience in Canada during the

first three waves of immigration. lt also identified impoftant areas in Ukrainian

immigrant settlement in Canada. Ukrainian immigrant's experiences in socio-

economic and socio-cultural adaptation provided an overview and the starling

point in analyzing various problems and locating possible solutions for recent

Ukrainian settlers in Canada. lt depicted issues which facilitated adaptation

process for Ukrainian immigrants in the areas of housing (block settlement),

employment (farming), language (developing and sustaining Bilingual education

system), ethnic community connection (organized community life among

Ukrainian immigrants).

The literature showed that while exploring Ukrainian settlement needs the

researcher should focus on both socio-economic and socio-cultural factors of

adaptation. The socio-economic perspective should include description of

immigrant settlement pattern focusing on housing issues as well as their

employment history in Canada and Ukraine. The socio-cultural perspective
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should need to explore issues on the immigrants' connection to the Ukrainian

community, support which they received/required from the Ukrainian Diaspora in

Winnipeg as well as how they maintain their Ukrainian identity and the problems

which arise from immigrating to Canada. Both perspectives are interrelated and

should be built on the Ukrainian immigrants experiences in order to understand

the wholeness of the adaptation for Ukrainian immigrants.

This review of the literature on the first three waves of Ukrainian

immigration to Canada had a number of implications for this research. lt provided

the starting point in understanding the causes for Ukrainian immigration and

showed how the Ukrainian Diaspora community and different ethnic community

organizations were developed to serve the needs of the Ukrainian community. lt

also provided an understanding of the attitudes of the Canadian population

towards newly arrived Ukrainian immigrants. lt brought into focus several areas,

which needed further research attention: (1) recent Ukrainian immigrants to

Canada, had for the most part been ignored in migration literature; (2) although

the number of Ukrainian immigrants in Canada had increased significantly in the

past decade, there were no in-depth studies, in the area of Ukrainian immigrant's

adaptation; and (3) literature on Ukrainian immigration to Canada relied heavily

on "objective" and "measurable" aspects of adaptation, thus discounting the

significance of the Ukrainian immigrants' experiential responses, such as

immigrants feelings and overall satisfaction with their immigration experience.

The literature did not focus on the importance of understanding Ukrainian

immigration experiences and the role these experiences play in immigrants'
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adaptation process.

The literature review was instrumental in developing the methodology for

this research. Previous knowledge on the socio-economic and socio-cultural

dimensions in Ukrainian immigrants'adaptation was a key issue in understanding

Ukrainian immigrants' attitudes and experiences about their adaptation. lt also

provided a direction in constructing this research through developing socio-

economic and socio-cultural perspectives in understanding issues related to the

Ukrainian immigrants adaptation process in Canada and applying them on the

understudied forth wave of Ukrainian immigration in Winnipeg.

This study overall attempts to address the existing research gap in the

literature on the recent Ukrainian immigration and to produce future directions for

research focused on Ukrainian immigration to Canada.
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CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY

This chapter outlines the research strategy of this study. lt presents an

explanation of the methods employed, a description of sample selection, the type

and significance of the collected data, and the process of data analysis.

Methods, Polkinghorne contends, "...are no longer considered correct or

right in themselves," their appropriateness depends on "the kind of question

being addressed" (Polkinghorne, 1983, p.273). He notes that the choice of "the

data type, the model of sampling, and the process of treatment," is part of the

researcher's strategy. The aim is to make "a knowledge claim that improves on

the present state of understanding of some aspect of the human realm as seen

from a perspective of a particular need that requires the increased understanding"

(Polkinghorne, 1983, p. 273). Marshall and Rossman (1999) note that, with an

emphasis on experience, the researcher's goal in understanding the meaning of

experience becomes "the description and analyses of context, interaction, and

processes" (p.46).

The exploratory focus of this research provided an opportunity to uncover

the complex adaptation dynamics, and the interplay of the individual

characteristics and the contextual elements of the process of adaptation of

Ukrainian immigrants.

This study focused on White's (1974) description of adaptation as "neither

a triumph over the environment nor total surrender to it, but rather is a striving

toward acceptable compromise" (p.52). Adaptation is the active effort of
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individuals over their life spans to achieve goodness of fit with their environments

to survive, develop, and reproduce. White (1974) also stated that "adaptation is

something that is done by living systems in interaction with their environment"

(p.52).

Research questions and objectives

The research strategy and the choice of the methods in this study were

guided by the research questions, the literature on Ukrainian immigration, social

science research methodology, and the researcher's personal and professional

life experiences.

Research questions represented general questions about the

phenomenon. The researcher was willing to learn and develop its understanding.

Maxwell (1996) suggests that research questions that are focused on

understanding the meaning of the phenomenon for the research participants and

their context are more appropriate for qualitative research. The author outlines

three main types of research questions, as follows:

. Descriptive questions, which demanded answers about behaviour or

events in a setting or situation;

o Interpretive questions, which asked about the meaning that situations or

actions have for the participants and their feelings and intentions; and

o Theoretical questions, which were intended to provide reasons for actions

or incidents in a particular situation (p.59-60).

This research, by exploring the immigration experiences from the fourth

wave Ukrainian immigrants residing in Winnipeg, Canada, sought answers to the
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following three questions: (1) What were the reason(s) for migration and

settlement in Winnipeg, Canada?; (2) What was the process of adaptation and the

factors that have influenced the process and outcomes such as housing,

employment, education, culture and language, ethnic community connections?;

and (3) What were the Ukrainian immigrant perceptions of their migration and

problems or opportunities in the settlement experience?

This study was guided by the following two research objectives: (a) to

understand the problems of adaptation experienced by Ukrainian immigrants in

Canada from socio-economic and socio-cultural perspectives as well as the

factors that contributed to their adaptation; and (b) to explore their perceptions of

their needs, and the kinds of assistance that might help them with their

adaptation.

Although most of the immigration studies on adaptation use quantitative

methods and rely on the census and other standard data sets, social scientists

were drawn to qualitative research. Norris (1997) contended, when he realized

that "life was squeezed out of human experience" in an attempt "to make sense of

it in a numeric, non contextual way" (Norris, 1gg7, p. 89).

Qualitative research as a form of social inquiry was chosen as the main

framework for this research, because it focuses on the way people interpret and

make sense of their experiences and the world in which they live. A number of

different approaches exist within the wider framework of the qualitative research

methodology, but most of them have the same goal: to understand the social

reality of individuals, groups and cultures. This study utilized the exploratory
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framework, and focused on the recent Ukrainian immigrants experiences in the

process of adaptation.

Qualitative methodology allowed for flexibility in designing this study. The

researcher used qualitative exploratory framework to explore the behaviour,

perspectives and experiences of the fourth wave of Ukrainian immigrants in

Canada. Holloway noted: "the basis of qualitative research lies in the interpretive

approach to social reality (Holloway, 1997, p.45).

Mayoux (2007) outlined advantages which favour selecting qualitative

methodology for research which is focused on personal experiences. First of all

qualitative research is holistic in nature. lt is designed to promote an

interconnected process with many different dimensions. A key focus of this study

was not discussing the different dimensions of Ukrainian adaptation process in

isolation, but understanding the interlinkages and tensions between the socio-

economic and socio-cultural dimensions of Ukrainian settlement in Winnipeg.

Secondly, qualitative methodology ¡s based on recognition of multiple realities

where reality is seen as inherently subjective. The focus of this study was to

understand Ukrainian immigrants experience in adaptation and it includes an

understanding of different perceptions, aspirations and interests and how this

influence accounts for "facts" and events rather than concentrating on how to

reduce them to one version of reality. Thirdly, qualitative research is heuristic,

interpretative and inductive. lt evolves rather than restricts itself to predetermined

questions or hypotheses. Because of the emphasis on understanding complexity

of the scope and focus of the research are continually redefined as
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understanding of different parts of the process increases and new issues arise.

lmmigration experience is difficult to conceptualize before the study and the use

of qualitative methods is helpful in discovering different meanings of immigrants'

settlement experiences. lt also provides an opportunity to the researcher to

record what was the Ukrainian immigrants experience before, during and after

their immigration to Winnipeg. Qualitative methods seek to understand current

events rather than intervening to change future events:

Although recording individual accounts may aim to empower
people and influence policy through making them more visible,
there is no attempt to integrate qualitative research with
empowerment and policy development. This may make the data
more reliable in some respects as people are less liable to
manipulate information in expectation of beneficial outcomes or
fear of unwanted consequences (Mayoux,2007, p.5)

ïhe exploratory framework in this study was not intended to claim

generalizability in the Ukrainian immigrants adaptation experience in Canada. lt

only summarizes the settlement experiences of 16 recent Ukrainian immigrants

to Winnipeg. The exploratory study included research process elements from the

grounded theory and phenomenological qualitative approaches. The grounded

theory data analyses approach was utilized in this study and the

phenomenological focus on the Ukrainian life experiences guided the process of

data collection. lt is acceptable in qualitative exploratory research to use a

"grounded theory approach" or similar for the aim of thematic analysis or

conceptual ordering, but it should be noted that this research did not follow all the

steps in grounded theory methodological framework.

The adaptation of Ukrainian immigrants is a multifaceted and an ongoing
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process. However, migration literature has mostly relied on quantitative methods

in search of the public, measurable, and observable aspects of socio-economic

integration, and has for the most part overlooked the private, familial, and the

subjective dimensions. Thus, it has faíled to investigate the Ukrainian immigrants

integration experience holistically. This study, utilizing exploratory qualitative

research strategies, not only detailed the collective Ukrainian immigrants'

adaptation experience but also brought into focus the Ukrainian immigrants'

individual categories and the mediating role they play in the integration process. lt

is argued that often it was the lingering subjective dimension of migration

experience that ultimately impacted the outcome, and determined the

immigrants' success or failure in the new society.

This study contributes to the social work migration literature both

empirically and theoretically. First, this study situated Ukrainian immigrants'

migration and settlement experience, their socio-economic and socio-cultural

integration within the existing literature on Ukrainian immigration to Canada, and

complemented previous studies on the Ukrainian immigration, which have been

based primarily on quantitative data. Second, the study provided insight into

Ukrainian immigrants needs for developing appropriate social services.

The study focused on the recent Ukrainian immigrants' adaptation in

Winnipeg. lt represented 16 Ukrainian immigrants' experiences and their

perception of the needs of Ukrainian immigrants related to socio-economic and

socio-cultural settlement in Winnipeg.
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Data Gollection

Data collection involved the gathering of information through a variety of

data sources. Qualitative researchers sometimes reject the term "collecting" data.

lnstead they use terms like "generating" data (Mason, 1996) or even "making"

data (Koch, 1994). These terms sometimes seem suitable in qualitative

approaches because researchers do not merely collect and describe data in a

neutral and detached manner but are involved in a more creative way. Because

of this "the researcher is seen as actively constructing knowledge" (Mason, 1996,

p. 36).

For studies that investigate human experiences, such as the present study,

data "consists of words or actions of the participants, which the researcher hears

and observes" (Holloway, 1997, p. 43), and can be collected from various

sources (Yin, 2003; Marshall & Rossman, 1999; Mason, 2002).

This research utilized a phenomenological approach as a framework for

collecting data from recent Ukrainian immigrants residing in Winnipeg. Semi-

structured in-depth face-to-face interviews focused on Ukrainian immigrants' life

experiences. The research participants in this type of interview described the

situation in their own words and in their own time. The researcher did not intend

to ask questions in the same way and form of each participant. lt was important

to ensure through the structure of these semi-structured interviews that all

important information about the research topic was collected and at the same

time to give research participants the opportunity to report on their own thoughts

and feelings. The durations of these qualitative interviews varied from about 45
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minutes to an hour and a half or more, depending on the time and stamina of the

participants.

Open-ended in-depth interviews are a "favoured strategy of data

collection" and are primarily used to gather facts, opinions, and insights that

enabled researchers to explore various topics and maintain focus on cultural

nuances, first hand encounters, perceptions, meanings, and interpretations

(Marshall & Rossman, 1999; Yin 2003; Holloway, 1997). The face-to-face

interview, which seeks to explore human experience, is "a conversation with

purpose in which the interviewer aims to obtain the perspectives, feelings and

perceptions from participant(s) in the research" (Holloway, 1997, p. 94). Another

advantage of using in-depth interviews in qualitative research is that use of open-

ended questions which gives participants the opportunity to respond in their own

words, rather than forcing them to choose from fixed responses, as quantitative

methods do. Open-ended questions have the ability to evoke responses that are

both meaningful and culturally salient to the participant, unanticipated by the

researcher and rich and explanatory in nature

The consequent interaction "provides the richest data source for the

human science researcher seeking to understand human structure of experience"

(Polkinghorne, 1983, p.267). Therefore, when one investigates the life

experiences of an individual the in-depth interview plays an important role in the

data collection strategy.

Sample Site

An ideal (but seldom attained) research site, according to Marshall and
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Rossman (1999), should have the following characteristics: " (a) entry is possible;

(b) there is a high probability that a rich mix of the processes, people, programs,

interactions, and structures of interest are present: (c) the researcher is likely to

be able to build trusting relations with the participants in the study; and (d) data

quality and credibility of the study are reasonably assured" (p, 69).

Winnipeg was the geographical focus of this research project and

satisfied the key requirements outlined above. The researcher's engagement

with the Ukrainian immigrant community went beyond the already established

friendship circles and social groups. The researcher joined formal and informal

organizations and social groups that is, the Canadian Ukrainian Congress

Manitoba Provincial Branch and the Ukrainian Student Union at the University of

Manitoba. Therefore, the researcher was able to gain important insights about

the Ukrainian community and improve his access to a varied group of Ukrainian

immigrants.

In order to contextualize the study within the Winnipeg Ukrainian immigrant

community and to have more in-depth understanding of its functioning, the

researcher expanded his involvement with non-local Ukrainian organizations and

groups and subscribed to Ukrainian language online publications and e-mail lists.

This provided a broader context for this study. This context, according to

Holloway (1997), refers to: "the environment and the conditions in which the

research occurs, and includes the social and cultural system of participants... the

researcher must have awareness and knowledge of the context, that is, to have

context sensitivity and context intelligence" (p. 36).
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Sample Selection and Size

The sampling process is a very important issue in every qualitative

research. Marshall and Rossman (1999) indicate that, "researchers cannot study

all relevant circumstances, events, or people intensively and in depth; they select

samples" (p 68)

There are various methods for sample selection. Qualitative sampling is

generally purposive or purposeful. Le Compte and Preissle (1993) prefer the

term criterion-based sampling, because qualitative researchers choose certain

critería in advance of their study on which the selection of a sample is based. ln

purposive sampling generalizability is less important than the collection of rich

data and an understanding of the ideas of the people chosen for the sample.

Patton (1990) lists 15 types of sampling in qualitative research. The choice

is dependant on many factors, and must fit into the overall research design and

strategy. Since the research objectives of this study aimed to understand the

process and outcome of adaptation of Ukrainian immigrants using qualitative,

exploratory framework, with no statistical generalization of the results, a

purposive sample was most appropriate.

The purposive type of sample selection, "seeks cases that represent

specific types of phenomenoJ'ì," thus, allowing the researcher "to study the range

of types rather than determine their distribution of frequency" (Reinharz and

Rowles, 1988, p.8). Therefore for this study, research participants were selected

based on the following characteristics:
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Ð C'ender.

2) Age at migration

3) Geographicalarea of migration

For the purpose of this research and in order to include as much variation among

recent Ukrainian immigrants as possible the researcherselected these three characteristics

as the prÍmary criteria in conducting research on the fourth wave of Ukrainian immigration to

Canada.

The researcher aimed to maintain balance while selecting the participants in areas

of gender (male / female), age at migration (1991-2005) and geographical area of migration

(Westem / Central / Eastem Ukraine). ln purposive sampling researchers seek to

gain as much knowledge as possible about the context, the person or other

sampling units.

The researcher did not restrict sampling size because of a lack of a

comprehensive list of Ukrainian immigrants residing in Winnipeg. Research

participants were contacted and selected through multiple-entry snowball

sampling in combination with purposive sampling. This combination of sampling

methods allowed access to groups difficult to reach as well as avoiding the pitfall

of interviewing only informants within personal networks for which the traditional

snowball sampling approach has been criticized (Massey, 1999).

Once a person was contacted and had agreed to an interview. (S)he was

asked to provide the researcher with the names of other possible contacts, and

the branching continued. Overall, in the selection of the sample all possibilities

were made to include variations among the informants.
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The sample size in qualitative research is relatively small but consists of

'information-rich' cases. Utilizing an exploratory framework and in-depth

interviews to extract Ukrainian immigrants experience made a large sample size

unnecessary, particularly as qualitative researchers rarely seek to generalise.

For qualitative research Morse (1994) suggested a sample of about six in

phenomenological studies because researchers search for the essence and

richness of informants' experience, and a larger sample of around 30 to 50 for

grounded theory. A smaller sample is sufficient when the researcher chooses a

homogeneous group or when one is investigating unusual or atypical

phenomenon. As qualitative researchers often do not know the number of people

in the sample before the start day for the research, the use and type of sample

can be changed during the research. Alternatively, the researcher can

predetermine the number of respondents (Holloway, 1997).

In conducting this exploratory research the researcher set a limit of 15

participants to be interviewed, but included the of expanding the limit in order to

include more variation in the experiences of Ukrainian immigrants.

Sampling in qualitative research can continue until the saturation is

achieved; that is, until no new information is generated and informational

redundancy occurs (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p.202). According to Rubin and Rubin

(1995), one of the main principles of sampling in qualitative research is

completeness. Sandelowski (1995) recommends that researchers use their

judgement about the numbers in the sample. She also reminds us that samples

do not consist merely of people but also of events and experiences. People in
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qualitative research should be chosen mainly for their knowledge of an

experience and condition or event about which they are able to speak.

Legal and Ethical Guidelines

Ethics in research is related to moral standards. Researchers apply the

ethical principles to protect participants in the research from the harm or risk.

They followed established ethical guidelines and legal rules. The primary ethical

rights of the individuals should be guided by the principle of no harm. Research

participants should give their consent on the basis of information and knowledge

about the research; understand that their participation is voluntary, and that the

researcher will follow rules of confidentiality and anonymity (Couchman &

Dawson, 1995).

In conformance with the University of Manitoba requirements for studies

involving human subjects, the researcher followed the requirements in the

protection of human subjects in order to assure and preserve the legal and

ethical rights for every participant in interviews conducted during this study. The

ethics approval form was approved by the Internal Review Board at the

University of Manitoba.

The ethical protocol submission form included detailed information about

the study. Participants in the in-depth interviews were asked to sign an informed

consent form (Appendix A1, A2) that assured them of confidentiality and gave the

researcher permission to digitally record the interviews. Also, participants were

informed that their names would not appear in the research document. The

consent form was separated from the questionnaire and only the lD number was
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used as an identifier on the transcription of each interview. Participants received

a signed copy of the consent form which clearly stated that they were free to

withdraw from the study at any time. The form provided information about the

process of the research and briefly described the potential implications for the

research participants. They were made aware in writing that the decision to

participate in the research would not jeopardize any community services they

might be currently receiving. This information was also stated orally. Informants

were reminded that neither the researcher nor the University of Manitoba would

be responsible for any follow-up treatment sought by participants because of any

difficulties experienced as a result of the issues raised in the interviews or focus

groups.

Participants were informed that their involvement in the research would be

based on the voluntary informed consent decision and they could withdraw at

any time. The researcher was as clear as possible in stating the demands on the

time of the padicipants and about the general direction of the research so that

research participants could agree or refuse to take part on the basis of

information about the research.

Interviewing Process

Having lived in Winnipeg for two years, the researcher had established

connections, and gained the initial level of trust in the Ukrainian immigrant

community. This became one of the crucial factors in gaining the ethnic

community's support and cooperation, and proved exceedingly critical in securing

a sample interviews. The researcher's access depended on the cooperation of
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the gatekeepers and others within the Ukrainian community for the provision of

names and phone numbers of potential participants.

This study depended on truly willing participants; reluctant interviewees,

even though voluntary, would not have produced an in-depth and honest

response. As Polkinghome (1983) noted, establishing trust and creating a

comfortable setting could assure a greater possibility of open and willing sharing

of experiences, "we are able to reveal our experiences to another person but also

to hold back and disguise them," since the interaction "takes place in the context

of a relationship" (p.267).

As indicated above, in-depth interviews were the primary means of

collecting data for this study. Each interview took place either in the pafticipants'

homes if they invited the researcher to their homes, or in a comfortable place

which was determined by the research participant. Timing depended on the

wishes of the informants. The researcher tried at the commencement of each

interview establish or re-establish rapport and trust and to assist the informant to

relax and feel comfoftable.

ln-depth personal interviews were conducted, each lasting close to two

hours, with 16 respondents. lt was initially planned to have 15 interviews. One

additional interview was conducted to ensure that saturation had been reached

and it was determined that information in the 16th interview did not generate new

themes in Ukrainian immigration experiences. The goal for each interview was to

gain an in-depth understanding from recent immigrants about their experiences

and feelings related to settlement in Winnipeg.
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The interviews for this study were provided in English and Ukrainian. For

this purpose the consent form was translated into Ukrainian and all future

documentation was translated from Ukrainian into English. The researcher

ensured the appropriateness of translation by doing reverse translation with a

certified translation specialist from the Faculty of German and Slavic studies at

the University of Manitoba.

To enhance participation rates, interview participants were given the

choice of being interviewed in English or Ukrainian. Although all participants were

offered the option of being interviewed in English none selected this option. The

researcher conducted all in-depth interviews in the Ukrainian language.

The interview questions, presented in appendix B and 81, were grouped

into sections. The interview questions were formulated mostly on the basis of the

existing literature review findings on the process of Ukrainian immigrants'

adaptation in Canada. However, there were several questions, both structured

and open-ended, which were added to generate data to expand the analyses

beyond the limits of these conceptual perspectives. For example, a question was

added about immigrants'desire to return to Ukraine.

There were two major parts of the interview guide: 1) demographic

questions about Ukrainian immigrants background (Appendix B and B1 first

section), and 2) closed and open ended questions, which were broken in four

sub-parts including education, employment, language and ethnic community

connection (Appendix B and 81, sections two, three, four, and five). Each

participant was asked to complete an informed consent form agreeing to
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participate in the interview and to allow the digital recording of the interview. The

demographic form included questions on age, family background, Iength of time

in Canada, and marital status. This form was completed with every participant at

the beginning of the interview process. Closed and open ended questions related

to immigrants adaptation experience were discussed after the initial demographic

data was collected and became the basis for the rest of the interview.

Participants were invited to share their stories about personal experience before,

during and after immigration in the areas of socio-economic and socio-cultural

adaptation.

The questions explored various aspects of the research participant's life

in Canada as well as their perceptions of personal needs before, during and after

immigration. The set of open and closed - ended questions enabled the

researcher to paint a realistic and holistic picture of the Ukrainian immigrants'

migration experience, which is contextualized in a parlicular time and place and is

sensitive to the pafticipant's cultural background.

The interviewees, who ranged in age from eighteen to sixty and had

arrived in Winnipeg after 1991, were identified by Ukrainian community leaders.

To ensure that participation in the interview was voluntary, all eligible participants

were called by Ukrainian community leaders, primarily by the head of the

Ukrainian Canadian Congress Ms. Lesya Szwaluk (5 initially agreed

participants), and from two Ukrainian Language and History lnstructors from the

University of Manitoba Dr. Stella Hryniuk (1 initially agreed participant) and Ms.

lryna Konstantiuk (2 initially agreed participants), who described the goals and
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design of the study, the voluntary nature of the participation, the guarantee of

confidentiality, and the opportunity to withdraw from the study at anytime. The

researcher asked Ukrainian community leaders to provide him with information

about the first few participants. Each Ukrainian community leader had been given

sampling criteria for the research participants and asked to initially contact the

participants. The basic criteria for the first initial participants were that they

should be a legally arrived immigrant from Ukraine after 1991 and lived in

Winnipeg for more than one year. Then, if the person agreed to the interview, the

Ukrainian community leaders provided the researcher with their contact

information and the researcher contacted the person directly. Once a person was

initially contacted by the Ukrainian community leader and had agreed to an

interview, (s)he was asked to provide the researcher with the names of other

possible contacts, and the branching process continued. The procedure was the

same for all other participants. Firstly, the participant should contact the person

who could be a potential participant and asked for permission to give his/her

contacts to the researcher and then when the respondent agreed the researcher

contacted him/her directly. Overall, in the selection of the sample, every care was

taken to include variations among the informants. The script which was delivered

by Ukrainian community leaders and included detailed information about the

research is attached in Appendix C.

The researcher contacted the potential participant approximately one

week after the Ukrainian community leader had contacted the participant who

had agreed to participate in the study. Further clarification about the study was
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provided whenever requested. lt should be noted that not all the participants who

gave initial consent to the Ukrainian community leaders, decided to proceed with

the interview after the researcher contacted them. Four potential participants felt

that they did not have time to meet with the researcher and their stories were

"typical immigrants' experiences". Only after mutual agreement between

researcher and potential participant was established was an interview scheduled.

Consent was also requested for digital recording of the interview at that time.

The qualitative interviews were conducted by the researcher. Interviews

were conducted during May and June 2006 in Winnipeg with 16 Ukrainian

participants who came from both urban and rural areas as well as the central and

western parts of Ukraine. There were no apparent legal or physical risks

associated with the interview process. The researcher had no intention to report

the information to any authorities and use participants' names in any context.

Due to the nature of the questions regarding recent Ukrainian immigrants'

adaptation experiences, which included information on their immigration status,

some research participants undoubtedly felt considerable discomfod responding

to such questions and were advised that they did not have to respond if they did

not want to. In addition, a list of Ukrainian community services for immigrants

(Appendix D) with Ukrainian speaking staff had been prepared for participants. lt

was done in order to minimize risk and to ensure that participants were informed

about the availability of counselling and other supportive services. None of the

participants requested this information.
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Data Analysis

Data analysis in qualitative research is described as breaking down the

data and searching for codes and categories which are then reassembled to form

themes. Data analysis starts from the beginning of the data collection process.

The focus of data analysis became progressively clearer after conducting all of

the interviews.

In the data analysis the researcher revisited the purpose and the initial

research questions. The process of analyses, which the researcher used for this

study involved several steps, similar to the grounded theory perspective identified

by Halloway (1997). These include:

(1) Ordering and organising the collected material;

(2) Re-reading the data;

(3) Breaking the material into manageable sections;

(4) ldentifying and highlighting meaningful phrases;

(5) Building, comparing and contrasting categories;

(6) Looking for consistent patterns of meanings;

(7) Searching for relationships and grouping categories together;

(8) Recognising and describing patterns, themes and typologies; and

(9) lnterpreting and searching for meaning (p.44).

study.

data

The data was scanned and organized from the very beginning of the

lf gaps and inadequacies occurred, they were filled by collecting more

or refocusing on the initial purpose of the study. While this process

continued the researcher selected particular aspects which he examined more
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closely than others, because they seemed more important for the emerging

ideas.

The first interview - or the first detailed description of observation - was

scanned and marked off into sections of data which were then given codes:

words or short sentences which contained the general idea of the sentence or

paragraph. The second and third interview transcripts were then analysed and

compared with the first interview. Commonalities and similar codes were sorted

and grouped together. That is, the researcher looked for recurrent ideas and

consistent patterns in the data. This happened throughout data collection and

analyses. Thematically similar sets were placed together. The researcher then

tried to find the links between the categories and described and summarized

them.

When data was gathered the digitallytaped interviews were transcribed,

and the summary face sheet was organized. The face sheet of the interview

transcripts included the time, date and place of the interview as well as lD code

of the padicipant. A brief description of the setting in which the interview took

place was noted. All pages were numbered. Wide margins were used in order to

facilitate the coding process and insert notes on the transcript. Transcribing a

one-hour interview took nearly six hours or sometimes longer, depending on the

researcher's typing skills, the quality of the recording and the language and terms

used. Printouts were used for coding of categories which reflected the meanings

of what was happening in the data. Each transcript was read carefully and key

words were noted as well as phrases to indicate incidents, events and facts. A
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highlighter facilitated this process.

Coding continued until saturation occurred, that is, all levels of codes

appeared complete with no new conceptual information available to indicate new

codes or the expansion /elaboration of existing codes.

Validity and Reliab¡l¡ty

From the beginning of this study the researcher worked diligently to

ensure that the research process was rigorous. In addition, review of the

qualitative exploratory study literature was thoroughly completed before

commencing the study to ensure that the researcher was familiar with its

methodology and purposes. As this exploratory research used qualitative

methods and particularly phenomenological and grounded theory approaches the

process of the research interview was carefully planned and executed.

Reasonable accommodations were made for research participants.

Eleven in-depth interviews were held at the respondents' homes, two at the

respondents' work places, and another three at various places in Winnipeg. All

locations were convenient for public transportation. To minimize fatigue to

respondents, no interview took place prior to I am or after 9 pm. Reliability of the

interviews was monitored by using a digital recorder during these sessions.

Two types of validity in qualitative research are important in ensuring

reliability and trustworthiness in this study: descriptive and interpretive validity

(Burke-Johnson, 1997 ; Maxwell, 1992).

Descriptive validity refers to accuracy in reporting descriptive information

through collecting required information and transcribing the transcript (Maxwell,
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1992). Descriptive validity forms the base on which all the other forms of validity

should be constructed. In order to maintain descriptive validity Brink (1991)

suggests that common guidelines for each interview to be conducted should be

developed. The initial interview guidelines for this research identified topics to be

covered in accordance to the issues related to the Ukrainian immigrants' socio-

economic and socio-cultural adaptation. Each conducted interview followed the

specific set of questions, which were designed and approved by the Ethics Board

prior to the interview.

The researcher ensured through applying active listening skills and

clarifying questions to discuss the main areas of the Ukrainian immigrants

experience outlined in the interview guide. The digitally-taped data was then

transcribed by the researcher, who then checked that the transcriptions were an

accurate record of the interviews.

The researcher transcribed and compared the data with original recording

several times during the research process to ensure that all phrases were

outlined correctly. Transcribed data was compared with recorded data

immediately following transcription and six months after the initial interview took

place. This strategy allowed cross-checking of observations over certain period

of time to make sure the researcher was in agreement about the data collected.

This comparison over time ensured that researcher not only focused on the

descriptive validity but also focused on the interpretive validity through analyzing

his own interpretations of research findings.

the
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participants' meaning of events, objects and/or behaviours (Maxwell, 1992).

Interpretations are not based on the researcher's perspective but that of the

participant. "lnterpretive validity is inherently a matter of inference from the words

and actions of participants in the situations studied" (Maxwell, 1992, p. 49).

The researcher's bias usually constituted the main concern in maintaining

interpretive validity and reliability of data in qualitative research. lt could

potentially be overcome through the principal of reflexivity, which means that the

researcher is actively engaged in critical self reflection about his or her potential

biases and predispositions.

As Holloway (1997) maintains, "Researchers are affected by their culture,

education, group membership, gender, personal disposition or other personal and

environmental factors, such as age and personality traits" (p.27).The author

further maintains that researchers "try to counteract bias by reflexivity and self-

criticism and by converting subjectivity into a resource for the study" (1997,

p.27).Thus, the type of the questions raised in this research was not only

informed by the existing literature on immigrant adaptation, but also partly due to

who the researcher was. The multiple identities that the researcher maintains as

a Ukrainian, immigrant, student, son, instructor, researcher, and social scientist,

has contributed to his commitment to the issue of the recent Ukrainian immigrants

adaptation in Winnipeg. Together with the membership in Ukrainian community,

this provides excellent sources of personal energy and guidance in conducting

this research.

The researcher was able to distance himself and become an outsider and
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a critical investigator. Moreover, command of the Ukrainian and the English

languages, and knowledge of the Ukrainian culture, enabled him to traverse the

two ideational worlds that these Ukrainian immigrants reside within, and facilitated

an understanding of their migration experience and their perception of that

experience.

lnterpretive validity was also ensured by reviewing and reflecting on the

data analyses process six months after each interview was conducted. The

researcher re-read all transcripts and initially identified categories. This províded

an oppodunity for a different look on the research data and allowed the

researcher to reflect on his own interpretations. Researcher reflexivity ensured

that the categories which were initially identified reflected the same meanings

over time.

Interpretive validity was enhanced through utilizing research participant

feedback process. This strategy has also been called "member checking" (Lincoln

& Guba, 1985, p.31a). By sharing the transcribed interview with research

participants the researcher had an opportunity to clear up areas of

miscommunication. While this strategy Ís not perfect, because some participants

may attempt to put on a good face, useful information is frequently obtained and

inaccuracies are often identified (Burke-Johnson, 1997).

According to Denzin and Lincoln (1994) the researcher who is planning to

conduct member checks is required to return to the study sites and discuss

findings with participants. Not every research participant engaged in the full

member checking process in this study. All of the participants were offered an
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opportunity to read their transcripts and provide any corrections if necessary.

Thirteen of 16 participants told to the researcher that they did not have time, and

had already relayed everything about their immigration process. Three

participants took an opporlunity to read their transcripts and provided more

feedback on their immigration experiences. They also asked to receive a copy of

final thesis to learn about other Ukrainian immigrants' adaptation experiences.

ln addition to conducting member checks, the researcher presented initial

research findings at the Centre of Refugee Studies Graduate Student

Conference 'Redefining Borders: Dialogues of Displacement, ldentity and

Community' hosted at the York University in Toronto. Conference participants,

who conducted similar research with other ethnic groups, confirmed that

Ukrainian immigration experience had similarities with their personal research

experiences.

Another possibility to reflect on the interview data occurred during the

translation of the selected quotes with the professional translator from the

German and Slavic Department at the University of Manitoba. This procedure

ensured that meanings and experiences of the research participants were

adequately translated in English. Although all of these methods were utilized in

this research it should be noted that it was difficult to maintain the high level of

interpretative validity through translating participants stories and organizing data

generated during in-depth interviews.

It is important to provide a thorough description of the translation-related

issues, problems and decisions involved in the different stages of the research
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process (Temple, 1997, p.613). Larkin (2007) noted that different languages

construct different ways of seeing social life, which poses methodological and

epistemological challenges for the researcher. Collecting data in one language

and presenting the findings in another involves researchers making translation-

related decisions that have a direct impact on the validity of the research. Birbili

(2000) outlined factors which affect the quality of translation in social research.

They include: the linguistic competence of the translator/s; the translator's

knowledge of the culture of the people under study; the autobiography of those

involved in the translation; and the circumstances in which the translation takes

place.

This study was conducted by a bilingual researcher. All interviews were

transcribed in Ukrainian language. The coding process and data analyses were

also conducted in Ukrainian and selected quotes were translated into English

with the help of a professional translator from the Department of Slavic and

German Studies Ms. lryna Konstantiuk. lt involved looking for equivalents

through a) the translation of items from the source language to the target

language, b) independent translation of these back into the source language, and

c) 'the comparison of the two versions of items in the source language until

ambiguities or discrepancies in meaning were clarified or removed.

Use of all of those strategies together with the verification of translation

with a professional ceftified translator made this research credible and the data

which was carefully collected through in-depth interviews reliable for further

analyses.
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Critical Analyses of the Merits and Limitations

All methods of collecting and interpreting knowledge have their own

limitations. The method used in this research had no exception. This study had

been designed to be exploratory descriptive and to produce a substantive

understanding of the experiences in adaptation and formation a new Diaspora

community of the Ukrainian immigrants to Winnipeg. The exploration reflected

the experiences of the several participants from the recent Ukrainian immigrant

population and due to the small sample these results couldn't be generalized. In

addition, it was recognized by the researcher that based on all qualitative

research designs much of the analyses which was completed in this study was a

product of the researcher's mental activity and the naming of categories occurred

as a result of the researcher's own use of words and language. This was of

particular salience to this study, because the researcher was required to translate

from one language and conceptual scheme to another. Other limitations were

related to the depth-breadth dilemma, which was typical to exploratory qualitative

framework. Opting to conduct in-depth, resource-consuming interviews limits the

feasibility of collecting data from a large number of respondents and eventually

limits diversity.

Awareness of the possibilíty to be heard was critical for the research

participants, as it is a common understanding that all research is an interpretive

act grounded in a particular perspective. This work with Ukrainian immigrants,

who experienced adaptation and the formation of a new Diaspora community in

Winnipeg, Canada, in the end, represents only the researcher's interpretation of
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the stories he has heard.

As a result of informal discussions and the author's personal observations

and experiences, it became evident that Ukrainian immigrants were generally

reluctant to participate in the research. This presented some difficulties in data

collection. As a result, a number of strategies were devised to gain access to the

Ukrainian community. By using the snowball sample method, the author enlisted

the support of Ukrainian community leaders in Winnipeg, described the study and

asked for their support and assistance. This led to their recommendations of

additional referral sources. ln addition, an agreement was reached to present the

study findings to the Ukrainian community upon its completion.

In spite of several limitations in the present exploratory study, this

qualitative research on adaptation and Diaspora formation of Ukrainian

immigrants provides a valuable contribution to the study of adaptation and

Diaspora development in various ways. The main contribution of the present

study is that it gives voice to new Ukrainian immigrants who had experienced

adaptation in Canada. Secondly, to this researchers' knowledge, it was the first

qualitative exploratory research of adaptation experienced by recent Ukrainian

immigrants in Winnipeg. Thirdly, because all interviews were conducted by a

person who spoke Ukrainian language fluently, the information provided is likely

to be more accurate and authentic to the Ukrainian immigrant's experiences.

Also the qualitative approach enabled the researcher to explore the process of

adaptation in greater depth than would have been possible if a quantitative

survey approach would have been used.
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ln the next chapter all data from the in-depth interviews are presented to

provide a story about the migration and settlement experience of these

immigrants. Throughout the chapter, key passages from the interviews are used

to illustrate certain shared experiences, points of views and perceptions.

The goal of the analyses was to paint a picture of the research

participants' migration experience - the life experiences contextualized within

the appropriate time and place. Thus, the data were intermixed, grouped,

sequenced, and analyzed based on the emergent patterns.

The analyses of the interviews created a landscape of human experience

of migration by weaving the life stories of the sixteen Ukrainian immigrants

interviewed into a collage which portrayed not only the outcome of the Ukrainian

immigrants' adaptation, but provided insights and greater understanding of its

complex process, and more importantly opened a window onto the Ukrainian

immigrants perception of their migration experience.
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CHAPTER FOUR

FINDINGS

ln this chapter data from the in-depth interviews were combined to provide

up-close and detailed information of the participants' migration and settlement

experience. The quantifiable data, gathered on various aspects of participants'

socio-economic and socio-cultural integration, were categorized and presented in

the general table. Key passages from the sixteen interviews were organized to

illustrate certain shared experiences or points of views and perceptions. lt should

be noted that all of the interviews were conducted, transcribed and analyzed in

Ukrainian language and then all the selected quotes were subsequently

translated into English. In translation, every effort was made to maintain the

intended meaning and convey the embodied emotions. lt was done through the

reverse translation with the University of Manitoba Ukrainian language instructor

lryna Konstantiuk. However, unavoidably, some nuances of Ukrainian language

were lost in the process. Moreover, the written words could not completely

capture all of the emotions and passions which were often expressed by the

respondents.

Quotes in this chapter were used for the following reasons (Holloway,

1997, p. 122-123):

o to confirm and support the findings of the research and claims that were

made

. to help the reader understand where categories or themes originated and

how the researcher came to interpret the data
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. to illustrate the experiences of the pafticipants and their perceptions and

feelings

The function of quotes is not only to indicate Ukrainian immigrants' specific

experiences but also to demonstrate and give examples of patterns that have

emerged in their process of adaptation in Winnipeg. The researcher carefully

selected those sections of participant interview which best represented the

general ideas of Ukrainian immigrants adaptation experience as well as their

specific interpretation.

The researcher took all effort to make participants' words accessible and

understandable. At first the researcher decided to go with the literal word by word

translation which was seen as doing more justice to what participants have said

and "make one's readers understand the foreign mentality better" (Honig, 1997,

p.17).But after discussing the difference in Ukrainian language structure with this

thesis committee it was decided to go for with the free translation in order to

make the quotes understandable for English speaking readers. However Rubin

and Rubin (1995) noted that editing quotations always involves the risk of

misrepresenting the meaning of the conversational padner. In translated

quotations the risk of losing information from the original is greater (p.273).

In-depth individual interviews were focused on questions about recent

Ukrainian immigrants' adjustment reactions to life in Canada and how they

experienced their new role as immigrants. This was followed by questions about

their background in Ukraine, their immigration process and their adaptation to the

life in Canada, with a focus on whether they were satisfied with their life, housing
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cond¡tions, employment, education, ethnic community connections and language

ability. The researcher also asked how they defined "being satisfied" and what

made them feel "dissatisfied" with their adaptation process and their life in

Canada. Each section was concluded with the oppoftunity for participants to

provide some further recommendations for new immigrants based on their

immigration and adaptation experiences in Winnipeg. The interviews were

structured in the way that the researcher first collected general demographic data

and then proceeded to the major topics which related to the participants' socio-

economic and socio-cultural adaptation.

Background Data on Participants

The background demographic data on participants was categorized and

this summary presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Background Information on Participants

Variable N of participants

l. Durations staying in Canada

a) 1-3years 3

b) 4-Tyears l0

c) More than 7 years 3

2. Area of immigration from Ukraine

a) Western Region l3

b) Central Region 3

d) Eastern Region 0
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3. Visa status at arrival

a) Permanent resident t3

b) Work Visa 2

c) Visitor Visa 1

4. Gurrent status of respondents

a) Permanent Residents 7

b) Canadian Citizens I

5. Gender

a) male I

b)female I

6. Age

a) 18-34 5

b) 35-49 9

c) over 50 2

7. Highest level of Education

b) College 7

c) University I

8. Maritalstatus

a) single 2

b) married 14
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9. Number of children

a)0 3

b)1 6

c)2 6

d)3 1

Note: Compiled from data collected through face-to-face interview with sixteen
first-generation Ukrainian immigrants residing in Winnipeg.

The data in Table 1 shows that on average the Ukrainian immigrants in the

sample had lived continuously in Canada for about six years. The shortest period

of residency was one and the longest was sixteen years. The gender

composition of the research was equally balanced: eight participants were males

and eight were females. The majority of Ukrainian immigrants, who were

contacted and agreed to participate in the interviews were from Western Ukraine.

Only three participants were from the Central Region and no one was from

Eastern Ukraine. In summary, this sample primarily represents the experience of

immigrants from Western Ukraine.

Problems in recruiting the Eastern Ukrainian immigrants occurred because

of the nature of language spoken in this part of Ukraine. The Russian-Ukrainian

language mix among the recent arrivals, to some degree an object of derision

among local Ukrainian Canadians, is still very common and unlikely to change in

the foreseeable future. This trend also has an historical explanation. The majority

of the Ukrainian immigrants from previous waves of immigration to Canada left
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Ukraine because of the country's political situation. Those immigrants maintained

the perception that speaking Russian language characterized Ukrainians who

supported Soviet regime. lt should again be noted that the research participants

had primarily emigrated from the Western part of Ukraine and only three were

from the Central part of Ukraine.

Thirteen of 16 participants had obtained permanent residency status under

skilled workers and family reunification streams at the time of arrival; the rest had

work or visitor visa status. Usually it took an average of four to six years for

recent Ukrainian immigrants to change their status and to become Canadian

citizens. At the time of the interview, nine of the participants were Canadian

citizens, the rest were permanent residents intending to become citizens.

Fourteen of 16 participants were married and had from one to three

children. All families had at least one child. Although not all of them came to

Canada with their partners, when the interviews were conducted all of their

immediate family were present in Winnipeg.

These immigrants received initial training and education before coming to

Canada. All of them completed high school and have some professional training

through college or University.

Primary reasons given for migration were political, safety and security,

economic opportunities, marriage, family reunification, visit, work related and

children's future or some combination of these reasons. The demographic data

provided the foundation for the future analyses and gave some insight into the

background of these immigrants.
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Process of Analysis

Each of the 16 interviews lasted close to two hours and has produced an

enormous amount of data for analysis. As previously noted data analyses

involved ordering and organising the collected material, based on the sections

(socio-economic and socio-cultural adaptation) of the interview guide. Then data

was re-read, and broken down into manageable segments (before, during and

after immigration experience) within major sections. When this task was

completed the researcher then identified and highlighted meaningful phrases,

which created material for building, comparing and contrasting categories within

each segment of the research.

The last process of data analyses involved recognition and description of

the identified patterns, themes and typologies, finding appropriate quotes to

illustrate them, interpretation and a search for meaning. This was done for each

interview and than combined to summarize the participants' views on the five

major categories of questions related to housing, employment, education,

language and culture and ethnic community connections. Findings are mentioned

by topic in the order outlined in the initial interview guide.

Housinq

Ukrainians came to Winnipeg from a wide range of socio-economic

backgrounds. Some respondents arrived in Winnipeg as family units. Some

came as single males or females looking for opportunities and a better life. What

they all had in common when they arrived in Canada was a need for housing. A

series of specific questions were asked of the recent Ukrainian migrants about
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their circumstances and living conditions in their former country of residence to

establish whether these were factors that gave rise to migration:

We were lacking the basic necessities: water, electricity was
provided on an hourly basis. Income was primarily used to
purchase food. lt was impossible to dream about anything
intellectual, cultural or recreational.

Six research participants expressed that their living conditions in Ukraine

lacked very basic human living conveniences, however it is interesting to note

that the other ten pafticipants expressed that their housing situation after arrival

to Canada became worse for the first few years. Respondents described that the

lack of family, social connections and initial job offers were the reasons of the

initial decrease in living conditions after their immigration to Winnipeg. Even

immigrants who had decent living conditions in Ukraine noted that at the

beginning of their settlement process in Winnipeg it was hard to maintain the

same living standard as they used in Ukraine:

We had been residing there for a long time. We had good living
conditions. When we moved to Canada, we couldn't retain the
same standard of living. We had to work a lot to accomplish a
present standard of living which is better at the moment. I am not
saying the living conditions are perfect and we required a lot of
time to improve them.

In order to save some money immigrants from Ukraine ended up living in

inexpensive houses in unsafe areas of Winnipeg. Those, who came to Canada

primarily on a work related visa or being nominated through the Provincial

Nominee skill worker program without family support had little or no financial

resources, and only a few household possessions. They had problems in

obtaining such living necessities as beds, mattresses, cooking utensils, table,
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chairs, and appliances.

Another issue which prevented Ukrainian immigrants from obtaining a

reasonable level of housing was a lack of credit history. lmmigrants from Ukraine

commented that they had no credit history, because of the developed mistrust to

banks and financial institutions after living through the collapse of the banking

system in Ukraine during the 1990's.

Despite the difficulties in accessing housing in Winnipeg, most immigrants

considered the city to be a good place to live. lt offered a safe environment, a low

cost of living, and in general a supportive ethnic community. To a certain extent,

the city offered the cultural diversity and amenities sought by immigrants.

The initial problems in securing adequate accommodation created

additional problems for immigrants from Ukraine. These issues are closely

connected to immigrants' employment.

Emolovment

Employment was one of the most important issues in analyzing recent

wave of Ukrainian immigration to Winnipeg. The fourth wave of Ukrainian

immigration was usually called the employment seeking wave of Ukrainian

immigration to Canada. The primary reason for immigration was to seek a better

life for the Ukrainian immigrants' children and to escape the high level of

corruption in Ukraine. The following responses from participants were typical of

those who immigrated fcir economic reasons:

o The major problem is that I was not sure what would
happen in the future. lf you lose the job, you wouldn't know
what kind of work you will get next. The job I had in
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Ukraine was sufficient only to cover the travel expanses to
get to work and to come back home.

o The problem was that the main job did not provide with the
sufficient salary therefore I had to get an extra job. lf I knew
where to get the money, the taxes were incredibly high.
There was no stability.

Eleven Ukrainian immigrants identified economic reasons as the major

cause of their decision to immigrate. They said there was no job security and

extremely low wages in Ukraine, which made them work two or more types of

jobs in order to survive and meet their basic needs in Ukraine.

After arriving in Winnipeg, participants faced new challenges in finding a

job. lt usually took them from two weeks to three months to find their first job and

start earning some money. This factor depended on profession, family and ethnic

community connections. The first jobs were primarily minimum wage jobs. As

one of the participants noted: "When I came to Canada I delivered newspapers,

looked after elderly people, doing something on the side to earn some money".

Employment was highly connected to the level of education. lt was hard for

newcomers to find time to work and advance their language skills and education.

The following quote illustrated problems faced by Ukrainian immigrants who tried

to combine their employment with education and family maintenance:

It was not easy, because we need to work and study along
with having a family and children. But many people go through
the same process. I primarily work in the evening and
sometimes at night.

Eleven Ukrainian immigrants, who had no pre-arranged employment after

their arrival in Winnipeg, were looking for the job and those who had families
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were working two or three pad-time jobs in order to survive in Canada. The

hardest period in their adaptation was the first couple of years living in Winnipeg:

It was very difficult, especially the first 2 years. We were
lacking financial resources. Work was hard. Due to lack of
funds I couldn't go back to school.

lmmigrants from Ukraine faced various employment and housing problems

during their initial settlement in Winnipeg. Two research participants discussed the

issue discrimination related to their occupation. The following passage illustrates

how Ukrainian immigrants experienced discrimination in the field of employment:

lf you want to immigrate to Canada as a doctor you need to
know that you are required. There is prejudice towards
immigrant doctors. Canadian doctors are protecting their
market. lt looks like there is no shortage of doctors in Canada
considering the fact that many immigrant doctors passed the
Canadian exams but could not practice. I am a doctor and
passed equivalency exams but I can not find a job.

The above quotation illustrates the type of occupational discrimination

which some of the Ukrainian immigrants undenruent after their arrival in Canada,

and passing the equivalency examination in their field of practice. These factors

also caused stress and increased the level of dissatisfaction with Canadian

realities. These societal barriers are at odds with the image which Canada

promotes as a "land of promise" in attracting immigrants from around the world.

Prior to immigration to Canada I knew about some problems.
However I can't believe how much discrimination immigrants
experience in Canada. I always thought of Canada as a

country that preserves social justice and equality but it is not
true. I was under the impression that I would get back to my
occupation in a few years. However I was mistaken. I am still
trying to achieve this goal.

Three Ukrainian immigrants who were seeking employment in Canada
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indicated that they experienced unequal treatment at the workplace based only

on the notion that they were immigrants. lt resulted in negative attitudes and

behaviour from the co-workers, who have the same level of qualifications:

lf you are an immigrant in Canada you feel like an immigrant
especially at work. I have experienced discrimination from
Canadians to Ukrainians by their attitude towards immigrants.

Discrimination combined with language barriers, the need for family

support and the lack of appropriate training were the most impoñant

characteristics in defining initial settlement experience and finding a secured job.

The next section outlines some of the issues related to the education which could

also be classified as socio-economic characteristics in the Ukrainian immigrants'

adaptation in Winnipeg.

Education

Education was another reason for some Ukrainian immigrants to come

to Winnipeg. Three research pafticipants described that they came to Canada for

the sake of their children and that education was the major factor.

It was difficult for our daughter to obtain high quality education
in Ukraine; it cost a lot of money in Canada as well but it is
valued here. Unfortunately education is not valued in Ukraine.
Sometimes Medical School graduates worked at the markets.
For example my relatives in Ukraine: husband works at 3 jobs,
his wife has 2 jobs just to support their family. Both of them are
professional doctors.

All Ukrainian immigrants had completed their initial college orland

University education in Ukraine. The value of a University diploma was noted to

be very low in Ukraine and it did not guarantee a job after graduation.

Participants who had children strongly believed that in Canada that education
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was valued and their children, after completion of their training in Canada, would

be recognized and valued as professionals.

The issue of networking and hiring local people was expressed by a

number of respondents. Three Ukrainian immigrants were also disappointed that

in nursing and medicine, where Canada has a shortage of qualified medical staff

that there was a bias against Ukrainian immigrant workers. Even after confirming

their diplomas in Canada they were not allowed to work in these areas of

practice:

ln Ukraine I never had a problem of getting a job. ln Canada
many people feel prejudice towards immigrants. I am under
the impression that if you have the Canadian education you
wouldn't experience any problems with employment. Foreign
education is not recognized.

Five Ukrainian immigrants found it helpful to complete educational training

in their area of specialization in Canada. lt provided more opportunities to secure

employment if you had local training. All respondents positively commented on

English as Additional Language (EAL) program accessibility and opportunity to

learn the language:

English language instruction is well established in Winnipeg
providing help to immigrants in learning the language.

The ability to access EAL and other educational services in Winnipeg were

related to immigrants' initial knowledge of English language.

Lanquage

Thirteen Ukrainian immigrants talked about problems they encountered,

because they could not speak English. Ukrainian immigrants commented that
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they did not receive proper training while learning English at school in Ukraine.

During the process of immigration there was not enough time to start learning a

new language. lt was interesting to note that not all of the Ukrainian immigrants

experienced problems with language after initial arrival in Winnipeg. Instead,

some of them denied that language was a problem for them. They came to

Canada to work and earn their living by doing construction work, where language

proficiency, at least in written form was a less important issue. Ukrainian

immigrants' frustration with their process of adaptation was apparent for those

who had issues in speaking and learning English:

o I started realizing that mentally I was not ready for the
immigration. I didn't know that it wouldn't be that simple. I

didn't do any preparation work, meaning learning English.
I should have just started taking it in Ukraine. I regret
about that every single day. Language was the first shock
and barrier for me.

o Even people, who had some English, saw differences in
pronunciation. We need to be more prepared for
immigration. With time we can improve our English
through reading, writing, and communication. However,
when we get our mail we need to deal with basic things,
like filling out the application form, registration and
preparation of other documents.

The language problem for eight immigrants was wrongly explained in

Ukraine. For example, immigrants were told that in Winnipeg almost everyone

knew how to speak Ukrainian or at least every Winnipegger had some

understanding of the Ukrainian language.

Another eight immigrants from Ukraine who had a basic understanding of

the English language had better opportunities to acquire services available for
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newcomers in Canada and were better able to cope with the initial level of

depression during their settlement in Canada.

Eleven of the Ukrainian immigrants came to Winnipeg under the skilled

category with experience and training in a profession or trade but some of them

were unsuccessful in securing employment in their chosen field. English

language profíciency was one of the key determinants in an immigrant's ability to

attain employment commensurate with his/her competencies. Speaking

Ukrainian was helpful in a way of establishing ties with the Ukrainian speaking

community in Winnipeg.

Ethnic Communitv Gonnections

This section of the interview guide was designed to explore the supports

available for newly arrived Ukrainian immigrants from the Ukrainian community in

Winnipeg. lt was noted that immigrants who came to Winnipeg with a family or

friend support were more satisfied with their adaptation experience than those

who came by themselves.

Two immigrants used other techniques to acquire information about their

new home country before coming to Canada. They conducted some research

about the Winnipeg Ukrainian community prior to their immigration. lmmigrants

who used internet resources, such as government information about the country

and ethnic community web forums found them helpful in learning about a

newcomer's life in Canada. This information also helped to establish first

contacts with the Ukrainian community in Winnipeg:

In Ukraine, while preparing for immigration I read a lot of
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articles about immigrants who came to Canada 100 years
ago. We can't underestimate what they have done for the
development of the Ukrainian community in Winnipeg. lt is
surprising that Ukrainians could survive all those hardships.
We knew prior to immigration that someone would help us at
the beginning. When we moved we couldn't find the
organization, but we met people who helped us a lot and that
was our understanding of the community.

The majority of recent immigrants from Ukraine expressed thoughts about

the individual help provided by Ukrainian Diaspora members in their initial

adaptation. Ukrainian immigrants primarily received support from close friends or

individuals whom they met in Winnipeg, and who were not members of the

Ukrainian community organizations:

We knew that there were many Ukrainians in Winnipeg, but
we did not realize boundaries of that community. Our
relatives helped us at the beginning. They took us to the
Ukrainian Canadian Congress and we had a chance to see
Ukrainian organizations. However we were disappointed with
the range of their services and decided to rely on ourselves.

Ten Ukrainian immigrants described their involvement in Ukrainian

Diaspora organizations as very limited due to the constraints of securing their

work and having primary responsibility to maintain their families'well-being. They

also explained that they were dissatisfied with accessing initial newcomers'

informational support from the major Ukrainian organizations, such as the

Ukrainian Canadian Congress and Canadian Ukrainian Social Services. Their

failíng attempts in receiving support from the Ukrainian community organizations

made them rely primarily on themselves in the process of their adaptation:

I believe we can't expect too many things from the
community. We need to believe in ourselves, finding our own
community. We can't expect that everyone will be greeted in
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Canada with bread and salt.

Ten immigrants were disappointed with a lack of ethnic community

support received in Canada from Ukrainian Diaspora. They felt that there is

misunderstanding which leads to miscommunication between Ukrainian Diaspora

in Canada and newly arrived immigrants:

o I got frustrated with the Ukrainian Diaspora after living in
Winnipeg for a few years. All I saw were conflicts,
between the fourth and the other waves of Ukrainian
immigration. However I would rather say that it was not
exactly a conflict but misunderstanding and mistrust
which created the wide distance in communication. The
Ukrainian community is very large, but also clustered and
disintegrated and it is hard to find your personal cluster,
where you will fit.

o The previous waves of immigration view the fourth wave
as people who have high level of aspiration and needs.
Unfortunately they don't realize that some guidance in
the beginning would be a great help. By guidance I mean
some referral services on resettlement, housing etc.

Three immigrants discussed the reasons for these attitudes in the

Ukrainian community as a historical pattern which relates to misinterpretation of

the rationale for a new wave of immigration, which is based on economic

reasons. As it was previously noted the second and the third waves of Ukrainian

immigration to Canada were politically oriented and were fighting for Ukrainian

Independence. When Ukraine received its independence in 1991, the reasons for

leaving Ukraine changed. This shift created tensions between new and old

Ukrainian community members in Winnipeg.

The absence of unity in the Ukrainian community created a division of

people's beliefs and values, which creates the barrier between generations. Six
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pailicipants who received initial Ukrainian community support in the interview

expressed their vision on these differences inside the Ukrainian Diaspora

community:

I heard several times from the fourth wave immigrants that
"Our Ukrainians do not want to help us". However this issue
has very different aspects. For example, my ESL instructor
spent more time with me because I was Ukrainian. I believe
that many newcomers have very high expectations from the
Ukrainian community. Sometimes they are too high and it is
hard to meet them. The whole perception in Canada is
different from the Ukrainian one. In Canada relationships are
build on the process of competition which defines the views
and attitude of people of the socíety. I do believe that
Ukrainians will help us if we ask for help. However, many
people have extremely high expectations.

Ukrainian immigrants who received support from the Ukrainian community

stated that based on theír experiences of other Ukrainian newcomers felt that

they were entitled to receive help but did not feel obliged to provide something in

return. This factor also made the Ukrainian Diaspora community sometimes

reluctant in providing services:

I agree with the fact that Ukrainian Community organizations
do exist and deliver services. However in order to be heard
sometimes ¡t is essential to participate in those
organizations.

Another interesting finding from the research was that people who know

English well were primarily going to and utilizing Winnipeg immigration services,

omitting the Ukrainian community:

As an immigrant I primarily dealt with Canadian organizations,
such as the International Centre. I did not request any help
from the Ukrainian community. I obtained lots of information
about services in Winnipeg at the Red River ESL. The school
provided me with all the answers regarding adaptation and
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services in Winnipeg. I believe the Ukrainian community would
help but I never asked for help.

It was also noted from the discussion that people who spoke English

fluently found it easier to adapt to the Winnipeg community way of life, finding

jobs and connections outside the Ukrainian community. Respondents who had

children expressed that their children primarily have friends among English

speaking youngsters. Ethnic community connections played a prominent role in

maintaining Ukrainian culture and learning about Canadian culture.

Culture

The question about the meaning of culture was one of the most

challenging questions for Ukrainian immigrants to answer. They discussed

various dimensions of Ukrainian culture and differences between cultures.

All immigrants agreed that they experienced cultural shock after

immigration to Canada. This is related to the socio-economic issues and how

Canada is organized as a social, economic and political entity. Adaptation to the

Canadian culture was another factor which made the settlement process for

newly arrived immigrants harder than they initially expected:

In the beginning when it was hard we wanted to go home. We
couldn't adapt easily to the taxation system, living conditions
and society as a whole. Everything is structured and functions in
a different way. In Ukraine if you have the money you can easily
get access to everything. Canada is organized differently.

The recent Ukrainian immigrants wanted to keep their own Ukrainian

culture, but at the same time were eager to learn Canadian values, which helped

them to adapt to the Canadian realities. Some of their thoughts about Ukrainian
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and Canadian cultures are presented below:

o I will always value my culture. However I am willing to
accept the Canadian culture as well. Winnipeg has its
own traditions and customs: people are very friendly,
open minded and patient to immigrant's accents. This is
a very respectful culture.

o Canada provides a high level of comfort to its citizens.
For example when I will go to the washroom, I don't need
to look for a toilet paper. When I say: "Excuse me, can
you help me" I will get a very positive response.

Ukrainian immigrants found that Canada had developed a strong notion of

multiculturalism. The multicultural policy was noted by the majority of Ukrainian

immigrants to be a very helpful tool in establishing toleration among various

cultural groups and facilitating their adaptation to the Canadian society:

Canadian culture is comprised of many cultures. When we
arrived, we were under stress and could see only the
negative side of Canada. But in a few years all negative
things became unnoticeable and we started seeing positive
aspects. In addition Canadian people are very friendly.

In summary, cultural shock experienced by the newly arrived Ukrainian

immigrants influenced their initial adaptation. After spending some time in

Canada and establishing ties with other cultures within the framework of

multiculturalism, these Ukrainian immigrants became more satisfied with their

process of adaptation.

Satisfaction with Life

It was hard for these participants to define life satisfaction based on the

initial adaptation in Winnipeg. Through the interview process it became possible

to identify some of the issues which made adaptation a more satisfying
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experience for some people and issues which created barriers in adaptation.

Lack of reliable information about Canada was the most dissatisfying experience

at the initial settlement:

The major issue was lack of information. Despite the fact
that we were getting information from friends, primarily
through the "word of mouth" it was desirable to obtain
services in Ukrainian. Ukrainian immigrants need to be able
to apply for services to a specific Ukrainian organization
which would provide referrals and initial information on
housing and settlement. lt is even better to have an
information centre in Ukraine which would provide reliable
information on settlement in Canada.

Thirteen Ukrainian immigrants described the inability to find information

about basic necessities, such as housing and employment opportunities to be the

most challenging experience. They suggested various ways to solve this issue

through creating information centers in Canada and Ukraine.

Research participants commented on the Winnipeg potential to

accommodate their initial settlement needs. lt required some time to adjust to the

Winnipeg realities:

I was under the impression that life in Canada would be
much easier than in Ukraine. However having come to
Canada I started realizing that in order to accomplish your
goals you need time. Winnipeg has a potential to meet
those goals."

Many Ukrainian immigrants had a very idealistic view of Canada prior to

their arrival and reported that most of their information was about general things,

such as friendly people and a high standard of living. The immediate problems

these participants experienced upon arrival to Canada concerned factors such as
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language barriers, finances, housing, medical, as well as transportation needs.

Over half of the respondents reported that their friends helped to solve these

problems and in general contributed to their life satisfaction. Language issues,

the lack of social supports and financial difficulties were the most frequently

mentioned challenges.

Dissatisfaction with life develops numerous negative feelings among these

Ukrainian immigrants. Feeling of being depressed accompanied lots of Ukrainian

immigrants after their initial settlement in Canada. lt was related to the difference

in Ukrainian immigrants initial expectations prior their immigration and realities in

becoming immigrants in Winnipeg. The following quote reínforced the feeling of

depression expressed by respondents about their initial settlement experience in

Winnipeg:

lmmigration was very hard, I was depressed for the first three
month and couldn't do anything about that. I compare my
immigration to a train which goes faster and faster and then
stops. I had hard times evaluating my situation.

Ten of the sixteen recent Ukrainian immigrants in this sample arrived with

high expectations of succeeding quickly in Canada, and seeking housing was

their first disappointment. Those immigrants, who had better housing conditions

in Ukraine, had higher expectations in successful settlement in Canada. They

expected to come to Canada and without difficulty to find a place to stay and

employment in their field of specialization and to make a decent living. But when

they arrived in Winnipeg, they realized that they underestimated their ability to

cope with the adaptation process often accompanied by feelings of depression
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which usually developed during this time of settlement process:

When you are going to Canada, you have an ideal image in
your mind. However when you actually move and live in an
unsafe neighbourhood, you start speculating about Canada.
Dreams and realities sometimes are different.

After arriving in Canada nine Ukrainian immigrants found that their

degrees were also not recognized and valued here and they couldn't find

employment in the area in which they were trained. This situation enhanced

extensive feelings of depression and anger. One participant outlined his/her

frustration this way:

I am very frustrated that our diplomas were not recognized
and we didn't know about that while being in Ukraine. I

couldn't even get an equivalent to a Canadian one.

The level of frustration rose for those immigrants from Ukraine who

confirmed their Diplomas but still couldn't secure their job in professional areas:

The fact that you confirmed your Ukrainian diploma in
Canada did not mean that you would be hired. The priority
was always given to people they know.

Eight Ukrainian immigrants were frustrated after coming in Winnipeg and

realizing that English language had such paramount importance in their

adaptation to life in Canada. They under estimated the importance of knowing

the English language in adaptation process.

Loneliness as a consequence of losing friends and acquaintances from

Ukraine was described by a number of these immigrants. They noted that it was

hard to find people with whom to establish communication and friendly

relationships when they arrived to Canada. This also increased their level of
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StreSS:

It was hard to adapt to the Canadian way of life. lt took us a lot
of time to accept certain things. In the beginning my wife
wanted to go back to Ukraine. I had many friends in Ukraine
and I missed them. For some time I didn't have any friends in
Canada and that was very hard. However I understand that
there was no future for us in Ukraine or we needed to work
enormously hard in order to get something done.

During the initial settlement many of the respondents, in addition to the

feeling of loneliness were experiencing feelings of nostalgia for the home

country. This increased the level of stress among these Ukrainian immigrants.

This homesickness was described by one respondent in the following way:

Ukraine is a beautiful country; the weather is nice and warm. lt
is our native land and we had many friends. In Canada I need to
build my life again, that is a challenge and I feel alone in this
process.

Three participants identified stress, after being deceived by an immigration

officer in Ukraine. Unfortunately, there were some respondents who used help

from independent immigration officers who didn't provide accurate information

about life in Canada. These respondents also felt overcharged for the

immigration consultant service, which was not adequately provided. All of these

issues made adaptation experience and satisfaction with life in Winnipeg for

Ukrainian immigrants very difficult

Despite these negative perceptions, Ukrainian immigrants were satisfied

with various aspects of their life in Winnipeg. Personal motivation to become

successful in the Canadian environment was key factor for six of sixteen

participants in adapting to Canadian way of life:
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I think I was a strong person after spending a one year in
Canada I simply survived that year. I put aside my
depression and my previous life. They simply stopped to
exist. I started accepting life on the everyday basis that
allowed me to slow down, look at my life and live further. I

stopped crying.

Ukrainian immigrants compared their life in Ukraine to the Canadian way

of living:

o I am feeling content here in everyday living. In Ukraine on
an everyday basis we experience more challenges, while
in Canada everything related to everyday needs is more
accessible. lmmigrants have a chance to think about their
careers, education or better programming for their
children.

. In Canada we experience more stability and rule of law. lt
is a wonderful country and I am happy for people who
feel at home here.

In order to achieve a higher level of satisfaction from their adaptation

process time was a crucial factor for Ukrainian immigrants. Those immigrants

who had spent longer time in Canada were more satisfied than those who came

recently. Ukrainian immigrants who lived three or more years in Canada

suggested that their friends who were in Ukraine and who did not have an

opportunity to immigrate would probably benefit from immigration:

Sometimes you need to wait. lt wasn't a mistake to move to
Canada. However I am very concerned about people in
Ukraine, my family, my relatives. At the same time I am
happy that my children live in Canada now. Many of my
friends who graduated from the universities of Ukraine and
have a good occupation in a real life live under the poverty
line. I think if they lived in Canada their life would be very
different and when I think about that it makes me sad.

Ukrainian immigrants named various factors which contributed to
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improved satisfaction. Among them were personal motivation factors, the rule of

law and stability in the Canadian economic, political and social areas of life, the

accessibility of services, and the value of education, job security, and cultural

diversity

When the researcher asked a question about the interest of participants in

returning to Ukraine, respondents usually were surprised and their answers

ranged from not now to never:

. I am hoping that the situation in Ukraine will change to
better. I am so sorry that nothing has been changed in
Ukraine. Unfortunately there is no way one can honestly
earn money in Ukraine. lt prevent me from coming back
to live there.

. Life in Canada is far easier than in Ukraine. lf someone
wants to become the doctor, which might take many
years of studies, he/she may still do it even if there is no
money in the family. Currently my daughter studies at the
University and I feel absolutely relaxed. I didn't feel the
same way while in Ukraine. I had to pay for everything. ln
addition I didn't know what to expect from the future.

Ukrainian immigrants said that the situation in their home country prevents

the development of their full potential. Canada provided more possibilities for

personal growth as well as maintenance of their own culture, values and beliefs.

Time in Canada affected the expressed level of satisfaction with their

immigration experience. The research participants described their experience

before, during and after their process of immigration to Canada. The duration of

each period influenced these immigrants perception of being satisfied.

These findings brought into the focus the significance of the complex

process of Ukrainian immigrants' socio-economic and socio-cultural integration.
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The findings strongly indicated that the problems encountered by Ukrainian

immigrants in the process of socio-economic and socio-cultural integration were

not only personal, but social. This suggests a need for specific policies that will

facilitate the integration process and lead to a smoother transition to adaptation

in Canada.

It was also noted that Ukrainian immigrants experienced a high level of

stress during initial settlement. The lack of housing, the inability to find

employment or speak English and the lack of support from the Ukrainian

community or family members increased and deepened their level of stress.

They became more isolated and very unsatisfied with their immigration. Those

Ukrainian immigrants who had family support were more successful in coping

with their initial depression than those who came without family.

In the next chapter the researcher describes in detail each of the sections

on the Ukrainian adaptation which was reflected in literature review and included

in the in-depth interviews with the fourth wave of Ukrainian immigrants about

their socio-economic and socio-cultural adaptation.
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CHAPTER FIVE

DISCUSSION

Findings in the previous chapter summarized the immigration experience

of sixteen recent Ukrainian immigrants to life in Winnipeg. lt is impoftant to

present a holistic view of the Ukrainian foufth wave immigrant's adaptation, which

focuses on the process as well as outcomes, and emphasizes the significance

and interdependence of economic, political, historical, social, cultural and familial

contexts of the Ukrainian immigrants' adaptation.

This qualitative exploratory framework produced personal stories,

biographic and quantitative data on various measures of research participants'

socio-economic and socio-cultural integration, and revealed their experiences,

perceptions and emotions. Several of these factors had profound effects on

immigrants' integration experiences. The following quote captured the complexity

of the process and the interrelatedness of the factors involved:

The process of adaptation and acculturation is not linear...
Individuals will experience these changes at their unique paces.
The specific circumstances surrounding the migration also impinge
on the process of adaptation. Besides the characteristics of the
context of exit and the degree of support or rejection provided by
the context of reception, other factors act as modifiers of the
experience. These include the possibility of returning to the home
country for periodic visits; the magnitude of the differences in
culture, values, and religion between home and host countries:
previous knowledge of the language of the home country;
oppoftunities for upward mobility and maintenance of one's
occupational and social class identity: and racial status as a
member of the "majority" or "minority" group. Age is of particular
importance in this process. (Espin, 1999, pp.21-22)

This chapter includes answers to the major research questions: (1) What

were the immigrants reason(s) for migration and settlement in Winnipeg, Canada;
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(2) What was the process of adaptation and the factors that have influenced the

process and outcomes such as housing, employment, education, culture and

language, ethnic community and family connections; and (3) What were the

Ukrainian immigrant perceptions of their migration and problems or opportunities

in settlement experience.

Ukrainian immigrants choose to immigrate to Winnipeg for a variety of

reasons. Probably the most important one is steady, well paid employment. The

respondents described a lack of stability in the economic situation in Ukraine,

including high levels of corruption and poverty, the devaluing of education and the

health system. These factors influenced migration from Ukraine. lmmigrants to

Winnipeg wanted to seek a better life for themselves and their children, enhance

their education, and reunite with families. Depending on the reason and personal

situation, each immigrant had experienced initial settlement differently. Some

immigrants had the abilíty to speak English but others did not on arrival. Some

immigrants had family support in Canada whereas others did not. Some

immigrants had pre-arranged employment and others did not. Some had

opportunity to bring family from Ukraine but this was not true for everyone. The

combination of personal factors was multifaceted, and this affects the variation in

experiences among Ukrainian immigrants in adapting to life in Winnipeg. However,

despite the different reasons for immigration, the majority of Ukrainian immigrants

shared a number of attributes about their initial settlement experiences in Canada.

Although in reality various dimensions of the integration process and their

outcomes were interconnected, for analytical clarity, the socio-cultural and socio-
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economic aspects of integration were identified. Given the prevalent pattern in

Ukrainian migration literature and based on the first three waves of Ukrainian

immigration to Winnipeg, the research used ethnic community integration,

English language adoption, and friendship ties as measures of socio-cultural

integration, whereas labour market outcomes labour force participation,

occupation, housing and education - were criteria for assessing socio-economic

integration.

Socio-econom ic Adaptation

The first group of factors, which were addressed in this research,

emphasized the importance of housing, employment and education in Ukrainian

immigrants' adaptation experience. Ukrainian immigrants outlined that these

factors were the most important contributors in initiating their immigration

process. In Ukraine lack of adequate housing conditions, unemployment and a

devalued education system constitute serious problems for Ukrainian people in

their everyday life.

Housing conditions for research participants in Ukraine ranged from

excellent which included owning a house, cottage and two cars to conditions

which were described as marginal including residing in inadequate housing.

When first arriving, five research participants temporarily lived with relatives, or in

some cases, with someone they had just met, who was willing to share their

house with them for a few days. There were six cases where the Ukrainian

community or family members knew about immigrants coming to settle in

Winnipeg and assisted them in providing initial housing and basic appliances. In
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other cases, recent immigrants from Ukraine usually found local Ukrainian people

through coming to church. Ukrainian immigrants who utilized this method in order

to find a place to stay usually got initial help. lmmigrants from Ukraine who lived

with members of their extended family or close friends tried to pool their

resources for the future to afford some type of housing. Other Ukrainian

immigrants were forced to live in lesser conditions in order to save and send

money back to Ukraine for various reasons ranging from providing support for

their families in Ukraine and to paying off their debts related to the immigration

process.

As Schill, Freidman and Roseenbaum (1998) noted, based on their

research in the New York City, immigrants might adopt various types of settling

strategy depending on their personal situation. As soon as they can, some sent

back money to family and friends in their country of origin. However others, after

savings, prefer to advance their own socio-economic status in the country where

they immigrated. The research participants used both of these methods, some of

them sent money back to support their families or pay off debts, which they

borrowed to come to Canada while others made savings to improve their living

conditions in Canada. In some cases Ukrainian immigrants used both strategies.

This researcher found patterns similar to those reported by Massey (1985)

who noted that Ukrainian immigrants might live disproportionately in poorer-

quality housing because they preferred to live among others of the same national

origin. The researcher conducted interviews in Winnipeg where three families

from the same neighbourhood came to talk with the researcher about their
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adaptation experience and shared that they stay in the same neighbourhood

together in Winnipeg because lots of their relatives and friends were settled on

the same street.

The ability to satisfy housing needs largely depended on the resources,

which immigrants brought to Winnipeg. This includes financial, social, human

capital, which people had before coming to Canada. Ukrainian immigrants with

high incomes had the most freedom in choosing where to live in Winnipeg, and

those with high levels of education and good knowledge of the English language

were better able to obtain information about housing opportunities. Twelve

participants were presently living in apartment blocks and condominiums or were

renting houses. At the same time, one of the participants, who came to Canada

without any suppoft and through meeting people in Canada, got a loan and

bought a very cheap house in Winnipeg. He renovated this house, working days

and nights and over the next three years had an opportunity, after learning

Canadian housing legislation and the real-estate process, to rebuild three more

houses. At the time when the interview was conducted, the research participant

was staying at his fourth renovated house valued at half a million dollars. During

the interview process it was emphasized that being a hard worker in Canada was

a highly rewarding experience. This participant noted that hard work and

ingenuity tremendously facilitated the adaptation process in Winnipeg.

As expected, Ukrainians who had relatives or friends already in Winnipeg

at the time of their immigration had some form of accommodation arranged

before their arrival to Winnipeg. Those who did not have any kin or friendship
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network in Winnipeg arrived without secured accommodation.

When asked about their future plans regarding housing, Ukrainian

immigrants noted that given an opportunity they would like to purchase a home.

However, a major obstacle to home ownership was the lack of financial

resources. Another issue, whích was raised by these immigrants, was lack of

information or guidelines for purchasing homes and accessing housing in

Winnipeg. Such information, it was argued, would improve Ukrainian adaptation

in Winnipeg.

In addition to housing problems, employment was a dominant theme that

affected socio-economic adaptation. In some instances immigrants were the

sole support of their families and some even left children behind in Ukraine.

Therefore, work was central to their survival, to their ability to be self-sufficient,

and to their need to send money to their children's caregivers in Ukraine.

Other observations related to adaptation indicated the marginal

employment experiences for many immigrants in Winnipeg. Their jobs were

primarily concentrated in manufacturing, a sector where total employment had

been declining. Ukrainians usually earned minimum wages. The phenomenon of

"Starting Over" was traced by all of the immigrants from Ukraine, which meant

that Ukrainian immigrants who received educational training in Ukraine were

faced with the prospect of retraining to re-establish their credentials in Canada.

This was a time consuming process. During that time Ukrainian immigrants were

usually out of work. Persons in "hard" or so called "physical labour'' professions

had an easier time because of different factors such as labour shortages in key
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areas; less need to speak English; the availability of clear testing to prove

qualifications; and fewer risks (i.e., where failure to perform leads to immediate

harm to people)

At the same time re-establishing credentials in some professions was

difficult due to the need to speak English well, the lack of key labour shortages,

differences in the teachings and execution of the professions themselves (e.9.

Law, Education and Medicine) and the lack of definitive testing protocols. These

issues were prevalent for those Ukrainian immigrants who were trained in the

human service professions.

Ukrainian lmmigrants from these professions had two courses of action:

o Full time engagement in re-qualification for the profession the new immigrant

left (long sojourns from the work force were often taken); and/or

. Acceptance of a lower qualified position in the same field, e.9., lawyers and

doctors who become paramedics and paralegals.

The issue of the under utilization of immigrants' skills, although by no

means new, was still increasingly pressing. Reitz (2001; 2005; 2007) conducted

various studies on the economic issues of new immigrants. In one of his articles

he analyzed immigrants' skill utilization and stated that because of changes in

recruitment and hiring practices, qualified immigrants appeared to be having

increasing difficulty gaining access to work in the knowledge occupations. As a

result, they ended up working in less-skilled occupations. According to Reitz

(2001) the under-utilization of immigrant skills is defined "as any employment of

immigrants in work below a level of skill at which they could function as
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effectively as native-born Canadians" (p.3a8).

Reitz (2007) outlined causes and potential outcomes of current

immigration problems in the employment sphere, which created gaps between

skilled nature of Canadian immigration and the actual role of immigrants in

Canadian labour markets. Two of them are relevant to this study. These are skill

under-utilization which created "brain waste", and significant demand for less-

skilled immigrants to meet labour shortfalls in lower-level occupations in Canada.

These gaps produced inequality in earnings between Canadian-born workers

and immigrant workers in Canada. Reitz (2001) suggested that the deficits of

incomes of the immigrants can emerge from: (i) lower competence among

immigrants, (ii) underutilization of immigrant qualifications, and (iii) injustices in

wages for immigrants who perform the same work but secure less pay.

Inequalities in compensation or underutilization of their skills represent

employment discrimination.

Some of the research participants, who were recognized doctors in

Ukraine, could not find similar jobs in Canada and used various coping strategies

to maintain their status. One decided to pass the recognition exam and after its

completion still couldn't find a job because of occupational discrimination.

Another immigrant from Ukraine made a decision to go to the University of

Manitoba and completed second degree in a related area. Both of them were not

employed in their primary professional field.

The failure to recognize foreign education and experience in the labour

market complicated these respondents job search as it was more difficult for
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them to prove their skills to potential employers. In some cases, this led

Ukrainian immigrants to accept jobs for which they were overqualified or to

accept jobs different from their area of expertise. This was pafticularly common

with participants, who were professional doctors and teachers from Ukraine.

They became delivery drivers or janitors.

The employment prospects for these Ukrainian immigrants were often

diminished due to difficulties acquiring Canadian recognition for qualifications

obtained in Ukraine. The licensing bodies of various trades and professions

(especially among doctors) did not accept foreign obtained certification, and

employers had difficulty assessing educational credentials or simply undervalued

foreign work experience.

The educational issue was highly interconnected with the immigrant's

employment opportunities and results were similar to the lsajiw's (2002) findings

about Ukrainian immigration to Toronto. Those Ukrainian immigrants who had

opportunity to receive education in Canada had a better chance of receiving

employment in their field of training than Ukrainian immigrants who were trained

in Ukraine.

All of the respondents completed high school and at least three years of

post-secondary education in Ukraine; the majority had University degrees. The

problems which they faced in Ukraine were often related to the fact that

education, when Ukraine received independence, became under devalued. This

meant that lots of degrees were earned not by knowledge but through money,

bribes and corruption within the educational system. For those, who gained
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degrees through knowledge, there were little to no employment opportunities

relevant to their skills.

From the educational standpoint Reitz (2001) identifies a number of

situations where immigrant skills are not fully utilized in the labour market. These

are:

1) Non-recognition of foreign professional or trade credentials by

Canadian licensing bodies for professions and trades.

2) Non-recognition of foreign professional or trade credentials by

employers, for immigrants who have received Canadian licenses.

3) Non-recognition of foreign occupational credentials by employers in

non-licensed occupational fields.

4) Discounting foreign-acquired skills not specifically credentialized, but

nevertheless deemed relevant to the ability to perform a job.

5) Non-recognition of general foreign education by Canadian employers.

6) Discounting of foreign experience by Canadian employers (pp. 9-1 1).

All of these situations were experienced to some extent by the sample of

Ukrainian immigrants in this study during their initial adaptation in Winnipeg. All

immigrants from Ukraine, particularly those with University qualifications from

Ukraine, found it difficult to obtain employment in their own field. lt was broadly

agreed that the three most important factors in finding appropriate employment

(or conversely, finding the appropriate employee) were education, Ianguage (or

communication) skills, and prior relevant experience. lt appears that in today's

Canadian marketplace, employers are unable to properly assess these factors
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when screening Ukrainian applicants into jobs and immigrants from Ukraine are

having difficulties promoting themselves as having the appropriate skills for jobs

that are available.

In summary it is important to note that work experience and educational

accomplishments of Ukrainian immigrants were not completely recognized. Each

Ukrainian immigrant experienced barriers in socio-economic adaptation and was

disappointed with the current immigration system. lt was impossible during initial

settlement to obtain a position similar to that held in Ukraine for those who had

professional q ualifications.

The socio-economic adaptation process presented above shows that

factors, which related to the initial settlement experience, were common to the

majority of immigrants who were coming to live in Canada. Recognition of foreign

credentials and educational background were coupled with difficulties in

obtaining housing, education and employment for newly arrived Ukrainian

immigrants. Ukrainian immigrants experienced numerous problems in getting

access to the above mentioned services. This created a high level of frustration

and stress among immigrants. Because they were unable at the beginning

stages of the adaptation process to realíze their main goals pertaining to

immigration, Ukrainian immigrants were often dissatisfied with the level of

adaptation to the socio-economic sphere of Canadian life.

It was impossible to totally disengage two major spheres of immigrants'

adaptation. Socio-economic and socio-cultural integration were very interrelated.

In the next section of this chapter the researcher discusses the connection
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between these two spheres, the importance of such socio-cultural factors of

adaptation as language, culture and ethnic community connections are

discussed.

Socio-cu ltu ral adaptation

Socio-economic adaptation represents one dimension examined in the

settlement process for Ukrainian immigrants in Winnipeg. The literature on

immigration and adaptation highlights the significance of language in adaptation,

and socio-cultural achievement in the new country. As Lum (1996) states: "the

immigrant must overcome the language barrier and learn alternative cognitive

expressions" (p.195) in order to achieve success in his/her adaptation. In the

current study, Ukrainian immigrants primarily mentioned their limited knowledge

and comprehension of English as an example of one of the problems in their first

year living in Winnipeg. Language proficiency was also a determining factor in

how quickly immigrants from Ukraine were integrated into the labour market.

Participants who were in the age group 22-44 with good English skills

expressed the highest satisfaction with life in Winnipeg. Fourteen of the sixteen

immigrants from Ukraine noted that current training in EAL provided them with

the language skills required for social interaction and employment in service and

industrial contexts where advanced language skills were not required. All of the

participants attended some type of English training in Winnipeg. They named

numerous organizations, which provided educational and language skills for

immigrants. Among them were Success Skills Centre, lmmigration Centre, and

Red River College EAL programs.
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English language ability was identified as one of the most imporlant

aspects in the adjustment of these immigrants. The time needed for adaptation

was longer for immigrants from Ukraine who were deficient in English than for

those who were able to communicate in English. Non-English speaking

participants were not only faced with the burden of learning the language, they

have had difficulty in accessing some settlement services, understanding the

Canadian culture, and establishing themselves in order to become independent.

The responses indicated that newly arrived immigrants needed to learn

English quickly because in Canada the need for knowledge of the English

language is very high. The ability to speak English was important for

communicating with others, seeking information, securing employment as well as

developing friendships.

The majority of respondents graduated from English as an Additional

Language (EAL) program, which meant that they had mastered the more

complex grammatical structures and had expanded vocabulary to speak and

write on a wide variety of everyday topics. They also learned how to offer

opinions and advice properly and start to use language for academic purposes.

One of the observations expressed by these immigrants was that

improvement in English speaking skills came with time. Ukrainian immigrants

increased their language skills significantly after coming to Canada. However

participants identified that they experienced more problems in writing English,

than in orally communicating in English. Fewer problems were expressed in

reading and understanding of the English language.
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Scassa (1994) argues that non-native speakers of the dominant language

encounter discrimination in employment and in access to services on the basis of

their language abilities, and that their lack of fluency, their accent, and their

deviations from the language standard of the dominant group can be used as a

basis for unfavourable treatment.

The researcher observed that those immigrants from Ukraine with poor or

no English language skills did not venture out into the larger ethnic community

other than to the neighbourhood where only Ukrainian was spoken.

In order to connect Ukrainian immigrants with resources it is important to

have strong ethnic community connections. This represents the next component

in socio-cultural adaptation. Most Ukrainian immigrants felt that coming to

Canada was like being given a second chance to re-establish one's own life. The

family and the Ukrainian community was the critical arena for a better

understanding of the dynamics of immigration and adaptation.

An important aspect of Canadian immigration policy has been the

reunification of family members and support for development of ethnic

communities. Family and ethnic community networks facilitate immigration as

well as the process of adaptation in Canada. When immigrants are under

pressure to assimilate, the immigrant family and ethnic community can make a

difference by mobilizing resources and providing social capital (Coleman 1988,

1990, p.300-302).

There was an expectation in immigrant communities that new immigrants

ought to parallel the settlement experiences of their antecedents. This issue was
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addressed in the literature review, as it was traced during all waves of Ukrainian

immigration. When newer Ukrainian immigrants did not choose the course of the

previous wave, new tensions in the Ukrainian community were created. The new

immigrants were accused of "thinking they are better" or "knowing more" than

those who populated the previous wave. This tension was observed during the

interview process with a number of fourth wave of Ukrainian immigrants to

Winnipeg. However, in six cases ethnic community and family support facilitated

the settlement and adaptation process and integration appeared to be a

smoother process for these individuals.

From a socio-cultural perspective Ukrainian immigrants who experienced

initial settlement in Winnipeg were removed from many of their relationships and

predictable contexts - extended families and friends, ethnic community ties in

Ukraine, culture, living situations and customs. The phenomenon through which

Ukrainian immigrants become acculturated immigrants is discussed by Berry

(1990). He noted that "the acculturating immigrant is confronted with economic

changes, moving away from traditional pursuits toward new forms of

employment" (p.91). Berry (1997) stated that immigrants are stripped of many of

their sustaining social relationships as well as of the social roles that provided

them with culturally scripted notions of how they fit into the world resulting in

acculturative stress.

The set of questions covered in this section were designed to uncover the

model of acculturation used by Ukrainian immigrants in their adaptation.

Acculturation was firstly introduced by the anthropologists Redfield, Linton and
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Herskovitz (1936, as cited in Berry, 1980) to describe the mutual process of

influence and exchange resulting from the interaction of two culturally distinct

groups. Thus, it describes the process of change as a group level phenomenon.

Acculturation is defined as the process by which a minority group assimilates

cultural values and beliefs of a majority community. The minority group's

adaptation to the majority culture's customs, values and traditions can be

voluntary or forced. Acculturation of a minority individual can be measured on

two dimensions: the degree of involvement or interaction with the majority culture

and the degree of retention of the minority culture (Berry, 1980).

Berry (2001) proposed a two-dimensional model of acculturation with four

modes: assimilation, integration, separation, and marginalization, depending on

the degree to which people maintain or relinquish their culture of origin in

combination with the degree to which they adopt or reject the host culture.

Minority group members in the assimilation mode want to attain positive relations

with the majority culture and do not want to retain their ethnic identity whereas

those in the integration mode wanted to attain positive relations with the majority

culture while retaining their original ethnic identity. Members in the separation

mode are characterized by a desire to retain their ethnic identity, with no interest

in attaining positive relations with the majority culture and those in the

marginalization mode do not want to identify with either the majority or their own

ethnic community. Based on Berry's (2001) findings it was possible to conclude

that recent Ukrainian immigrants were in the integration mode in respect to

maintaining their own culture as well as learning about the Canadian culture. This
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reflects a common and generally acceptable model for adaptation to Canadian

societal expectations.

At the same time respondents also discussed that their circle of friends

became quite narrow after coming to Winnipeg. In general the involvement of

these respondents in Ukrainian community activities was found to be marginal.

This was primarily explained through work pressure and need to support their

families. What is clear is that these new arrivals have not linked up with the

Ukrainian community in any significant way. Even informally the new immigrants

have maintained a certain social distance from their ethnic community.

Based on the results from this study newly arrived immigrants were

approached differently by the Ukrainian community in Winnipeg. Some

immigrants received initial support from the Ukrainian community in finding

housing, and employment in Canada whereas others appeared to have difficulty

accessing Ukrainian organizations. All of the respondents named the problem of

accessing information about initial settlement to be the most urgent in facilitating

Ukrainian immigrants' adaptation.

In summarizing the results on socio-cultural adaptation, it is clear that

those who spoke good English and had close friends and/or relatives living in

Winnipeg were most likely to report that their needs were being met and

adaptation was generally positive. Those who had a support system appeared to

have an easier time adjusting. The importance of assistance from the nuclear or

extended family was stressed by these padicipants and, not surprisingly, those

Ukrainian immigrants without family members in Winnipeg encountered more
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difficulties in their adjustment.

General participation in ethnic community activities, such as involvement

in Canadian-Ukrainian organizational life and participating in Ukrainian

community gatherings was at a low level. This has ongoing implications for

preserving Ukrainian community organization life in Winnipeg. At the same time it

is noted that some respondents said they wanted to participate in the Ukrainian

community life but felt rejected by older, established Ukrainian members. Some

said they participated in different ethnic community networks or expressed an

interest in establishing their own fourth wave Ukrainian community connections.

The next section discusses life satisfaction for these immigrants and the factors

which influenced their perception of the settlement process in Winnipeg.

lmmigrants' Life Satisfaction and Social Work Practice

The basic design of the present study was exploratory, guided by a desire

to increase an understanding of the major issues in adaptation of the fourth wave

of Ukrainian immigrants to the life in Winnipeg. The literature review suggested

looking at the socio-economic and socio-cultural issues as a means to

understanding a new Diaspora community. Obviously, these constructs were not

just the only ones responsible for the eventual outcomes of migration on a

personal or societal level. However, there were indications in the literature that

they could play a significant role in Ukrainian immigrants' adaptation process.

The adaptation experience of a given Ukrainian immígrant did not necessarily

determine the adaptation strategy that was put in place as that individual

adjusted to life in a new cultural environment. Rather, the adaptation strategy
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held by the migrant interacted with other factors, including the support provided

to immigrants by the host culture, to determine a strategy for adaptation.

It seemed apparent from the analyses, that language ability and

connection with social networks (which could be friends, family or ethnic

community) had the most direct influence on the development of a successful

adaptation strategy and satisfaction with life. This meant that the actions and

attitudes of the organizations providing resettlement services which included

housing, education, language, ethnic community connection and family support

could be expected to have some impact on the adjustment of Ukrainian

immigrants, for better or for worse. Many Ukrainian immigrants, who were in

general satisfied with the services they received, noted that it was impoftant for

them to have some staff who spoke their own language.

Most of the newcomers had a positive, and to some extent, an idealized

view of life in Canada prior to immigrating. They saw Canada as a developed

country, with a democratic system in which people had freedom to choose. Some

also commented on the good social welfare and medical systems, the stable

economy and the better living standards.

To examine ways to improve services to Ukrainian newcomers,

immigrants identified many problems in both the information and services they

received during their settlement process. The response to the question what

makes you dissatisfied with your immigration experience showed that the

absence of language-specific information made Ukrainian immigrants settlement

experience difficult. lmmigrants from Ukraine mentioned that most of the
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information they received was not in their language and they did not understand

where they could receive appropriate service. Newcomers noted that they

needed information about where to buy food, how to apply for documents, such

as SIN and health cards and how to get around the city. They suggested that

information, including maps, should be in their own language and available in

different locations, such as airports, and Ukrainian and other ethnic community

centres.

The majority of respondents were somewhat satisfied with their life in

Canada, although several expressed considerable ambivalence. Many had

hoped they would have achieved more for themselves. They were satisfied that

their children were progressing in school, that loved ones were healthy, and that

they were able to provide them with financial support. Their ambivalence was

about not achieving what they set out to do or knowing that they could do better

for themselves. This phenomenon, according to Brody (1990) can contribute "to

the migrant's sense of marginality in the response of the receiving society in

terms of cultural exclusion" (p.31 1).

Bhugra (2004) stated that the immigration process places "the individual

under considerable stress" (p.13). Eysenck (1990) as cited in Bhugra (2004)

argued that "there is sufficient evidence to show that personality factors and

stress can lead to feelings of helplessness and hopelessness and finally to

depression" (p.13).

All of the negative feeling responses by Ukrainian immigrants were

expressed with some sadness that indicated regret or depression. The major
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reason according to lgoa (1995), is that during immigration you may experience

"homesickness, grief, uncertainty about the future, and frustrations as they

attempt to establish themselves in the new country" þ.41) Similarly, Carlin

(1990) found that "... the anxieties associated with being uprooted that

immigrants are likely to feel are pervasive fear and uncertainty about one's

future...."(p.7)

This gap between expectations and realities was easy to trace from the

first wave of immigration when Oleskiv was promoting life in Canada on the

excellent lands for farming. When people came and realized that they would live

in the swamp or rocks rather than fertile land, people endured much hardship.

The feeling of being stressed was common throughout the different waves of

Ukrainian immigration to Canada and usually provoked during the first few years

of residing in Canada.

The change in social status when compared to Ukraine was especially

disconnecting for them. This was coupled with unhappiness about not working to

their full potential and not having sufficient earnings to take care of their needs.

But even this did not make Ukrainian immigrants want to return to their home

country.

Social work in Canada with immigrants is quickly becoming one of the

more central fields in the profession. Canada has one of the fastest growing

immigrant communities and should be concerned over their integration into

surrounding society. In the profession, service responses within this evolving

area have been referred to as multicultural or anti-oppressive practice,
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depending upon whether the mandate is seen in terms of cultural issues or as

addressing questions of equity.

This research outlined main areas where social work intervention should

be addressed. These include linking people to housing, language, employment

and ethnic community connections or advocating for these services. lt is also

important to understand the immigrant's knowledge about social work and its role

in providing social services.

During their initial contact participants asked the researcher about his area

of specialization and after hearing social work, they asked what exactly being a

social worker means in Canada. Their understanding of the social work

profession was initially based on American movies and included the perception

that the social worker's role was limited only to the removal of children from their

families.

This initial observation suggests that education about the social work role

should be provided to all newly arrived immigrants during their initial settlement

process to facilitate the process of establishing working relationship between the

social worker and newly arríved immigrants.

The next section discusses some of implications of this research and

presents some general recommendations not only for future policy and practíce

but also for improving services for Ukrainian immigrants in their adaptation to life

in Winnipeg.
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CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Migration is the process by which individuals move from one place of

residence to another, usually for long periods of time. The causes or the purpose

of Ukrainian immigration was identified primarily as economic, but other issues

such as social, political, and educational reasons contributed to the decision to

immigrate. This movement from Ukraine to Canada places the individual under

considerable stress.

When recent Ukrainian immigrants came to Winnipeg, they were faced

with many differences between their past life in Ukraine and their new one in

Canada. There were differences in climate, environment, customs, language,

and worldviews. The newly arrived immigrants from Ukraine needed to adapt to

Canadian reality in order to survive. All of them took their first steps, which were

not always easy to make, towards building their home in a new land.

Although new Ukrainian immigrants were forced to change in some ways,

each immigrant had an opportunity to make his or her own choices about other

changes. The immigration experience required many kinds of adjustments.

Sometimes change was for survival. Other times it was to achieve harmony, and

at other times it was a matter of individual choice. Change can be an exciting and

wonderful experience. lt can also be difficult and confusing. For these immigrants

it was often quite lonely, as the new life often required an adjustment to

separation from loved ones.

the
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process of adaptation of the fourth wave of Ukrainian immigrants in Winnipeg,

Canada. The research findings were guided by two major research objectives

related to understanding the problems of adaptation experienced by Ukrainian

immigrants in Canada. These objectives also focused on factors that contributed

to Ukrainian immigrants' adaptation, perceptions of their needs, and the kinds of

assistance they required to help them with their adaptation in socio-economic

and socio-cultural perspective.

The study involved semi-structured interviews with sixteen Ukrainian

immigrants. Results were organized as themes, which were initially suggested

from the analyses of the literature on first three waves of Ukrainian immigration in

Winnipeg. lt needs to be emphasized that this exploratory study had a limited

number of participants and this researcher made no effort to generalize these

findings for all Ukrainian immigrants in Winnipeg or elsewhere.

Results highlight different dimensions of adaptation to life in Winnipeg for

fourth wave Ukrainian immigrants. Themes related to socio-economic and socio-

cultural adaptation included issues pertaining to housíng, employment, language,

culture, family support and ethnic community connections.

This thesis highlights the importance of understanding the historical origíns

of Ukrainian immigrants and their migration experiences and the need to

advocate for a comprehensive Ukrainian community outreach program to help

newcomers in their adaptation to Canada which will help to avoid the isolation

that many of them experience.

The main reasons for migration and settlement in Winnipeg, Canada by
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the foutlh wave of Ukrainian immigration were identified as those which were

related to socio-economic factors, such as improving living conditions, finding

employment in their field of training, looking for enhanced education, escaping

corruption in their home country and building a successful future for themselves

and their children. As well socio-cultural factors, such as family reunion and ethnic

community connections were cited as reasons for migration.

Reasons for immigration vary but the process of initial adaptation was

similar for the majority of research participants. Ukrainian immigrants were

concerned about housing, securing employment, improving language skills,

acquiring appropriate education and maintaining ethnic community connections.

The process of adaptation and the factors that influenced outcomes in these

areas varied somewhat but the difficulties experienced in these central life tasks

created barriers and reduced the success of initial adaptation for these

immigrants.

This study concludes that the process could be made more manageable

and less traumatic by such things as adequate preparation in Ukraine and the

provision of more social support in Canada. Specific issues related to whether

individuals traveled alone or with family, and how the Ukrainian community in

particular and Canadian community in general welcomed them were important to

adjustment and must be given special consideration.

Ukrainian lmmigrants' perceptions of migration and problems or

opportunities in settlement experience were quite varied. For example, Ukrainian

immigrants experienced a continuum of different feelings from being dissatisfied
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and to complete satisfaction in their early adjustment experience in Winnipeg.

The researcher found little evidence of previous research or data related

to the foudh wave of Ukrainian immigration. As this was the first exploratory

study on the fourth wave of Ukrainian immigration to Winnipeg it is apparent that

there should be more studies done in the future to assess immigrants' socio-

economic and socio-cultural characteristics of newly arrived immigrant from

Ukraine.

This thesis provided an in-depth exploration of sixteen Ukrainian

immigrants' settlement experiences in Winnipeg. lt has helped to increase

knowledge and understanding about the situations of new Ukrainian immigrants

during their initial adaptation period in a new country.

The research participants in this study experienced a broad range of

difficulties in adaptation, including discrimination, to Canadian society. These

included problems in accessing the job market, experiencing language barriers,

experiencing the isolation and loneliness in this environment. A barrier to

credential recognition and lack of clear information about recognition of their

educational qualifications was a common concern. Many of them needed to

upgrade or change their job skills in order to obtain employment or to build a new

career in Winnipeg. lmproving job skills for some immigrants from Ukraine was

an imperative to be able to support their families.

Although there were institutional difficulties a number of respondents

found it easy to adjust to life in Winnipeg, with the support of family and/or local

residents. The majority felt that the city was welcoming - the people were very
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friendly, there was help provided by immigrants' serving agencies, and free

access to EAL.

The majority of Ukrainian immigrants who choose to stay in Winnipeg

found opportunities for work or to further their education. They became part of an

ethnic community and developed a network of supports - family, community,

religious and cultural. At the same time several immigrants went through an initial

period of adjustment characterized by under-employment and disappointments.

These participants identified a need to have better language and

communication skills training, as well as needs related to the issues of

unemploymenUunder employment. For new arrivals, job search skills and

connections with professional associations were suggested as important

elements to a more seamless adjustment process. tn order to find employment,

keep jobs and receive promotions, many immigrants needed vocational EAL,

professional courses, and assistance in finding jobs. The respondents in this

study voiced an urgent need for information about training programs. This

included knowledge about the different programs, requirements, licensing, and

costs.

Education is the key to success for most Ukrainian immigrants. English

and job training courses were the foundation of that success for most

respondents in the initial period. Access to affordable housing and family support

programs for their kids was also outlined as high priority needs. The existence of

housing help services was not widely known to the Ukrainian immigrants who

were most in need of them. Most immigrants from Ukraine obtained housing-
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related information through their friends rather than through formal housíng or

settlement service agencies.

The need to access information and initial resettlement services for

newcomers within Ukrainian community was outlined as one of the most

disappointing experiences for these immigrants. Everyone admitted that there

was a lack of this type of service provision within Winnipeg's Ukrainian

community.

Employment discrimination was also experienced by many of these

immigrants. There were numerous instances of discrimination, including

problems related to recognition of educational credentials, and access to equal

employment opportunities.

lmmigrants used numerous strategies to make their adaptation experience

easier. Alternative help-seeking methods included the internet as a new tool for

gathering information, seeking support from local residents and making initial

inquires to immigrant serving agencies, distributing tasks among family members

and staying positive as a self-help strategy.

Recommendations for the Ukrainian Community in Winnipeg

To realize the economic, social and cultural benefits from immigration,

new immigrants must integrate successfully into a receiving society. Integration

and settlement programs are also crucial in helping new immigrants from Ukraine

to attain and enjoy the same quality of life as Canadians. In Canada, welcoming

newcomers and helping them integrate is viewed as an ethnic community effort,

supported by partnerships with the provinces and territories, municípalities and
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other community organizations.

Since most Ukrainian immigrants come to the host country to improve

their social status and their life chances (gains they feel they could not achieve in

Ukraine), they have to engage with core Canadian institutions. To gain a position

in Canadian society, and play a role in its socio-economic and socio-cultural

institutions and systems, UkrainLn immigrants must obtain the required

cognitive, cultural and social competences through their initial adaptation process

in Canada. lmmigrants can only feel satisfied with their adaptation and assume

positions in their new society if they acquire the core competencies both in socio-

economic and socio-cultural areas of their lives.

In Winnipeg many existing resources provide excellent services to

immigrants. However, most Ukrainian community members and agencies did not

know where to refer immigrants from Ukraine when they needed assistance in

specific areas. Such information should be provided to every new Ukrainian

immigrant. A resource guide could be created by the Ukrainian community and

then regularly updated, improved and distributed among newcomer Ukrainians.

ln the Ukrainian community there is a need, which was expressed by all

Ukrainian immigrants, to establish a service provider in order to deliver direct

services to Ukrainian immigrants such as reception, orientation, translation,

interpretation, referral to community resources, individual counseling, general

information, education and employment-related services.

Having one of the largest communities in Winnipeg, Ukrainian community

members should also establish an initial immigrants' host program which would
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be directed in helping immigrants from Ukraine to overcome the stress of moving

to a new country. Volunteers, who were familiar with Canadian customs, could

potentially help newcomers learn about available services and how to use them,

practice English with newcomers, provide information about the contacts in their

field of work and engage new immigrants in Ukrainian community organizations.

At the same time, host Canadians would have an opportunity to learn about new

developments in Ukrainian culture. This might revitalize and strengthen Ukrainian

community life.

Other important recommendations for Ukrainian community organizations

from the research findings should be directed to the main research themes, such

as housing, employment, education, and language and immigrants life

satisfaction.

The first recommendation is directed to improve housing conditions for

Ukrainian immigrants. Ukraínian immigrants noted that they lack information

about existing housing opportunities and basic knowledge about real-estate

market in Canada. Information leaflets should be created to explain housing

possibilities for immigrants in Ukrainian languages. Some immigrants had an

opportunity through their friends to receive some support in getting household

necessities. In the Ukrainian community there are some supports available

through charity organizations and churches for this type of assistance. These

services should be advertised more fully to the Ukrainian community, particularly

to newcomers.
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The second recommendation is directed to improve access to employment

opportunities for Ukrainian immigrants. Ukrainian immigrants indicated that more

information is required about existing job banks and employment services

available for Winnipeggers which might help them secure employment. An

awareness campaign should be launched in Ukrainian community organizations

and churches about employment hiring practices in Canada, including

information about how to write a resume, cover letter, who can write you a

reference letter, where you can post your resume, what documents you will need

to show during your first interview.

The third recommendation is aimed to educate Ukrainian immigrants

about financial resource management in Canada. Research participants

expressed their frustration in accessing bank services, opening bank accounts,

using debiUcredit cards, building their credit history and locating co-signers in

order to have a loan. The recommendation is directed to the Ukrainian Credit

Unions which could conduct an outreach campaign educating Ukrainian

immigrants about basic financial services in Winnipeg. For example specialized

seminars could be organized and brochures in the Ukrainian language could be

developed.

The fourth recommendation is directed to promote EAL education among

Ukrainian immigrants. Research respondents in general were satisfied with EAL

services in Winnipeg; however, it is important to note that more efforts should be

directed into developing informal support services for Ukrainian immigrants to

help them learn English. Churches and other Ukrainian organizations should
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create more EAl-related programs through promoting reading clubs, theme

discussions to engage immigrants from Ukraine to learn English and at the same

time to participate in Ukrainian community life. This oppoftunity will strengthen

immigrants' ability to communicate in English and develop a sense of belonging

and increase support system among newly arrived Ukrainian immigrants.

The fifth recommendation is aimed to fight discrimination which Ukrainian

immigrants are faced in Winnipeg. Many Ukrainian immigrants from this small

sample study noted that they experience discrimination in terms of securing

employment and in recognizing their credentials, Ukrainian community

organizations in cooperation with other ethnic communities should develop a

media campaign to combat discrimination through ongoing messages about how

the rights of immigrants are being violated and what actions Canadian society

should take in order to stop these discriminatory practices. This awareness

campaign should highlight the contributions immigrants make to Canadian

society and the hurtfulness of stereotypes and related problems that these

practices foster. ln addition to media campaigns, Ukrainian community

organizations should launch an education campaign to inform newly arrived

immigrants about their human rights and how to protect their rights.

The final recommendation is directed to help prepare Ukrainian

immigrants for Canadian realities while still in Ukraine. All immigrants in this

study noted that they lacked information about Canadian life, while they were

preparing for their immigration. This recommendation is directed to those

Canadian-Ukrainian organizations that have their offices in Ukraine, such as the
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Canadian Ukrainian Congress, Canadian Ukrainian Social Services and the

Canada-Ukraine Foundation. These organizations should work in partnership

with the Canadian embassy in Kyiv in order to provide informational workshops

for potential immigrants in Ukraine. This would help potential immigrants to

develop a more realistic sense of the Canadian way of life. lt would also promote

Ukrainian Canadian collaboration and help to reduce stress and unceftainty for

potential Ukrainian immigrants once they arrive in Canada.

Concluding Recommendations and Social Work Practice

This research has generated important insights into the understudied

recent Ukrainian immigrant population in Canada. However, little is known about

the effectiveness of the social work services in this immigrant community and

how well these institutions help them adapt to their new environment.

In helping Ukrainian immigrants in their adaptation to life in Canada, social

workers and other human service workers involved with this population should

assist them to access formal support systems that could be of assistance to

them. In order to do this, it is essential that these workers be knowledgeable

about these research and cross-cultural intervention models.

Acquiring English language skills, securing employment, accessing social

services and medical institutions were among the needs Ukrainian immigrants

identified in this study. lt is critical that social work practice with newly arrived

Ukrainians incorporate an understandÍng of the social, economic and ethnic

diversity among this population and the primary factors that contribute to these

differences.
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Education is another important strategy to raise awareness of newly

arrived immigrants about social workers and their role in supporting immigrants

with their adaptation. Socialwork education could promote further research about

issues related to the adaptation of immigrants including studies on depression

and other stress related issues for newcomers.

ln addition to practical community recommendations articulated in this

thesis, three immediate measures are necessary to implement:

o Make research findings widely available to policy makers, researchers,

Ukrainian community service providers and the new Ukrainian immigrants

themselves to facilitate much needed discourse on these issues and action:

o lnitiate further research on these policy questions in Ukrainian and other

ethnic communities in Winnipeg to break the "silence" and gain better

understanding of the challenges for social integration of new immigrants and

problems and oppodunities in successful socio-economic and socio-cultural

adaptation;

o Work with service providers, ethnic community leaders and social policy

makers to define alternatives for affordable housing provision, employment

related EAL training, diploma recognition process in ethnic communities through

advocating for and building partnerships with ethnic associations and

government policy developers.

Future Research Approaches

Because the current research was an exploratory study, only a small

number of participants were selected to take part in the research. The purposive
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sampling of participants with specific demographic characteristics does not allow

for generalization to all Ukrainian immigrants in Winnipeg or elsewhere. The

current study focused mainly on the immígration experiences of the people who

were recent arrivals and mostly all of them did not perceive themselves as having

fully undergone the process of resettlement. Thus, the findings based on these

interviews may be idiosyncratic to this specific group.

It would be necessary to study a variety of aspects of the experiences of

Ukrainian immigrants, especially the children, women and the elderly. lt would

be helpful to learn about their attitudes towards and the use of social workers and

other helping professionals, in turn how these professionals relate to them. This

could help in the development of new techniques and methods in working with

immigrants.

Future research could investigate samples of migrant populations with

different characteristics in order to produce a representative picture of the

patterns of adaptation and acculturation employed by immigrants from various

ethnic backgrounds.

Despite the limitations which were discussed in the Methodology chapter

of this study, which include the limited sample size, translation problems and

researcher's objectivity, the data revealed thoughtful, in-depth answers to the

interview guide questions. Thus results provide information relevant to future

studies on Ukrainian immigration in Canada. In addition these findings lead to

some tentative recommendations about how current services could be improved

to make adaptation a less stressful experience for newly arrived Ukrainians.
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In summary it should be noted that immigration is a vital part of the

Canadian economy. A sensible immigration policy must be part of any national

strategy to promote growth in the labour market in Canada. lt is therefore clear

that research on immigration issues, particularly related to the ethnic community

integration, will continue to grow in order to improve the adaptability of potential

immigrants to Canadian life.
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APPENDIX A1: CONSENT FORM ENGLISH VERSION

Research Project Title: The Fourth Wave of Ukrainian lmmigration: Problems
and Perspectives of Their Adaptation and Formation a New Diaspora
Gommunity in Winnipeg. An exploratory study.

Principal Researcher:
Oleksundr Kondrøshov

Social Work Faculty
University of Manitoba

Tel:
E-mail:

Primary Advisor:
Bruce Unfried

Social llork Faculty
University of Manitoba

Tel:474-8316
E-mail : unfriedbØcc.umanitoba.ca

This research project is a part of my MSW program and focuses on the
issues relating to the fourth wave of Ukrainian immigration to Canada. The main
purpose of this study will be to discover common problems or opportunities of
Ukrainian immigrants who have experienced the adaptation process in Canada
and at the same time were forming a new Diaspora community in Winnipeg.

This consent form, a copy of which will be left with you for your records
and reference, is only part of the process of informed consent. lt should give you
the basic idea of what the research is about and what your participation will
involve. lf you would like more detail about something mentioned here, or
information not included here, you should feel free to ask. Please take the time
to read this carefully and to understand any accompanying information.

As a participant in this study, I am requesting that you participate in a
face-to-face semi-structured interview of approximately 1-2 hours at a mutually
agreed upon time and place about your experience of being a Ukrainian
immigrant in Winnipeg, Canada. Your participation in this research is completely
voluntary and you have the right to withdraw at any time, or to refuse to answer a
specific question or to speak about specific topics. Declining to participate will
have no negative consequences for you.

The interview will be digitally recorded and later transcribed using laptop
and Windows related programs for the analyses purposes only. At any time
during the interview you have the right to ask for the digital recorder to be turned
off. After the interview I will transcribe it and you will be asked to review and
change any of the information you provided. All the information you provided will
be completely confidential and your name will not appear on any research
material other than this consent form. During the project all digital data will be
stored in a password protected folder in the researcher's laptop and no one
except me will have access. All print materials will be kept under the lock and key
in the researcher's office. Following the completion of this theses all raw data will
be destroyed at the end ot2007
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During your involvement ín the research no remuneration will be paid for your
participation in this project.

Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your
satisfaction the information regarding participation in the research project and
agree to participate as a subject. In no way does this waive your legal rights nor
release the researchers, sponsors, or involved institutions from their legal and
professional responsibilities. You are free to withdraw from the study at any time,
and /or refrain from answering any questions you prefer to omit, without prejudice
or consequence. By signing this form you become the participant in this project.
Your continued participation should be as informed as your initial consent, so you
should feel free to ask for clarification or new information throughout your
participation.

lf you wish to receive the summary of the research findings please
indicate so in the space below and how you wish to receive the research
summary? (e.9., email, fax, surface mail)

Yes, I would like to receive the research summary. Please send the
findings to:

lf you choose yes to receive the research summary it will be provided to you after
the completion of theses at the end of 2007

This research has been approved by the Psychology/Sociology Research Ethics
Board. lf you have any concerns or complaints about this project you may
contact any of the above-named persons or the Human Ethics Secretariat at 474-
7122, or e-mail margaret_bowman@umanitoba.ca. A copy of this consent form
has been given to you to keep for your records and reference.

DATE DATE

Participant Principal Researcher
Oleksandr Kondrashov
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APPENDIX A2: CONSENT FORM (UKRAINIAN VERSIONI
STOT]A HA YTIACT' Y T]OCIÃ}I<EHHI

Terr¡a flpoerry locnigxeHHn: 9ereepra XeH¡c YrpaincuroT hvrruirpaqii:
flpo6neruu i [IepcneKrHBH Aganraqi'Í i Oopuyeaxnn HoeoÏ fliacnopr y
BiHHinesi.

Ocrrosnøü ,4ocniÃsør:
Onexcaaòp Ronòpøwoe

@ arcynumem C oqianauoi' P o 6omu
Vuieepcumem Mauimoíu Te¡r:

E-mail:

Kepinuør po6orø::
EprucAnþpiò

@arcynømem Coqianøuoï P o6omu
Vuieepcumem Mauimoíu Tet:474-

8316
E-mail : unfriedb@.cc.umanitoba.ca

l-{eú npoeKT ,qocniÃxeHHfl noB'fl3aHnú g eøe.{eHHnM nnraHb, FKi MaþTb
BiAHouleHHF Ao LrerBeproï xBufli iuuirpaqiÏ ,qo KaHarqtt, Ta e qacrilHoro MoeT

nporpaMø Ha 3,qo6yrrfl cryneHn Maricrpa Corlianunoï Po6orr¡. l-o¡oeHa Mera
qboro gocni¡xeHHfl - Bl4f,BneHHF 3aranbHnx npo6fleM i nepcneKTmB B xr4TTi
yKpaïHcbKr4x iMMirpaHr¡e, flKi npoúuflu npoqec a¡anraqiï e Kana¡i i e roú xe qac

crantt ocHoBoro 4nn $oprr,ryBaHHfl HoBoï fliacnopu y BinHinesi.

{n 3roÄa, ronis rroï 6y4e 3annueHa 3 BaMH .qnfl Baluux ganøcie i

nocnraHb npeÄcraBnFe qacrilHy npoLlecy iHsopruoeaHoÏ sro¡ø. Merop ,qanoÏ
3roÃh e 3aranbHe iHQopruyeaHHfl npo ÃaHe gocnigxenna i Bauy yLracrb y
HboMy. fixr4o Br¿ xo,{ere ¡isHarucn 6inuure npo.qerafii, sri He sragaHi e ¡aHiü
sro¡i, Bø nnaere npaBo craBilTH 6ygu-rri po3'FcHþBanuHi 3anøraHHfl. SyRu
nacKa perenbHo nepeqnraüre io64yruaüre iHSopnnaqirc, FKa norqaerbcfl Hr4xve

fix yvacnur(qq) B qboMy.qocni,qxeHHi, R npouy, r4oõ Bu 83flflr4 yqacrb B

inrepe'rc, sre gaúMe npn6nnsHo 1 ro.qilHy y B3aeMHo y3roÃxeHoMy npouixry
vacy i 3pyr{HoMy ¡nr Bac uicr-li ra crocyerbcs Bau.loro ÃoceiÃy a,qanraqiï sr
yKpaïHcbKoro ¡MMirpaHra y B|HHinesi, KaHa¡i. Baura yqacrb B qboMy ¡ocnigxeHHi
qinrorvr 4o6poeinrHa i Br¿ Maere npaBo ei¡uoenrncn ei¡ yvacri y gocni¡xenni y
6y¡u-nxr,rú qac, a6o ei¡uoeurncn aignoai1atu Ha neeHi nilTaHHfl a6o roeopuru
npo orperui reMr. Bi.qMoea B¡A yracri He Hece Anf, Bac HerarHBHHx
HacniAxie

lHrepe'rc 6y¡e 3anilcaHo e qøSpoeouy Qoplrari i nisFriue o6po6fleHo 3

BøKopr4craHHFM noprarøBHoro roun'prepa i onepaqiúHnx nporpaM BilKfiror{Ho 3

qinnrc ananisy. Y 6ygu-nrøú ,{ac nporflroM inrepe'rc BØ Maere npaBo nonpocr4Tr4

BLrMKHyr4 3anøcyloqmú npucrpiü. l-lic¡s roro, nx inrepe'rc 6y¡e onncaHo, Bac
nonpocnrb neperflflHyrr i ge Heo6xi,qHo stvriHhru 6y¡u-nxy iH$opuaqirc. Bcc
iu$opuaqin, Rry Bn Ha4acre e ronQi¡enqiúnop i Baue iru'R He g'seøtucs e

xo,qHoMy s uarepiania gocni¡xeHHfl oxpirvr r-lieï sro,qr4. f'lpornroM npoeKTy aci
qø$poei ,qaHi 6y4yru eaneceni B noprarøeHnú rorun'rcrep i Hixro orpiur
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ocHoBHoro rqocfli,qHnKa He MarilMe Aocryny Ão Hr4x. Bci Ãpyr(oBaHi uarepiann
6y¡yru 3Haxo,qr4Tøcf, saMrHeHi B oSici Aoc¡i.qHura. ilicnc 3aBepuJeHHF
uaricrepcuroï npaqi e xiHr-li 2007 poKy, ecigaHi inrepa'n 6ygyru sHtaqeHi.

flpornrou Bau¡oro 3aflyqeHHn e ¡ocni¡xeHHn xoÃnoï enHaropoÃr4 He

6y4e cnnaqeHo sa Bauy yqacrb B qboMy npoerri.

Bau nignnc Ha qiú yrogi BKa3ye, ulo Br4 sposyruinn iHSopuaqirc qogo
eauJoï yvacri B npoeKTi ,qocniÃxeHHf, i sriÃHi crarø úoro yl{acHuKoM(Lle}o).
Xo,q¡røu qmHoM qe He e ei¡ruoaoþ ei¡ Baunx 3aKoHHHX npaB, Hi eeinuHeHHflM
gocni¡Huxia, cnoHcopis, a6o ycraHoB BiÃ ïx earoHHoï i npo$eciúHoÏ
ei,qnoai,qa¡unocri. Bu einuHi y en6opi 3aflHrur4Tr4 ,qoc¡i.qxeHHn y 6y¡u-nrrü vac,
i I a6o yrprMarmcn ei¡ ei¡noaigeú Ha ri .{n iHuJi nilTaHHfl, cri eil BBaxaere
He,qopeqHhM14. fli¡nncynvn qþ Soprvry Br¿ craere yL{acHilKoM AaHoro
¡ocni¡xeHHs. Baua yqacrb noBnHHa 6yttrr,3aBx(qr4 iH$opruoeaHa, TaK canno Rx i

Balua noLrarKoBa 3rorqa. Bø ne noeilHFri copoMr4Tr4cf,, npocr4Tt4 po3'flcHennn a6o
Ha,qaHHn Äo,qarKoBoï iH$opvraqiï ulo¡o eauJoï yvacri.

fircu-lo Br¿ xoqere orpuMaru sair npo pe3ynbraru Ãocni,qxeHnn, 6y¡u-
flacKa eraxiru HH>rL{e y nriú Soplri Bu 6axaere orpvrMatn saft? (Hanpnxna¡,
eneKTpoHHoþ nourorc, nouJToto, Sarcou)

Tar, F xoqy orpuMarø aeir npo pe3ynbraru gocni¡xeHHn. Ey¡u-
flacKa Ha,qrunrTb pe3yflbTaTu 3a aÄpecolo:

firqo en o6panu Tar, ro pe3ynbrarn Aocnigxenna 6ygyru Ha¡icnani Bau nic¡s
3aBepueHHF HanøcaHHc Naaricrepcuroï npaqi Hanpnrinqi 2007 poxy

Lle ¡ocni¡xeHHnM e cxBareHe erul{Hoþ pa¡oto no nilTaHHnu coqio¡oriï ra
ncøxonoriï. Fxr4o Bt,r Maere 6y¡u-nri nuraHHs a6o craprn na qeú npoeKT, Bt4

MOXeTe CKOHTaKTyBaTilCg e 6y¡U-rnrr4 3 Bør4e3a3HaL{eHnX ¡]oAeü a6O S eTnqHolo
pa,qoþ 3a reneSoHoru 474-7122, a6o no enerrponniü noulri
margaret bowman@umanitoba.ca. Konic qieï srogn 6yÄe HaÃaHa BaM, Änfl
Baluux sanncie i nocn¡aHu

AATA ÃATA

OcHoeHhü .qocni,qnnx

Onexcanðp Konðpauoe
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APPENDIX 81: INTERVIEW GUIDE ENGLISH VERSION

PART I DEMOGRAPHIC DATA

1. Date and the place of the interview:

2. What is your gender?

3. Which region of Ukraine are you come from?

4. Date of arrival in Canada: Years of residence in Canada:

5. Marital status at migration:

6. Marital status at present:

7. Place of marriage: Date of marriage:

8. Respondent's age:

9. Husband/ Wife Age:

1 0. H usbandA/r/ife nationality:

11. Number of children:

l2.Visa status at the time of arrival:

13. Present immigration status if different:

14. Reason for migration and settlement?

Work Related, Family Reunion, Nominee Program, Other
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Part 2 EMPLOYMENT / HOUSING

Before immiqration.
Can you describe your housing conditions in Ukraine?

lncluding yourself, how many adults, 18 or older lived in your household in
Ukraine?

Have you been employed in Ukraine, if yes in what sphere and for how long.

In your household how many people worked?

How can you characterize your family income?

What benefits could you see in your employment and housing in Ukraine?

Did you have any problems regarding your employment and housing in Ukraine?

What was your last occupation in Ukraine?

Durinq immiqration
Can you tell me more about your immigration experience when you were leaving
Ukraine and during first months after your arrival to Canada?

Who helped you to obtain housing and employment in Winnipeg?

Can you describe the process of getting settled in Winnipeg?

What problems and opportunities did you experience during the first month living
in Winnipeg regarding housing and employment?

What was your first occupation in Winnipeg?

Current Situation
What is your current situation in employment sphere?

Can you describe differences from your experience between employment in
Ukraine and in Canada?

Can you describe differences in housing in Canada and Ukraine?

How many adults, 18 or older, including yourself live in your household now?
What are your plans for the future regarding housing and employment?
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Part 3 EDUCATION

Before immiqration.

Can you describe your education received in Ukraine?

Did your education in Ukraine help you to get employment?

What was the last grade in school or university obtained in Ukraine?

Durinq immiqration

What type of educational services did you use during your initial settlement in
Winnipeg?

What can you tell about educational services for newcomers in Winnipeg?

Have your education qualifications in Ukraine been accepted after your arrival in
Winnipeg?

What problems and opportunities did you experience during the first month living
in Winnipeg in the area of education?

Current Situation

What is your current situation in terms of education?

Can you describe some differences from your experience between educational
services in Ukraine and in Canada?

What are your plans for the future in terms of education in Canada?
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Part 4 LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

Before immiqration.

Can you tell me what does culture mean to you?

How do you try to preserve your main culture?

What language do you use in Ukraine?

How many languages did you speak before immigrating to Canada?

What was your knowledge of English before leaving Ukraine?

Durinq immiqration

Did you participate in any cultural events in Winnipeg during your settlement
process?

What was your experience in trying to preserve your culture in Winnipeg?

What language did you use during your settlement process at home and outside
the house?

Did you have a language barrier?

Who helped you to overcome the language barrier?

Current Situation

How do you preserve your culture now and how do you plan to preserve your
culture in the future?

Can you describe the differences from your experience between Ukrainian and
Canadian culture?

How fluent are you in the English language now, in understanding, reading,
writing, and speaking?

What language do you use now at home and outside the house?

From your experience, what would be helpful for immigrants from Ukraine in
adjusting to language requirements in this community?

What are your plans for the future in learning languages?
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PaTt 5 COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS

Before immiqration.
What does community mean to you?

Do you have a wide family and friendship network in Ukraine?

What types of activities did you participate with your family and friends in
Ukraine?

Were you a member of any social or community organization in Ukraine?

Durinq immigration
What did you know about Ukrainian Diaspora community before you immigrated
to Winnipeg?

Have you contacted any organizatíon before you immigrate to Canada?

Who helped you in immigration process?

Do you have friends in Winnipeg before you immigrate?

Have you received any help from your friends and/or Ukrainian community
organizations during your initial settlement? lf yes please describe what type of
help you have received.

Have you become a member of any Ukrainian organizations after your initial
settlement in Canada?

Current Situation
Tell me about your current perception of a sense of community among Ukrainian
immigrants in Winnipeg?
Tell me about social activities you are now attending in the Ukrainian
community?

Do you feel you receive support from Ukrainians who have lived a longer time in
Winnipeg than you?

Do you have close friends in Winnipeg with whom you meet frequently? lf you
say yes, could you tell me about the soÉ of activities in which you are engaged?

Having had the experience of moving and adjusting to living here, what
suggestions might you have in order to assist future immigrants from Ukraine in
the area of community support?
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Part 6 CONCLUDING QUESTIONS:

What were your immigration goals and have you achieved them?

Do you feel generally satisfied with adaptation in Winnipeg

Give me an example of what you mean by being satisfied.

Now, tell me what makes you generally dissatisfied with adaptation in Winnipeg.

Give me an example of what you mean by being dissatisfied?

Are you planning some day to return to Ukraine and if yes under what
conditions?

What are your general recommendations to potential future immigrants from
Ukraine to Winnipeg?

THANK YOU
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APPENDIX B2: INTERVIEW GUIDE UKRAINIAN VERSION

flepenir nnraHb na inrepe'rc

9acrrna 1 EEMOFPAOILIHI ÃAHl

1. fata i uicqe npoBerqeHHR iHrepe'rc:

2. Baua craru?

3. 3 croro perioHy VxpaïHr Bn nprt'ixanu?

4. ffata npnïs¡y,qo KaHa,qø: Tpraeanicrb npoxnBaHHn B KaHa¡i:

5. CiueúHe nonoxeHHs ni,q vac iuuuirpaqiï:

6. CiueüHe nonoxeHHfl B ¡aHøú vac:

7. Micqe oÄpyxeHHn: Bix ogpyxeHHn:

8. Bix pecnoHÄeHra:

9. Bir flpyxøHr /t-lonoeixa:

10. HaqioHanuHicru 9onoeixa I flpyxunu:

11. Kinuricru gireú:

12. Craryc aisø nig vac npraÏs¡y go KaHa¡ra:

13. TenepiurHir¿ ilrruirpaqiranøü craryc FKrl¡o pieHuü:

14. llpuunHa iu uirpaqiï ?

l-louryx po6orn, Ciueüne o6'egnannn Horuiuaqiúna nporpaMa, lr¡ue
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o tMMrcpaut.

Lfacruna 2 3AUHF.TICTb / Xl4TIlO

Onuuiru 6y¡u-nacra Baui yMoBur npoxøBaHHn e YxpaïHi?

Crinurø ,qopocnøX, 18 a6o craplue, BKfiþqaþqu Bac, npoxuBanra y Bauiú ci[r'i e

YxpaiHi?

t{ø Bt¿ npaqrcBanø e YxpaïHi, FKqo, TaK, To e nriú ranyei i rr goero.

Crinurn nogeü npaqþBano y Bauiú cin'ï?

fir Bn Moxere oxapaKrepvsylarv Bau cinneúHøú ¡oxig?

firi nepeearu Bn Moxere aupinntw uloÃo Bauoro npaqeBnaruryBaHHfl i yruoe
npoxilBaHHn e Yrpaïni?

flri npo6nen¡ø Bvr Moxere anpinutu r{o¡o Bau.roro npalleBnaluryBaHHfl i yrrnoe

npoxuBaHHn e Vrpaïui?

Baua ocraHHfl npoSecin nepeÄ irvrrvrirparliero e Yrpaïnø?
I-l pom n eom i u ¡w i e p auít
Posraxiru 6ygu-nacra npo Bau gocei¡ irunnirpaqiï i npornroM nepuilx rvricnqia
nicnc Bau.roro npn6yrrn,{o KaHagø?

Xro ¡onoruarae BaM orpuMarh xilTno i npaqeanauJTyBarncn y BiHHinegi?

9r¿ Br¡ Moxere onilcarn npollec a,qanraqiï y Binninesi?

3 sruuvr npo6neruauø Br¿ sirrHynrcn nporrroM nepunx nlticnqie a,qanraqiï i sxi
MoxnuBocriiï anpiureHHfl Bau 6ynn na,qani

Fra 6yna Bau.ra nepura po6ora y BiHHinesi?

TenepiwHn Cumvauifl
fira Bau.ra renepiurHr curyaqin e cQepi saúHsrocri?

ulvr Btlt Moxere onøcarø e Bauoro ¡ocai¡y ei,q[aiHhrocri ¡¡ix cSeporc saúHsrocri
aVrpaÏni iaKaHagi?

9r¿ Bø Moxere onncarh eiguinnocri e yuoeax xøTfla a KaHa¡i i YrpaïHi?

Cxinuru Äopocflr4x, 18 a6o crapu.ri, BKflroLraþqø ce6e, npoxnBaþru y Bauiú cirrn'ï

sapas?

Fri Bauri nflaHh Ha rrnaü6yrHe qoÃo xilrna i saüHcrocri?
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Hacrnna 3 OCBITA

r-{ø Bø Moxere onilcarø pieenu Bauroï oceirn e YrpaïHi?

Lln Bau¡a ocaira e YxpaiHirqonoMorna Bau npaqeBnaulryearøcu?

frxnú ocraHHiú pieenu oceirh Br orpnuanø e YrpaïHi?

flri oceirFri nocnyrn Bn euxoprcroByBanu npornroM Bauoï a¡anraqiï y
BiHHinesi?

llo Bø Moxere cKa3aru npo oceirni nocnyrn Ãnfl HoBonpøõynnx y Binninesi?

Lln Bauri oceirHi reani$ixaqiÏ e YxpaÏni 6ynn ensHaHi y Binuineai?

fixi npo6neun i MoxnøBocri Bn ua¡ø 3Mory nepexøTr4 npornroM nepuJr4x
ruicsqie nepe6yeaHHf, y BiHHinesi uloflo BI43HaHHF Bauoï oceirh ?'

fira Bau.ra renepiuHr cnryaqin e oceirHiú cQepi?

uln Bø Moxere onncarø ¡erinura ei¡uiHHocreú e Baluoro goceigy lvrix oceirHivryl
nocnyraMil e YrpaïHi i e KaHaAi?

flrci Bauri nflaHH Ha uaú6yrHe u-loÄo oceirn a KaHaÃi?
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9acruna 4 KYflbTYPA I MOB]4

llo ¡nn Bac osHaqae xynurypa?

fix Br¿ HaMaranøcn s6eperrn cBoro ronoBHy Kynbrypy e Yrpaini?

fixoro MoBoro Bu xopucryBanØcn e VxpaïHi?

Cxinuroua MoBaMn Bø eono¡inn nepe¡ iuuirpaqiep,qo Kana,qn?

Ha nrorvry pieHi 6yno Bau.re 3HaHHF aHr¡iúcuroÏ nnoeop neperq eurirpaqiero s

YrpaïHn?

9r¡ Br¿ 6panu yqacrb e 6ygu-nrøx KynbrypHr4x 3axoÃax y BiHHineei nporaron
Bauroro npollecy noceneH HR?

flxøwr 6ye Bau AoceiÃ qo¡o a6epexeHHn Bauoï Kynbrypr4 y BiHHinesi?

flrop MoBoro Bn cninxyBanvcf, nporflroM nocefleHHn B,qoMa i nosa MexaMH

¡owty?

Cxaxiru ueni qn Bø ua¡ø MoeHøú 6ap'ep ?

Xro ¡onoruarae Bau, úoro no¡onatu?

Tenepiwus Cumyauin

Fr Br¿ s6epiraere Baury Kynbrypy 3apa3 i sr Bø nnaHyere s6epirarr Bauy
Kynbrypy na¡ani?

ulø Br¿ Moxere onucaru 3 Baruoro 4ocei4y aigrvriHnocri rr¡ix yrpaïncuron i

Ka HaACbKO 1O Kyrl bTyp a¡¡Vt?

flt<vtit Baur renepiurHiú pieeHu 3HaHHfl anrniücuxoï rvroeø e posyuiHni, vøtaHHi,
HanucaHHi, posuoei ?

firoto MoBoro Br cninryerecfl 3apa3 yÃoMa iga uexarrnu goruy?

3 Bar.¡.roro gocei¡y, ulo 6yno 6u ropncHnM ÄnF iruruirpaHrie s Yrpaïnø a npoqeci
a,qanraqiï Ão Bl4Mor MoBvr B qboMy cycninucrei?

flri Bauri nfiaHn Ha uaü6yrHe u{oÃo Br4BeeHHn rvroe?
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9acruna 5 3B'fl3Kh 3 FPOMAEOIO

llo ¡nn Bac osHa,{ae rpoua¡a?
ulø Br¿ ManH [ur4poKe po.qnHHe iciueúHe Kono B YxpaTHi?
B srulx rpoMarqcbKr4x 3axoÃax Bn sageilqaü 6panu yqacrb pa3oM s BauJoro
po,qnHoto ra.qpy3nMn e Yrpaïni?
9t¿ Br¿ BXo.qHnr4 êqo cKna,qy rpoMa,qcbxoÏ opraHisaqiï e YxpaTHi?

Ilpomseou iuuiepaui'i

llo Bø 3Haflr4 npo yrpaïHcury ¡iacnopHy rpoMa4y nepeÄ rHM, flK Bu innnnirpyBal'n4
go BiHHinery?
ulu Bn roHraxryBaflø s 6y¡u-nroo opraniaaqien nepe¡ TøM, qx Bil irrauirpyaann
¡o KaHagn?
Xro 4onouarae Bar\r e npoqeci iruuirpaqiï?
uf ø Bø Maflu ¡pysie y BiHHinesi nepe¡ ruM, nK Bø irvrruirpyaanvt?
uf tlr Br¡ orpr4MyBaflil ÃonoMory aig ceoïx 4pysie tala6o opraHisaqiú YrpaïHcuroï
rpoMagil npornroM Bau.roro noLrarKoBoro nocenenHn? Frr4o, TaK, onuu.riru, srrú
Bilrq rqonoMorn Bn orpøuanø?
9r¿ Br¿ 6ynu sanyqeHi e 6ygu-nxiü yrpaïncuriü opranisaqiï nicnn Bau.roro
noqarKoBoro noceneHHr B KaHaAi?

Tenepiwus Cumvauin

Posraxiru ueHi npo Bau.re renepiuHe cnpuúnnrrn noqyrrn rpoMa¡h cepeg
yrpaïHcurnx innvirpaHrie go BiHHinery?
Posraxiru npo rynurypni 3axoÃ14, sri Bn 3apa3 ai¡ei¡yere B yrpaïHcuxiü
rpoua¡i?
Llr¿ Bu ei4vynil, r4o orpøMann ni¡rpnuxy ei¡ yrpaTnqie, nri npoxnnn ¡oeuuú
qac y BiHHinegi, Hix Bt¿?
ulyr Br¿ Maere 6nøsurøx ¡pysie y BiHHineoi e nrilMtl Bn sycrpivaerecn .{acro?
flru-lo raK, To, posxaxiru npo B14Ar4 ginnuHocri, s Rxt¿x Bu 6epere yqacrb 3

ceoïMn ¡pysnrun?
Maroqø ,qocei.q nepecenennn i a¡anraqiï ¡o xr4TTfl y BiHHinesi, nri nponosuqiÏ, eu
Mornn 6 na¡atu, ulo6 AonoMorrn uaú6yrniu irvrruirpanrau s YrpaïHu e cQepi
rpoMa,qcbroï n igrpunn xn?
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9acruna 5 3AKnlOqHl nhTAHHfl:

ffri 6ynø Bauri qini innuirpaqiï i .{r4 BoHn .qocnrnyri?

9r¿ Br¿ 3aranoM sa4oBoneHi ceoeþ a,qanraqierc y BiHHinesi?

Hagaüre npøKna.q, t4o Anf, Bac o3HaL{ae 6ytu 3aÄoBo.neHnu(Horo).

Ha ,qaHoMy erani, cxaxiru nneHi 6ygu-nacra, qo po6nru Bac
He3a,qoBoneHnnn(Horc) npoqecoM arqanraqiï y BiHHinegi.

Ha¡aúre npilKfl a,q, qo rqnfi Bac osHa.{ ae 6ytu He3aôqoBoneHørvr(norrc)?

uf u Byr nnaHyere ronø-He6y,qb noBepHy'ntc+ ¡o Vrpaïnn i nrr4o, TaK, To 3a flKilx
yuoe?

flri Bauri saranuni peKoMeH,qaqiï uaø6yrniu irvuvrirpaHraM s YrpaïHra go
BiHHinery?

Ä_[Kyro
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AP P E N D IX C : U KRA INIAN-ENG L I S H T RAN S LI T E RAT I O N F O RM AT

r¿roMr¿p - Zhyomyr

F--** ------::
iI}KaKeBI,Iq 

- :

iYizhakevych;Ka¡ii'nxa - i
Èz ^ s::--t-^ ilr\.aoilvKa i

lY - at the beginning of words,
li - in other positions

t-"-;:;
lØocøninra - Yosypivk a;Crpuit
l- Stryi
t--*:;*:
l-tu,ilB - lLvlv

f----.---'.*-*-
lt-

ip ln

i-
lr IT

lv ---
lñ
r|-{
i^

jYxropo¡ - Uzhhorod

io l(Þacrie - Fastiv

lXapriu - Kharkiv

Jle6e¡øu - Lebedyn

lPoruuø - Romnv

jTerepie - Teteriv

F---lkh
t--**----
I
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Eina I{eprna - Bila Tserkva

,.t 
_--------_õh_-

ff _- ---ßh
[n- - -_-is.h

i-rl-
I

lrlepninqi - Chernivtsi

llllocma - Shostka

l-
I

lforua -Hoscha

[ - - F- "t th. b.gt""*g "f -- tr"t"" ftahotyrJ.rHr f ----l:fl, iYa. ra I- - .-- :--- :'Þï'^i' i 
^ -.' ^" rwords, ia - in other positions llchnia i

I-'-'--------------.-"----- -------*--"^*---!
j' (apostroph.) l" i(r.r ro**entary) l3uarr,r'aHrca -Znamiattka 

fi

From Government of Ukraine web page retrieved online on December 30,
2 006 at http : //www. rad a. qov. u a/tra ns I it. htm

On 19 April 1996, an official Ukrainian-English transliteration system was
adopted by the Ukrainian Legal Terminology Commission (Decision N 9).

Use of the approved system is not mandatory for the transliteration of
foreign names into Ukrainian.

Transliteration should be made directly between Ukrainian and English
without the use of any intermediary languages.

Decision 9, in accordance with the Legal Terminology Commission s
express authority, is binding only for the transliteration of Ukrainian names in
English in legislative and official acts.

For brevity's sake, the system routinely allows for names such as the city
of 'Zaporizhzhia' to be given as 'Zaporizhia," L'viv' as 'Lviv,' etc. Also included is a
short list of official spellings for miscellaneous terms: 'Ukraine' (no use of the
article 'the'), 'Crimea' (as opposed to 'Krym'), 'Black Sea,' and 'Sea of Azov'. ln
certain cases, 'traditional' forms may be shown in parentheses after the official
form:'Dnipro (Dnieper).'

In addition, apostrophe marks and softening marks may be omitted upon
transliteration into English.

APPENDIX D: COMMUNITY LEADER SCRIPT SAMPLE
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The research project, for which I want you to consider becoming the

participant is a paft of Oleksandr's Kondrashov's Master Social Work program

and focuses on the issues relating to the fourth wave of Ukrainian immigration to

Canada.

The main purpose of his study will be to discover common problems or

opportunities of Ukrainian immigrants who have experienced the adaptation

process in Canada and at the same time were forming a new Diaspora

community in Winnipeg. The Diaspora is the community of all the people who

immigrated from Ukraine to Winnipeg after 1991.

Oleksandr asked me to find participants for the research and I think you

meet his basic criteria for the participants because you are a legally arrived

immigrant from Ukraine after 1991 and have lived in Winnipeg for more than 1

year. As a participant in his study, he is requesting that you participate in a face-

to-face semi-structured intervÍew of approximately 1-2 hours at a mutually agreed

upon time and place. He will ask you about your experience of being a Ukrainian

immigrant in Winnipeg, Canada.

Your participation in this research is completely voluntary and you have

the right to withdraw at any time, or to refuse to answer a specific question or to

speak about specific topics. Declining to participate will have no negative

consequences for you. lf you will agree I will provide your contact information to

him and he will contact you for further details
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APPENDIX E: IMMIGRANTS' SERVING AGENCIES lN WINNIPEG
(Ukrainian and non-Ukrainian)

International Centre of Winnipeg
406 Edmonton Street
943-9158
It provides a wide range of services to new immigrants including: settlement
integration support, employment, career counseling, and basic counseling in the
context of cultural adjustment and adaptation. Ukrainian speaking staff is not
available in this location
Welcome Place
397 Carlton Street
977-1000
It provides a wide range of services to refugees and new immigrants including
initial housing, settlement, documentation, in-land refugee supporl, and
sponsorship. Services provided in various languages. Ukrainian speaking staff is
not available in this location.
lmmigrant Women's Gounseling Services
200-323 Portage Avenue
953-4100
It provides assistance and counseling to newcomer women and women in cross
cultural relationships facing domestic violence. Ukrainian speaking staff is not
available in this location
Gross-Cultural Counseling Program
885 Main Street
582-2311
It provides counseling and support for immigrants, refugees, victims of torture
and other newcomers experiencing mental health difficulties and acculturative
stresses resulting from cultural change or traumatic events prior to their
migration. Ukrainian speaking staff is not available in this location
Ukrainian Canadian Social Services
235 McGregor Street
582-0138
It assists individuals and families of Ukrainian ethno cultural background through
community-based social service programs. Ukrainian speaking staff rb
available at this location
Ukrainian Canadian Gongress
Suite 647,167 Lombard Avenue
942-4627
It represents the Ukrainian Canadian community before the people and
Government of Canada, promotes linkages with Ukraine and identifies and
addresses the needs of the Ukrainian community in Canada to ensure its
continued existence and development for the enhancement of Canada's socio-
cultural fabric. Ukrainian speaking staff is available at this location.
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